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FOREWORD 

This work is an early, and we hope significant, contribution to the 
body of knowledge which has come to be known as "status attainment 
processes." These processes arc the mechanisms by which persons come to 
occupy' their positions in their society's system of hierarchical stratifica
tion. Research has developed swiftly during the last decade or so, and 
with it the main lines of a theory of status attainment 'have become clearer. 
A forthcoming Schenkman Monograph in Stratification (Archibald O. 
Haller and Alejandro Portes, Status A ttainmenl Processes) will provide 
a general review of the area. In the meantime it is evident from the 
technical writings in the social science journaJs that level of occupational 
aspiration (LOA) has emerged as one of the major variables mediating 
the influence ·of prior social influences and abilities on levels of occupa
tional attainment. 

Since 1957, The Occupational Aspiration Scale (OAS) has been used 
'in much of the research that has been done on levels of occupational 

aspiration. The present monograph reviews the theory underlying the 
general concept of LOA, and presents and evaluates the Scale. The mono
graph was originally published as Technical Bulletin 288 by the Agri
cultural Experiment Station at J\·tichigan State University in 1963 and 
was subsequently reissued in 1967 by the Department of Rural Sociology 
at the University of Wisconsin. We are publishing it at this time because 
of the rising interest in the social psychological factors in status attain
ment, an interest reflected in a continuing demand for the monograph 
itself. . 

The OAS is based on the dOissic National Opinion Research Center 
(NORC) study of occupational prestige. ]~or this reason recent research 

findings concerning the spatia-temporal swhilily of occupational prestige 
arc pertinent to our discussion. In their HI63 replication of the 1947 NORC 
study I-lodge. Siegel. and Rossi 1966 I found [hat occupational prestige was 
quite stable ill the United States between these two time periods. They 
auemptcd to replicate the original study as closely as possible. The pro
duct-moment correlation coefficient between the two occupational pre~tige 
hierarchies was ,!>lJ aud it WilS also high (between .tJ6 aml .99) within 
various subsets of occupations. Some small systematic changes were ap
parent but these were small relative 10 the general stability. Indeed, this 
sta?ic system of oC("lIpaliollal prestige was suggested as neccssary for in
di\'iuuals to anchor their careers. Additional research conductcd by Hodge, 
Treiman, and Rossi (1966) 2 also evolving from the NORC study. in· 
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dicated that occupational prestige hierarchies of various urbanized arel 
of the world tend ,to ~e quite similar. In sum, research by the NOR{ 
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CHAPTER I 

gr~up and others ~ndlcate.s that the occupational prestige hierarchy i 
quite stab~e from time to time and from place to place. at least withil 
the urbanized world. These findings concerning the stability of occupa 
tional prestige imply that the concept oC LOA. and therefore of its mon 
valid and reliable. measures such as the OAS, is of substantial potentia: 
value. That promise seems to have been fulfilled as various researchen 
h~v.e used it in their work. Prestige hierarchy is a variable to which in 
d.lvlduals re,latc, themselves. and .the, relative stability suggests that occupa· 
tJOnal prestige IS a reasonable cntenon to use as a basis for social measure· 
ment, 
. ,-Ve belie~e that the OAS m~y be of use not only to tho~e interested INTRODUCTION 
~n .status attamment, but to others as well: to social psychologists because • 
It Illustrates how a key variable describ,·ng perso LOA, k· BY NOW, rr IS A SOCIOLOGICAL COMMONPLACE that a persons ()C>o . ns, ,a es Its nlc:IIl-. ' . . . 
IIIg from a dime~sion of social structure, the occupational prestige hier. cupati~n exerts pervaSIve mfluence on ~lS life. It ,cont~ols the 
archy; to, those .lnterested in sodal and psychological measurement be. amount of tune-he may spend freely. It prOVides a leammg SItuation 
cau.se. of Its dela~le~ .consideration of problems of conceptual explication, which controls his thoughts and emotions. It controls the character 
vahdlty, and reha~lhty; to educators because it may help to understand of his interaction with other people. It provides the financial base 
over.and under.acluevement. " which limits and directs his style of life. 
. .Except .tor minor editing and the inclusion of a biblography of pub. At present, we do not have a valid theory to explain and predict 

llcatlons uSlllg the Occupational Aspiration Scale, the monograph is un- exactly what occupation a person will enter; we may never have. But 
changed. even a small increase in the explanatory and predictive power of our 

ARCHIBALD O. HALLER 

Madison, Wisconsin 

knowledge about the occupational selection process may be useful. 
The present monograph attempts to add such to our information. 
It . does this by applying general knowledge of levels of aspiration 
theory and of attitudes to the measurement of just oue dimension 
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Gr
and R,ap,·ds. M· I • of the oceu-pational selection process. The dimension to which we ,e ligan f . tl • I If· I . . d re er IS Ie person seve 0 occupabona aspnatlon as compare t9 
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I Hodge, Robert W.o Paul M. Siegel, and Peler H. Rossi 
1966 "O~cupalional pl'l'sligc in Ihe Unitt'll StUIl'S; 192!H963." Pr. !l2'l-3.!\1 in 

RClIlhanl Iknclix alltl S,·YllltlU .. · Mal"lin t.il'lit.'t (cds). Clau, S/f'lus, ami 
Power (2nd cd.). New York: The t-'I"rc I'ress. 

2 HolIgt', Robert W., Ilonaltl J. Trcim:m; :11111 Pl'lcr II. Rossi 
(!Ilil; "A mmpan'lin' sllILl)' (If Un"Hpaliu.,;,) III'<·sligt'." J'p. 3U!1·,I:?t ill 1~I'illh;ml 

Ucnllix alltl !icpllum Mallin l.ipSd (ells.), (."//IH, Sill/Ill, mill l'uW/'r (211d 
cd.). New York: The t'rcc Press. 

that of his fellows, which we shall call relative or differential LOA 
or, more frequently, simply LOA. 

LOA is not a new concept. By one name or another, it goes back 
many years. It is a focal point for considerable sociological research 
conceming vertical mohility. and it has heen of concern to· those 
interested in vocational counseling. It is related to a number of 
the key theoretical concepts in social psycllology and SOciology, It 
is a concept which may Le stated operationally, so as to permit its 
use as a tool for research or for cmmseling. Thus, for theory and 
for practice, LOA is a concept of considcraLle promise. 

I P,oJ~nor of Sociology aDd Anthropology, MSU. an" mmnber of technical sta.ff. MImE corporation,. 
.M;,..ct" .. ly. The reSeiITCh reported herein was perfunned pur~"B"t to 11 contrnct with the United Staid 
01;.{<' (If E,lut:at;"o. D,.pnrtment ,,[ 1I,·"ItI, EUuciltioll IInu 'VC\£MII In co<>pcrution with the Mlch~ 
l.;:.o.n St~h! A,:rj"olturlli E~pcrirncnt Slll!l"" .• 
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But its promise has remained largely unfulfilled. This is because 
of the unavailability of an adequate instrument to measure it. In 
turn, this is due partly to the lack of • clear theory which would 
show exactly what should be measured, and partly to the lack of a 
practicable way to elicit LOA responses from individuals. 

Purpose of This Monograph 

The objective of this monograph is to present and evaluate an 
instrument which is believed to be an adequate measure of LOA. 
By,now, the outlines of the necessary theory have emerged. The 
monograph will show how the outlines have been drawn together 
to develop a reliable, valid, and simple instrument for measuring 
LOA. The instrument is called the Occupational Aspiration Scale 
(OAS) (Haller,20). 

Organization of the Monograph 

The monograph is divided into eight chapters, references, and 
two appendices. Ensuing chapters will present the following. Chap
ter Two is a discussion of the concept LOA, which shows how the 
concept is linked to more general level of aspiration theory and to 
social stratification, as well as to other concepts in social psycholo!:,'Y 
and sociology. Stress is laid upon a fonnulation of the concept of 
LOA which will pennit specifying the operations required for meas
uring its referent. Chapter III will present concepts for describing 
LOA instruments, and use them to present a critical discussion of 
techniques by which LOA has been measured 'in the pas.t, Chapter 
IV will present a series. of hypotheses concerning the cOlTe1ation of 
LOA with other variables. and will present tests of these hypotheses 
based on extensive data, much of it previously unpuhlisl1ed, This 
analysis will show that LOA behaves predictably, confirming the 
beHcf t11at a practicable instrument for measuring it has considerable 
potential usefulness. Chapter V will describe the OAS, an instl'lllTIcnt 
designed in tenTIS of the discussions presented in Chapters II and III. 
Chapter VI will present the results of analyses of the reliability and 
internal evidences of the validity of the OAS. Chapter VII will 
present a study of the correlates of the OAS. perfonned in a way 
which is parallel to Chapter IV amI which also compares the cor
relation of the OAS with the best of previous LOA instruments. 

Appendix I presents the OAS forms, OAS ·standarJization data, 
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the OAS scoring key, correlations of the OAS with other variables, 
and data on another measure of LOA. Appendix II presents un
published forms used in the research upon which most of the data 
In the monograph are based. 

CHAPTER II 

CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS OF LEVEL OF 
OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATION 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the general concept 
1evel of aspiration," to show its implications for LOA, and to show 
the various SOcial-psychological concepts related to LOA. 

The General Concept "Level of Aspiration" 

There are a number of important works on the general concept 
of level of aspiration. These include Lurie (35), Gardner (16), 
Lewin et al. (33), Irwin (28), and Deutsch (11). As it is presented 
in these works. the concept level of aspiration includes several ele
ments. At perhaps the most fundamental level, the tenn indicates 
that one or more persons are oriented toward a goal. But it is more 
than tItis. in that both the goal and the person's orientations to it 
are complex. (1) The person's goal is a selection of one among the 
alternative behavior levels that are possible with respect to an 
object. These alternative behavior levels must vary in the degree 
to which they are difficult to achieve, That is the alternatives are 
ranked in a continuum of difficulty. (2) The person's orientation 
is variable in two ways, one of which has received canside,rable 
attention in the literature, a'nd the other has been to a large extent 
ignored. (2a) The person's orientation is variable in that its central 
tendency may lie at any point or limited range of points along the 
continuum of difficulty. The central tendency of the person's orien
tation is the point or limited range of points which has the highest 
valence for him, This is the person's level of aspiration, The term dif
ferentiallevel of aspiration logically implies variation in the point of 
valence when it is estimated at diffcrent times on the same person, 
or at the same or different times on different persons. In this mono
graph. the teon is restricted to variations among persons, (l\.fost 
of the time we have used a short fonn. levels of aspiration or levels 

, of occupational aspiration, This really means differential levels of 
aspiration among persons,) (2b) The person's odcntatioll is variable 
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in a second way. The central tendency may vary in amount of dis. 
persion, the degree to which it is concentrated at a single point, or 
varies over a range of points on the continuwn of difficulty. Al
though its possibilities have not been fully exploited, the dispersion 
aspect has been recognized in the literature by many references to 
the different types of levels. Those who study level of aspiration 
speak variously of preference levels versus expectation levels, plan 
levels versus "aspiration" levels, ideal versus action goals, long-range 
versus short-range goals, etc. 

It appears to the writers that all of these types of levels or goals 
have one meaning in common: almost all writers agree that each 
person has a range of goal-levels within which the valences of all 
particular goal-levels is relatively high; few view the person's level 
of aspiration as being concentrated on a single point. Among those 
who recognize the existence of a range rather than a pOint, there are 
two different emphases. Some stress variations in the level of as
piration at one time. These writers use tenns such as preference 
versus expectation, and the like. Others ,stress variations in the level 
of aspiration at different times.2 These writers use tenus such as 
short-range versus long-range. 

Clearly, in perhaps most of the' areas where the level of aspiration 
concept is appropriate, the individual's level of aspiration may vary 
in each way. He may have a range of aspirations, with rough upper 
and lower boundaries, and the whole range may vary according to 
whether he is concerned with his goals for the immediate future 
or for some more distant time, These two aspects of level of aspira
tion differ from each other, and they are equally important. People 
often distinguish between what they hope they can do and what they 
are sure they can do. and between their short and long-range hopes 
and c).:pectations. 

Both aspects will be used in this monograph. A tenninology to 
express these variables follows: Operational definitions designed to 
estimate the points which bound the range of a person's level of 
aspiration at anyone time will be. called expression levels. Estimates 
of the lower and upper boundaries will be called the ,·ealistic and 
idealistic expression levels, respectively. Operational definitions dc-

• There b another dislinction olten thou~ht In ho or Importance. This i! tho sueccss.foiln.o 
dlmcn~ion. In the resu!lant weighlell val.'nee (RWV) model, the "vnlenecs" nnll "subject;vu prob_ 
abilities" of .ueee.s and ra;lu.e aro combined 10 producu nn nwv seoro for ('ncb level of goal 
difficulty, The writers beliove th"t for oeeul"1tional Mhnv;o., Iho utility of Ihi5 di'linct;on LInd Iho 
W~il:hling of goal v!llenee. wllie!. flows from it l,a. yet to bn demonstrated (Ale~lInder, 1). For 
this reo.on, it b not di.(:u5.ctl rurth~'1' in tho present ,nonogrnph. Perh,,!," futu.e .es.mrch will show 
It 10 bo useful. 
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'gned to estimate a person's level of aspiration at different times :m be referred to as goal-periods. Estimates for future times that 
are near or distant will be called short-range and long-range goal
periods, respectively,S 

The Special Concept of "Level of Occupational Aspiration" 

The concept "level of occupational aspiration" (LOA) is a special 
'instance of the more general concept. It differs from the general 
concept only in that it takes as its object the occupational hierarchy, 
and that the continuum of difficulty consists of the various levels 
along the hierarchy. The particular dimension which is most ap
propriate for. ordering occupations in a hierarch~ is a matter of 
considerable disagreement in the literature, as IS the most ap~ 
propriate technique for measuring the dimension. These issues 
will be discussed separately. 

Many different dimensions have been proposed as the most 
,adequate for ordering occupations in a hierarchy. These have heen 
reviewed by Caplow (4), Davies (9), and Super (59). They include 
income, intelligence, interests, special skills, required education, per
sonality, and prestige (or societal evaluation). There is no readily 
observable hierarchy in two of the above, interests and personality; 
if various interests or "elements" of personality are arranged hier
archically, the hierarchy is based on one of the others. 

Of the above dimensions. those which arC the most obviously 
hierarchical, such as average income per occupation and average 
prestige per occupation, average intelligence per occupation, and 
average education per occupation are probably very highly inter
correlated. This assumption may be true or false; so far as the writers 
know there are no published data testing it. If it is true, it will make 
little difference which of several variables is selected to be the hie.r
archicaI dimension of LOA. If it is false, then the de~jsion as to which 
to use must be based on other criteria. In this case, one may tUITl to 
sociological theory of stratification. Stratification theorists gcneralIy 
agree that differential societal evaluation of occupations, or occupa
ti01wl prestige, is the most adequate way of placing them in a hierarchy 

• It will btl noled Ihnt tho di~lnneo b~tw~~n ~xpr"$Slon lovels And Iho dlstnnee between time IUO 
hllth varioble The f,,11 Implie"t;ons Ilf Ihi! have not been ext.lrlred In Ihe literature, n!though 
Ihcre IIrll mll~y slIl-(J:"slions thllt thesll variations Itluy he important, Quite different hchav;on, (ill 
OCI:uPlltioual anti educationnl areaS of bell3vior, for example) mny OcCur ,wlwn exprcsdon:\o,veis 1.10 
widely-spr,,"d Tniller thnn nalTowly concentrated, when realistic expres"on-!evcb IIro b'l!:her than 
Idealistic levels, wh"n short-rnnt.:e lind 101l1-(-ra"l:o gOllls life doso t.oll<"ther mther ~han fllr opnrt. 
AI~o, II we enn b"Ueve the 51'''(;lIllItivo litcmtur~', the "MM'. e~prcSSIll"·It'V(;" Orc wuldy .~<'P"mt~-d. 
At whnt IIlle do eX\lrc"lon-levc'. lend to conver~~ on II puint? ncseareh should be conducted tu 
Answer these and a nwnher of other questions. 
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(KahJ, 29). We conclude that the continuum of difficulty of LOA 
consists of a hierarchical dimension of occupations. and that oecu. 
pational prestige is an appropriate way to arrange occupations in 
a hierarchy. It is -at least as adequate to serve this purpose as are 
other hierarchical dimensionsj and it may even be better. 

There are many studies of the differential prestige of occupations. 

n
Those a(val)'lablle whtudien his volu

l 
mde w"!' publisheld

l 
were reviewed by .1' 

avies 9; ater s 'es, inc u ing an especia y important one by 
Inkeles and Rossi (25), are reviewed by Ramsey and Smith (44). 
GeneraIIy. these studies show that similar occupational titles have 
nearly equivalent ranks among various industrial or Westernized 
societies, and that these ranks have heen relatively stable (at least 
within the United States) for the last generation, 

Since differential social evaluation is the basis for rank~ordering 
occupations according to prestige. it follows that the best technique 
for measuring the variable is that one which yields the rankings 
assigned to the widest variety of occupations by all elements of the 
total population of a society, For the United States, the study pro
ducing the most complete infonnation on the occupational hierarchy 
was done by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) in 
1947 (41), It was done by means of a quota-controlled national sample 
of adults (age 14 and over) numbering 2,920 persons, In this study, 
the respondents, rated each of 90 occupations, representing all 
levels from day-labor to top business and professional. according 
to a five-point scale of "general standing:'''' The respondents' esti
mates of an occupation were then averaged. and t~e average scores 
were placed in rank-order. Thus, NORC scores (a1so caned North
Hatt scores) arc the best available means for operationalizing the 
continuum of difficulty of LOA, 

In summary. the LOA concept is logically a special instance of 
the concept of level of aspiration. Its special nature consists only in 
that its continuum of difficulty is the occupational hierarchy. It may 
be that any adequate measure of dimensions resulting in a hierarchy 
of occupations produces the same rank-ordering of occupations. but 
this is not known to be true. In any case. occupational prestige is at 

.Th .. ellact C)uestlon_wording WIISI For cnch Job meIltion"d. please pick out'the .tllteD\ent thllt 
best !.-tves vour own rersolla! 0l,/nlon of tho 8cllcral ,'tIlJdlllg tluit liuch II 101. luu, 

1. Erccllcn~ stnndlng 
2. Good slllndilljt 
3. Averoge stDndlng 
4. Somcwhllt be/ow lIt1erag. Itllnding 
S. foot standing . 
x. I Jon't knolV wh_ to pllloo that one. 
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least one adequate dimension, The best measure of this for American 
society, and the one we shall use as the basis for ~e Occupational 
Aspiration Scale described in this monograph aod will use to evaluate 
other LOA Instruments, is the NORC ranking, 

Concepts and Research Areas Related to LOA 

Concepts relnted to LOA 
Modem behavioral science seems to be in the interesting position 

of having a large numher of traditions that are somewhat isolated 
from each other)· but which have quite similar content. Each uses 
somewhat different tenns. but there is much agreement as to central 
concepts. The basic similarity of many concepts, however. is some
what obscured by their differing names. Others are different but 
logically rela~ed to each other. Our purpose in this sec:ion is to 
sketch the relationships of LOA to a number of the more lmportant 
related concepts and research areas drawn from a variety of traditions. 
It should be emphasized that we have no intention of trying to place 
LOA in any single unified theoretical system. We have already 
shown that LOA is a special instance of level of aspiration. 

We shall try to show below that LOA may also be interpreted as 
an attitude. The concept of attitude has found rather wide agreement 
in meaning, at least operationally. throughout the behavioral sciences. 
Because LOA is. We believe. an attitude, a concept shared by all be
havioral "systems," it is not necessary to tie LOA with anyone point 
of view. But it is useful to show, as we mentioned above and as we 
shall spell out below, why LOA may be considered to he an attitude, 
and to show wherein it parallels Of fits logically with other concepts 
and research areas. 

Like all attitudes, LOA is a personal orientation to action with re
spect to a: social object. As an orientation to action, it represents the 
person's conception of and desire for a future state (Peak, 43, Edwards, 
14). - The social object is the occupational structure, with particular 
occupations ranked from highest to lowest Ul tenus of prestige. A 
person's LOA thus stands for his orientation to action with respect to 
a point or a limited range of points on the occupational prestige 
hierarchy. But one question which may be raised is whether a point 
in -or range of the occupational prestige hierarchy may be considered 
to be a real object, This may be answered by noting an old principle 
in the behavioral sciences which holds that when people define some-
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thing ~s real, it Is real in its .consequences (Merton, 38, pp. 421 ff.). 
Thus if people act as though a concept has reality, it in fact has a 
certain reality. • 

If people act as though they refer their behavior to something we 
call an occupational prestige hierarchy, then the hierarchy is an object 
of logical status equal to that of other objects. Considerable evidence 
shows that they do act in this way. LOA, then, has a general object 
which is the entire occupational prestige range. It also has a particular 
object which is the person's own point or limited range of orientation. 
-Evidences concerning the shared definitions of occupational prestige 
are many. As we have noted earlier, several recent studies show that 
occupations arc differentially ranked and that people 'in urban~indus~ 
trial social systems have relatively similar prestige evaluations of 
translatable occupational titles. Inasmuch as these occupational 
prestige ratings aIC based upon persons' relative rankings of particular 
occupations. it follows that any particular point or rank can also be 
an object. 

LOA differs from most attitndes, however, in that its general ob
ject, the occupational prestige hierarchy, contains all possible alterna~ 
tive specific objects of the attitude, and in that these alternatives are 
rank-ordered. Ordinarily, orientations are ranked, such as from "favor
able to "unfavorable," toward only one object. LOA's general object 
is-or specific objects are-as variable as is LOA's orientation aspect 
Here, too, an objection may be raised. It migbt be argued that LOA is 
not an attitnde; that in fact LOA differs from an attitude in that the 
latter's object is constant while its orientation aspect is variable. while 
the former's object is variable while its orientation aspect is constant. 
But LOA"s orientation' is not really as constant as it may seem; to 
choose one level as relatively desirable is to imply that other levels 
are relatively undesirable. 

LOA is closely related to the concept of goal. A goal may be con
sidered to be a special kind of object toward which the person has a 
favorable attitude. Attitudes may vary toward an object conceived 
as a goal, but only in the degree to which they are favorable. They 
are not unfavorable. But LOA"s particular objects are more complex 
in that they are alternatives. The particular one chosen may be con
sidered a goal, but the rest of the alternatives are not necessarily 
viewed even as substitute goals by anyone person. He will reject 
some altogetller. Only tl,e particular range to which the person is 
oriented may be considered to be a goal for him. 
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The concept 'value" is used in at least two dillerent ways. For 
one, it is sometimes used to indicate that which has positive affect 
for the person~ Since a person's LOA is a desired level, it may be 
considered to be a value for him in this sense of the tenn. LOA is 
also related to the cO,ncept of personal value orientation. In the 
writers' opinion, the value orientation of the person may be considered 
to. be his attitude toward a widely accepted cultural value. A cultnral 
value, in tum,! may be considered to be a societally~defined maxim 
holding that a ':certain behavior or object is inherently good. Insofar 
as high occupational prestige levels are cultural values, then a persqn's 
LOA may be considered to be his value orientation with respect to 

. the higher I~vels. 
In addition; LOA bears a resemblance to the concept of the plan 

when the latter is used as a noun. Generally, a plan refers to a more 
or less clearly, conceptualized course of action, perhaps involving 
many constituent acts, each with its sub~goals, which is instrumental 

. in realizing a goal. Hence an occupational plan is held to be a con
ceptualized course of action· thought by the person to be instrumental 
in entering an occupation. Similarly, a person may desire to achieve 
a certain occupational prestige level> and may map out a course of 
action for doiJig so. This would be a plan for achieving an LOA. 
Naturally, a number of alternative plans may be formulated for 
realizing the person's LOA; some of these may be exceedingly complex. 
By way of an example, plans could include working to earn money to 
go to college to get a good job. 

Motivation is a concept which is used in many ways. LOA bears 
n resemblance to some. but not all, of these. Perhaps the two uses of 
motivation most nearly akin to LOA are the "sociogenic, motive" of 
the Sherifs (51) and the "n-achievement" of Murray (40) and Mc
Clelland et al. (36). The former is really another use of the term 
attitude. In this formulation, attitudes toward social objects are 
sociogenic motives. They are held to be motives because it is be
lieved that attitudes serve to mobilize and direct energy into action 
with respect to:their objects, thus providing motive power for action; 
they are held to be sociogenic because attitudes are held to be learned 
in interaction with other persons. Since LOA is an attihlde variable 
it may be considered to be a sociogenic motive in ti,e Sherifs' (51 i 
sense of tlle term. 

McClelland, et al. (36), Rosen (46), and others have attempted 
to show how ethnic and religious traditions, long held to be related 
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to economic rationaUty in Western Europe and North America, are 
manifested first in child training practices and later in the person's 
desire for excellence in perfonnance. These workers held that Mur
ray~s (40) n-acruevement-a non-conscious tendency to behave in 'ac
cord with high internally-set standards-influences all aspects of per
fonnance. In particular, high n-achievement is held to influence be
havior at work and in training for work. Evidently then, persons who 
are high in n-achievement would be expected to learn and to put into 
action more effective work-practices than others do. and for this rea
son it would be expected that n-achievement should influence prestige 
levels of occupational achievement, and levels of educational achieve
ment as well. To the degree that it has this objective, it serves some 
of the same aims as LOA does. It differs from LOA, 110wever, in at 
least two related ways. Like other attitudes. LOA assumes that the 
occupational prestige hierarchy and specific ranges along it become 
objects to wbic~ the person relates himself eitllCr positively or nega
tively. But n-achievement apparently has no particular object, being 
concerned only with excellence of perfonnance applying to many 
objects. 

Secondly, since n·achievement refers to the quality of perfonuance. 
rather than to the occupational hierarchy, it should follow that it is 
most effective as a predictor of the excellence of work in whatever 
oCciJpatfoni·the person finds himself. whether it is shining slloes, or 
making foreign policy decisions. LOA, of course, should be most 
effective as a predictor of the prestige level of the oCQupation the 
person takes. It is, therefore, doubtful that n-achievement would be 
particularly highly 'correlated with occupational prestige lcvel, or 
that LOA would be particularly highly correlated with the quality of 
performance in a particular occupation. But this is not to say that 
they sllOuld be uncorrelated. Others usuaUy have a stake in, and a 
degree of control over, a person's occupational career. It is doubtful 
that many persons of low rl-achievcment would be pCl1nitted to attain 
high prestige occupations, and it is 1iI.::cly that a disproportionate 
number of those with high n-achicvement would be advanced to 
higher positions. The connection between quality of perfonnance
and, therefore. n·uchievement-and levels of occupational achieve
ment is probably visible to most persons. For this reason. n-achieve
ment and LOA should each have a moderate and positive correlation 
with the hehavior appropriate to the other. This l'lls not becn tested 
to date. 
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LOA is evidently related to concepts of self and role and through 
these to a third type of motivation. Probably most people in complex 
societies actually know very little detail about the role-behaviors 
associated with most occupations. Nevertheless, they appear to be
lieve they know the styles of life-an importa~t aspect of role behavi~r 
-characteristic of each occupational prestige level. Clearly, thts 
means that the person must view some levels as more appropriate for 
himself th:m others. This implies that to the degree that the person 
has a unitary LOA, he has a conception of himself in relation to fhe 
styles of life he imputes to the various levels of the occupational 
hierarchy. Hence LOA may be interpreted in tenns of the person's 
self-concepts and in tenus of his conception of certain roles he antici
pates playing or desires to play sometime in his future. 

This leads to two further considerations. First, Foote holds that 
se1f~conceptions direct energy toward action viewed as fulfilling the 
self-conception (Foote, 15). Thus, he concludes that self-concep
tions have motivation propertie§. If this is the case, then LOA may 
be interpreted as a third type of motivational concept. Second, 
Merton (37) and Becker and Straus (3), have pointed out that learn
ing and identification with a role often begins long before the person 
fonnally begins to play the role. This has been called anticipatory 
socialization. Because LOA has been interpreted as an anticipated 
or desired future role, it may also be interpreted as an aspect of 
anticipatory socialization. (The fact that many fail to achieve their 
LOA's while a few others achieve higher positions than they expected 
or wanted does not deny the fact of LOA's status as a type of anti
cipatory socialization. Indeed, this creates problems which them
selves are worthy of study.) 

As we have seen, LOA is an attitude wllich involves conception 
of the self in relation to a particular level of the occupational prestige 
hierarchy. But it is likely that this is a more abstract notion than 
people really 11ave. More accurately, the individual's conceptions of 
the others 11c uses as referents doubtless consists of images of people 
who have characteristic styles of life. When a person uses a group 
as a reference point from which he evaluates himself or as a standard 
to direct his behavior, the group is called a reference group (Merton, 
38, pp. 225-386). Evidently LOA is closely related to the reference 
group concept. 
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Research Areas Relating to LOA 

From the preceding discussions it is clear that LOA is a part of 
attitude research in social psycllOlogy. It is clear. too. that it is 
closely related to stratifiCation in sociology._ for the occupational 
hierarchy is perhaps the most lmportant facet of modem stratification 
(KahI.29). It may also be interpreted as an aspect of other research 
areas. One of these is the area called "social structure and person~l. 
ity." Most research concerning social structure and personality has 
been concerned with the impact of social structure on persona1ity. 
But. as Inkeles (26) has shown. this conception is unnecessarily 
limited. The personality orientations which operate to select persons 
into different segments of the total social structure must surely 
be considered an ·aspect of the interdependence of social structure 
and personality. While the occupational prestige hierarc11Y is by' 
no means the only social structural variable worUW of study, it is 
one of the most important in urban-industrial societies. Similarly 
LOA is only one among many personality orientation variables, but 
it is important insofar as it controls or even merely pre4icts levels 
of occupational prestige achievement in urban-industrial societies. 
Since LOA is a personality orientation which appears to influence 
the prestige level of attainment in the occupational hierarchy, it 
is logically part of tlle area of social structure and personality. 

Social mobility research is the name given to the SOCiological area 
of inquiry which attempts to measure, explain. and predict downward 
and upward movement of persons. families or other sub-systems in 
the stratification order of total social systems.' To the extent that 
studies of LOA assiSt iD: such measurement. explanation. or predic
tion. the concept LOA must be considered a contributor to the area 
of social mobility (Lipset and Bendix. 34). 

Swnrnary of COllcepls and Research Areas Related to LOA 

We have tried to sketch the relations of LOA to a variety of con
cepts and research areas. It is most closely related to attitudes and 
to level of aspiration. It also has affinities to the concepts of plan. 
value. self. role. motive. and anticipatory socialization. In applica
tion. it is logic.'l1Iy a central focus in attitude research. stratification 
research, social structure and personality, and mobility research. 
We concludo that LOA is a concept deeply embedded in social 
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chology. and having wide application _in .soci~logical and s~ 
:chological research. Its possible application m counseling WIll 
be noted in a later chapter. 

CHAl'TERm 

TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING LEVEL OF 
OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATION 

In this chapter we shall describe. the most widely or ~os~ suc:
cessfully used techniques for measuring LOA. The deS~~lpti?n ~ 
based on a classification of techniques. In tum the classifIcation IS 

taken from the general level of aspiration concept, from the ap
plication of the later to LOA, and from considerations concem~ng 
psychological measurement. In the first section, we shall deSCrIbe 
the basic terms of the classification and the consequences of each 
for the measurement of LOA. In the second section, we shall de
scribe briefly the better blOwn LOA techniques. and we .'~all 
evaluate each in terms of the classification system. The two eXisting 
commercial techniques - techniques which are produced for the 
market-will be described first and others will be described later. 

A Classification of LOA Techniques 

Basic Terms 
The purpose of this section is to define the basic terms nsed 

below to describe and evaluate the different techniques presently 
available to measure LOA. 

(A) Stimulus question. This term refers to any test item or ques
tion which ~ designed to elicit a measurable LOA response. 

(B) Direct vs. indirect techniques. These terms distinguish LOA 
instruments eliciting a response which can be assigned a score equiv" 
alent to the occupation·s relative standing in the occupational hier
archy (direct teclmiques). from those eliciting responses which are 
assigned scores based on other criteria (e.g., interests) which are 
assumed to be related to ti,e occupational hierarchy (indirect tech

niques). 
(C) Continuous vs. categorical techniques for selecting items. 

·These terms distinguish between LOA instruments ti,e items of which 
are selected to discriminate along many levels of the occupational 
hierarchy (continuons). and LOA instruments the items of which 
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are selected to discriminate between an occupational hierarchy which 
has only two or three gross levels (categorical). 

(D) Single-vs. multiple-Item design techniques. These tenns refer 
to the number of stimulus questions used to elicit the person's LOA. 

(E) Free response vs. structured response techniques. These 
tenns distin~ish among LOA instruments based on responses to open~ 
ended questIOns (free response). and questions with preRdetennined 
response alternatives (structured response). 

(F) Response alternatives. This tenn applies only to structured 
response techniques. It refers to ·the battery of possible responses 
presented to the person. From among these, he must choose the 
one which he believes to be most nearly appropriate for rum. 

. (G) Expression levels. Defined in Chapter II, this refers to the. 
stunnlus question wording eliciting the two response levels of the 
level of aspiration model, realistic and idealistic. 

(H) Time-dime~sion periods. Also defined in Chapter II, this 
tenn refers to the stimulus question wording eliciting longRrange and 
short-range response levels. Regarding the LOA of youth, these terms 
refer to ~oints in their work-careers, short-range indicating estimates 
for the time when they first take serious jobs and longRrange indicatR 
ing estimates for a time after they have become established in their 
occupations. ' 

(I) Complete 0$. Incomplete techniques. These tenns refer to 
the degree to which the stimulus ,questions of a technique incorporate 
all aspects of the general level of aspiration model. A complete tech
nique includes stimulus questions tapping each expressIon level and 
each timeRdimension period. Incomplete techniques lack one or 
more of these aspects. 

(]) Balanced vs. unbalanced techniques. These telms refer to 
the eq~ality of the numbers of stimulus quest,ions concerning each 
exp.resslon level and each tlmeRdimension period. Teclmiques in 
wl~lch anyone level and anyone period are represented in stimulus 
questions as often as any other level and period are called balanced 
techniqucs. All others are ,mbalanccd. It follows that only complete 
techniques can be balanced. 

Consequences of Differences Among the TecJmiqncs 

. '. 1'Jt~ key, teons for distinguishing among techniques are the biR 
polar concepts listed above. These are (B) dil'ect.vs. indirect tech-
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Diques, (C) techniques based on continuous vs. categorical item 
selection methods, (D) single vs. multiple-item techniques, (E) free 
vs. restricted response techniques, (I) complete vs. incomplete tech~ 
Diques, and (]) balanced vs. unbalanced teclmiques. 

1. (B) Neither direct nor indirect techniques are inherently effec
tive or ineffective. But in practice, direct techniques are more 
effective because they are explicitly derived from the occupational 
hierarchy; their authors understand the variable they are trying to 
measure. For this reason, they have a clear relationship to LOA's 
continuum of difficulty. Indirect techniques could be based on direct 
techniques. If they are adequately designed-i.e., if they provide 
a method for ~ssigning scores which are clearly related to the COD

tinuum of difficulty-they would perhaps be better than their direct 
counterparts, for an indirect technique can prevent certain types of 
faking. Direct techniques are subject to th!s difficulty because 
they pennit the subject to choose any occupation that he wants to 
choose or that he thinks a tester wants him to choose. But to date, 
indirect techniques are based eithc_l' on interests which have been 
found to be empirically related to gross categories of the occupational 
hierarchy (such as the Occupational Level-,OL--Scale of The Strong 
Vocational Interest Blank; Strong, 55) or have apparently only been 
thought to be related to gross categories of the occupational hierarchy 
(such as the Level of Interest-LI-scale of the Lee-Thorpe Occupa
tional Interest Inventory; Lee and Thorpe, 32). To date, indirect 
tcclmiques lack a clear relationship to an adequate measurement of 
LOA's continUlffil of difficulty. 

2. (C) Gross categorical techniques for selecting items are 
clearly less adequate than are continuous techniques. This is because 
cnlde categories fail to detect real differences along the occupational 
hierarchy. At least part of this insensitivity is doubtless reflected in 
a corresponding insensitivity to differences in LOA. On the other hand, 
continuous techniques more accurately measure differences along 
the occupational hierarchy, and this accuracy is doubtless true of 
the measurement of LOA. 

3. (D) Multiple-item techniques are probably more effective than 
single item because they make complete and balanced designs possible. 
they yield an LOA score based on more than one estimate, and they 
permit tests of hypotheses concerning internal consistency and internal 
structure. All of the above arc precluded by single item techniques. 
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4. (E) Free response and structured response techniques each 
have their advantages and disadvantages. Free response techniques 
permit the subject to give. response which Is exactly the occupation 
he wishes to choose; structured response techniques may not present 
any alternatives which arc especially relevant to the respondent. 
However. free response techniques have some major practical draw4 
backs. For one, many respondents fail to respond in terms which 
have a hierarchical occupational referent (for example, "get a job," 
nOllsewife," "go to work," etc.). For another. many hierarchical 
responses are impossible to code into specific LOA scores (for ex
ample,. "business-man," .. salesman ... · 4<engineer"'). These difficulties 
result in a high proportion of persons whose LOA's arc unknown. 
They also mean that the fr~e response techniques) though easy to 
administer. are hard to code. Structured response tec1miques over~ 
come all of these difficulties. 

5. (1) Neither the complete nor the incomplete type of teclmique 
is necessarily the more adequate. They differ in that' complete tech
niques permit LOA measurement on all aspects of the concept, while 
incomplete' techniques do not. If the distinction between different 
expression levels and different time-dimension periods has any func
tional significance) complete techniques will detect it and will there
fore be more adequate. But if it does not have functional signjficanc~, 
either type of' technique will work satisfactorily~ 

6. 0) Balanced techniques are not inherently bett.er than un
balanced. But if complete techniques are required. then they should 
be balanced. This is because unbalanced techniques will tend to 
under-estimate (or over-estimate) the contribution to LOA 'Which 
is made by the under-represented (or over-represented) aspect. 

The Classification System 

LOA techniques may be classified and described accurately 
enough for most purposes by means of the six hi-polar concepts listed 
above. That is, anyone technique may be described as direct or 
indirect. categorical or continuous, multiple or single-item, free
response or stmctnred response, complete or incomplete, or balanced 
or unbalanced. All techniques known to the writers may be described 
in terms of only a few of tIle 64 possible combinations which result 
from the classification. l\{orc precisely, excepting the OAS (which 
will be described later) all existing techniques appear to be classi
fiable -into tIncc types. These arc (1) indirect, categorical, multiple-
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item, restricted response, incomplete, and unbalanced; (2) direct, 
continuous, single-item, free-response, incomplete, and unbalanced; 
ami (3) direct) continuous, multiple-item, free-response, incomplete. 
and unbalanced. 

Present Teclmiques 

The following discussion will hriefly review the most important 
LOA instruments in terms of the above concepts. Detailed descrip
tions, if they are available, may be found in the literature cited. We 
shall present first the instruments which are copyrighted and are 
available on the market, and second those which are not copy
righted and are available at no charge to the user. 

Commercial LOA Instruments 

There are apparently only two LOA instruments which 're 
marketed. These are Strong's ~55) Occupational Level (OL) Scale 
and the Lee-Thorpe (32) Level of Interest (LI) Scale. Both are 
minor sections of more inclusive instruments designed to measure 
areas of occupational interest. These tests measure the extent to 
which an individual's interests are similar to, or different from, 
interests of persons who are known to be successful in certain occu
pational areas._ Both may be cJassed as indirect, categorical) multiple
item, structured response. incomplete. and unbalanced techniques. 

The OL scale is part of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank 
(SVIB). The SVIB, as a whole, is described quite well by Super (59), 
Darley and Hagenau (8), and Barnett et ,d. (2) and need not be 
described in detail here. Brie.{ly. persons responding to it are asked 
to check Like-Indifferent-Dislike (L-I-D) for a series of occupational 
titles, school subjects, amusements, activities, and characteristics of 
people. In addition) the respondent rates himself on a list of interests, 
preferences, personal abilities, and characteristics. The OL scores 
arc then derived from interest scores in the manner described by 
Strong: 

The oeeupationallcvcl (OL) scale was developed by identify
ing items which differentiated unskilled workers from the men
in-general group. A low score thus indicates interests similar 
to those of mauua} laborersj a high score means the person has 
responded to the items the way most business and professional 
men do. 
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Strong (1ST, p. 127) presents the foDowing reliability data for 
the OL scale among students first tested when in coDege: 

ProcetWre Sample Reliability 
Test - retest ( 5 years) Seniors .71 
Test - retest (19 years) Freshmen .53 
Test-retest (22 years) Seniors .IST 
Odd - even .87 

Two types of direct evidence suggest that the validity of the OL 
scale is not high. (1) Strong states that the predictive efficiency 
of the OL scale (in tenns of occupational achievement) is poor 
when compared with predictions based on interest areas. (2) Lee 
and Thorpe (31) find a quite low correlation of +.18 between 
Strong's OL scale and the LI scale of their Occupational Interest 
Inventory (OU) on a sample of sixty veterans. Moreover, the indirect 
evidence presented in the next chapter seems to show that the OL 
scale is not one of the more accurate measures of LOA. 

The LI Scale is described in a manual (Lee & Thorpe, 31). The 
mechanics used in the OIl to obtain LI scores are different from those 
of the svm. The OU lIas a separate section' for the purpose of 
measuring level of interest. This section is made up of 30 forced~ 
choice triads, five triads for each of the six major interest fields 
assessed by the OIl. Each triad consists of three statements concern
ing activities in the saine interest area but differing with respect to 
the degree of skill involved. For example, the instructions and one 
triad from the LI section are as follows: 

Below you will find three activities under each number. You 
are to choose the "One you prefer to do of the three in each 
group. Indicate your choice by marking the letter preceding 
the activity. 

1 

BI. Take temperatures, give blood tests, and administer hypo
dennics. 

CI. Treat wounds, perf orin surgical operations, and help sick 
people get well. 

AI. Do haircutting, hairdressing, manicuring. or shampooing. 

The alternatives are rated: A = low, B = average, C = high level 
of interest. Lee and Thorpe (31) report a test-retest (one week 
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interval) reliability coefficient of +.74 based on a sample of ninety
three tweHth-grade male students. The direct evidence on the validity 
of this instrument is not impressive. (1) As we have seen, it has a 
low correlation (r = +.13) on the OL test. (2) Steffire (52) has 
shown that it is positively correlated with the prestige level of occu
pational choices; but the amount of correlation is evidently quite 
low. As with the OL scale, the indirect evidence presented in the 
next chapter suggests that it is among the poorer LOA instruments. 

In summary, both instruments have the advantages characteristic 
of multiple-item structured response instruments, and the disadvan
tages w1lieh are characteristic of indirect, categorical, incomplete and 
unb~lanced instruments. Because of their multiple-item construction. 
the total LOA score rests on several different estimates; they probably, 
therefore, are morc reliable than they might be othclWise. Because 
of the structured responses, most persons have little difficulty giving 
answers which may be scored, and scoring is quite simply and rapidly 
done. On the other hand, the indirect and categorical basis of con~ 
struction means that their relationship to LOA's continuum of diffi~ 
culty is obscure. Also, because they are incomplete and unhalanced, 
there is no way of bowing whether they are adequate measures of 
the various aspects of LOA. There is little empirical evidence avail~ 
able on them; what there is suggests that their validity is not very high, 
although their reliability appears to be quite high. They are easy 
to administer in group situations, are easy to score,. and are readily 
available at a low market price. 

Non~Commercial LOA Instruments 

A number of LOA instrmnents have been designed for purposes 
of particular research projects. These fit into two of the types noted 
above. Most such instruments are direct, continuous, single-item, 
free-response, incomplete and unbalanced. There arc quite a few of 
these in use; we shall not attempt to list all of them, but will present 
several for purposes of illustration. (It should be recognized that 
some writers seem to consider the stimulus question a trivial matter, 
for it is not always rcported.) The following arc among those which 
have appeared in the literature: 

1. 'What have you often thought you would like to do for a 
IiviogP" (Lurie, 35). 

2. "If you had every opportunity to foDow any career you wished 
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but still had to work for a living, what occupation would you 
choose?" (Stubbins, 58). 

3. "If you could have any job you wanted, as an adult, what 
would you like to do?" (Bamett, et al., 2). 

4. Asked after each of several questions on educational plans: 
"After you (quit high school, complete high school, graduate 
from college) what kind of work do you intend to do." 
(Stephenson, 53). 

5. "In the above question you have indicated what you actuaOy 
plan to do. However, often times we have to plan to do things 
we would not do if circumstances were different. Therefore the 
following question is asked: If you could do what you realIy 
wanted to do, what would you do?" (Stephenson, 53). 

The typing of these is based on the following observations: (1) 
Each question is designed to elicit an occupational title as'its response; 
this is why each is classified as direct. (2) Although it is not evident 
in the stimulus questions, each technique is classified as continuous 
because the responses to each are- assigned scores from a continuous 
scale, usuaOy but not always of occupational prestige." (3) Again, 
each is classed as single-item because only onc stimulus question is 
used to elicit responses resulting in its LOA score; this is as true for 
Stephenson's two questions as it is for those of others because he 
uses each question to arrive at a different LOA score. (4) Since 
open-ended questions are used, the techniques are classed as free
response. (5) The techniques are clearly incomplete because none 
attempts to assess each expression level at various time-dimension 
periods. 

Lurie (35) specifies neither a time-dimension period nor an 
expression level. Stubbins (58) specifies one expression level but 
no time-dimension period. Barnett, ct. al., (2) specify one expression 
level and no distinct time-dimension period. Each of Stephenson·s 
(53) questions elicits a response at a different expression level, (4 and 
5 above) and his first question (4 above) specifies a time-dimension 
period. But he uses each question as a different measure of LOA. 
lIenee, the first questioll elicits one expl'ession level and one time
dimension period. and the other elicits one expression level and no time 
dimension period. (6) Inasmuch as a bnlanced tcclmiql1c requires 

•• Many 'research work!!n hal''': later oollllps~ Ihl! responses tf! tbesu ,t!'Chniqut!1 into dichalomo\UI 
"" lricholoilLOWI "Iasse.; for lWalY$l,I. But the bll~IO inslrument it 'tiU cl"ulfillbio U "OllUUUOWl, 
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al re res entation of stimulus questions eliciting each expression 
equ I d

P 
ch tim' e-dimension period, it is clear that alI of the above leve an ea 

are unbalanced. . t d, 
The reliability and validity of these technIques are not repor e 

d obably difficult to assess. Their users seem to have had at 
::ast~e ia~r degree of success with them, however, All are diffic~lt 
to assign scores, and the scoring probably has many err.ors. at least ~n 
some techniques, Finally, many respondents do not glVe answers III 

codable terms. .. . b S 0 
Another technique, applied with slight modlflcattons y ewe 

and Haller and hy Haller in previously unpublishe.d research to be 
'described in the next chapter, makes use of a dIrect. c~ntmu~us. 
multiple:-item. free-response, incomplete and unbalanced de~lgn, Bflef~ 
Iy, it is based on The National Opinion Research Centers (NORC, 
41) prestige ratings-also called North-Hatt scores-of responses to 
four stimulus questions,li These foHow: 

1 "The occupations which I have thought about going into are: 
a. 
b._-'--_______ _ 
c. ____________ _ 
d. __________ _ 

2 ''The QCcupation that I plan to foIJow is: _______ _ 

3 "If I were absolutely free to go into any kind of work I wante<~ 
my choice would be: 

4 ''The type of work I would like to be doing 10 years from now 

.. 
The responses are treated in the following way: I, The prestige 

score (an estimate by judges, based on the known NO~C score. of 
apparently similar occupations) of the highest occupnhona.l Ch?l~e 
mentioned in any question is used as an estimate of the Jdetl~lShC 

. I el 2 TIle prestige score of tIle lowest occupatIOnal expreSSIOn ev. , . 
c1lOiee mentioned in any question is used as an estimate of, the 
reali.stic expression level 3, The prestige score of the ~ccupatlOnal 
·plan. elicited in response to question 2, is used as an estImate of the 

, II I f th NORC (41) occnplllioll$ lind their rllllJdngs. I Sell Tllble I, p. 57 or ad ~~ "h' 0 I • 30 ,en 9 uld" j"slclld u( "Iell yeau from now," • OliO Itully u~cd tbo war J W eo om r 
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realistic expression level. 4. The prestige score of the free occupational 
choice, elicited in response to question 3, is used as an esti1nate of the 
id~~listi~ expression level. 5. The prestige score of the maturity choice, 
elicIted In response to question 4. is used as an esHmate of the long
range time-dimension period. A total LOA score may be based on 
any additive combination of these, such as an average or a factor
weighted score. since they nre highly intercorrelated. 

The technique is direct because all stimulus questions elicit 
occupational responses. It is continuous because the scores on the 
continu~ of difficulty are based on an index measuring points along 
the enUre range of the occupational hierarchy. It is multiple-item 
because several questions are used. and all contribute to the final LOA 
score. It is obviously free-response. It is clearly incomplete because, 
although it has questions at both expression·levels and at the long •. 
range time~dimension perio~J it fails to specify the short-range time
dimension period. It is perhaps incomplete for another more subtle 
reason. This is that, unless specified in the stimulus question, the re
spondent must impute his own time-dimension period to an expression
level question, or his own expression-level to a time-dimension 
question. 

It is possible that the respondent may impute only one time-dimen
sion period to all expression-level questions or may impute only Olie 
expression-level to the long-ra~ge time~qimension period. (This sug
gests that anyone stimulus question should specify both its time
dimension period and its expreSSion-level, which is in fact done in 
the Occupational Aspiration Scale deserihed in later chaptcrs.) 
The technique is obvjously unbalanced: only one' of the five. questions, 
and it is the Jast, specifically elicits a long-range response, and no 
questions c1early elicit a short-range response. • 

Because of its high degree of internal consistency and its success 
in detecting relations1lips with non-LOA variables as well as its predic
tive validity over several years (see Chapter IV), it must be con
cluded that, empirically, it is probably a good measure of LOA. Its 
reliability, however, is unknown. It has three important practical 
drawbacks. For one, many pcrsons fail to answer the questions wilh 
responses which can be assigned SCores deriving from tIle occupational 
hierarchy; in fact, the non-response rates in the two studies in which 
it was used are 17 and 25 percent. For another. considerable guess
work .is involved in assigning scores because the NORC study rates 
only 90 occupations and there are, of course, many others. Finally, 
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the technique consumes far too much of the time of highly trained
and costly-personnel to be of much use. While this is true of all 
free-response techniques, this difficulty is niore pronounced in this 
particular one because there are more responses to code. 

Conclusion 

The commercial instruments, the OL scale and the LI scale, have 
many difficulties due to their departures from the LOA model. In 
addition, their validity is not known and is probably low, but as may 
be inferred from the next chapter, they are not wholly invalid.1 Their 
reliability is quite high. and they are easy to administer and score. 
The bulk of the non-commercial instruments are strong in places 
where the commercial instruments are weak, and weak where the 
others are strong. Probably most of their difficulties are due to their 
deparhlre from the LOA model. Both the Validity and reliahility of 
the single-item i~struments are unknown. but-again on evidence 
which may be inferred from the next chapter-many of these are 
probahly not wholly invalid. The best of the non-commercial instru
ments is multiple~item. It more nearly approaches the LOA model. 
it is internally consistent, factorially pure, and has predictive validity. 
Also. the indirect evidence presented in the next chapter supports the 
predictive data concerning its validity. But it has substantial prac
tical drawbacks, especially in that many persons have difficulty re
sponding adequately to it, and it is difficult to score. 

It is to be expected that a more useful LOA instrument would be 
one which is designed to take advantage of all of the aspects of tech
niques which appear to be most effective in operationalizing the LOA 
model. It would probably be direct, continuous, multiple-item. struc
tured response. complete, and balanced. This is in fact the design of 
the Occupational Aspiration Scale. 

But before we present this instrument and the analyses of it, we 
shall present un analysis of LOA and its cOlTeiates. The subject of the 
next chapter, this analysis will state a set of hypotheses about the 
correlation of LOA to other variables, will briefly describe the sources 
Qf datu to test the hypotheses, and will present the tests of hypotheses. 
The tests will utilize a number of different measures of LOA, but 
they will not he directly concerned with evaluating them, although 

1 CllIIllter IV lisls somo hypotheses concemJng tho correlation of LOA to oll,er vllrillble,. Sinco 
all the evidence regarding the Validity of tho hypothese, comes 'from in.,lrUmenh listlld In thb 
ehapter. I\lId ,rnee lI,e evlJ.mCG tend, to copfinn tho hYJloth~s~,. it foliowl that tho In,lrumenb 
CII0not ho wllOlIy I"vlliid. . 
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some of the evidence is useful for this purpose. Rather the purpose 
of Chapter IV is to use available data to test the validity of the LOA 
concept. The weight of the evidence shows that it is a valid concept 
in that its measures behave more or less predictably. This, coupled 
with the inadequacies of the types of techniques reviewed in the 
present chapter, justifies the development and analysis of the, Occu~ 
pational Aspiration Scale. 

CHAPTER IV 

CORRELATES OF LEVEL OF OC~Ul'ATIONAL ASPIRATION' 

Previous chapters have introduced the reader to the concept of 
LOA and to methods presently available to measure it. The next pages 
present an attempt to test the validity or "lawfulness" of LOA. The 
overall argument is stated in the introductory section. This is followed 
by the statement and rationale of each hypothesis. The next section 
presents the data testing the hypotheses. The overall conclusions are 
drawn in the summary. 

For years a variety of teclmiques have been available to assess the 
validity of particular instruments. Methods for assesSing the validity 
of tlle construct, presumably measured by anyone of a variety of 
instruments, hpwever, are only just beginning to emerge. These 
methods assume tl,e existence of a fairly well developed theory from 
wbich predictions can be deduced. Sucb predictions may be tested 
empiricaIly. The total process of evaluating a const.ruct by empirical 
tests of predictions concerning its behavior ill relation to ~hat of other 
variables has been called "construct validity" (Cronbach arid Meehl, 
7). The special problem; included in construct validity. of assessing 
the correlation of instruments designed to measure the construct with 
variables logically related to. it has been called tbe problem of "rela
tional fertility" (McClelland, 37). 

In the present chapter, we will investigate the relational fertility of 
the LOA construct. A serics of hypotbeses will be fOlmulated on the 
basis of considerations previously presented and from other social 
psychological knowlcdge. These hypotheses, encompassing a number 
of specific predictions. will be tested by reviewing the correlation of 
several measures of LOA with a wide variety of measures of other 

I Much of the data on which this chaplet Is blUed lira taken from unpllblished researcb of Pro
fessor \vil,lillm H. SewelL of tbe University of Wisconsin. Tbo writers wish to express their Ihaob 
to him for l'em'ls~ion In publish lhes" data. Nt:lturally, the lnlt'rprelnlions of tho dnlll Bra tho 10\" 
resl,unsibility of the wlileu. 
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social-psychological variables. The tests are based on both published 
and unpublished research, including 184 correlate~ of LOA. from 

bout a dozen different studies. The argument IS stated in the 
;amiliar form of a two~way table. That is, the number of instances 
in which a positive and statistically "Significant" relationship is both 
predicted and observed will be counted as evidence supporting the 
hypothesis that LOA is a valid concept. . .. .. 

The same is true of the instances in WhICh a statIstIcally non
significant" relationship is both predicted and observed. On the other 
hand. the number of instances in which a positive and "Significant" re
lation$hip is predicted but not observed will be counted as evidence 
rejecting the hypothesis that LOA is a valid concept. Again, the 
same is true of the instances in which a "non-significant" relationship 
is predicted but a "significant" relationship is observed. A pre
ponderance .of accurate predictions testing each hypothesis will be 
considered as evidence that LOA is as useful as its theory suggests. 

The summary of this chapter shows that LOA does in fact behave 
predi~tably. IIowever. erroneous predictions OCCUI. Inspection of the 
nature of these suggests that they are due to a number of factors. 
Among the wrongly predicted positive correlations, some :.'ire due to 
the poorer LOA measures. some are due to poor measures of the non~ 
LOA variables, one or two may be due to inaccurate reports of the 
available research, .some are doubtless due to the present writers· 
mistakes in classifying particular non~LOA variables as appropriate 
to hypotheses being tested, and some may be due to chance under~ 
estimatio~ of the correlation. Most of the errors in predicting no 
relationship are probably due to the unavailability of theory (explicit· 
or implicit) on which to base hypotheses or to the writers· lack of 
knowledge of such theory; and some may be duc to chance overesti~ 
mation of correlations. 

In all cases. the writers have sought to·err, if at aU, on the side of 
over-cautiollsness. There are many instances of variahles clearly be~ 
longing. and many instances of variables clearly not belonging, to a 
particular hypothesis. But there arc harder-line cases. Such doubtful 
cases were included in the test of the hypothesis. There is one im
p-ortant exception. Some variables appeared appropriate to more 
tl1an one Ilypothcsis. When these were encountcred they were in
clude.d in the test of only one hypothesis, and t11is was the one to 
which they seemed most appropriate to tIle writers. 
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Hypotheses 

LOA was dellned In previous chapters as a' special Instance of 
level of aspiration and as a type of attitnde. The predictions listed 
below are based on the assumption that LOA will behave as other 
instances of level of aspiration and as other attitudes do.9 The predic
tions are of three types: presumed consequences of LOA (numbers 1 
and 2, and possibly 7), presumed antecedents of LOA (numbers 3-6 
and possibly 7), and no relationship (number 8). ' 

I. Object-behavior. All attitude measures are designed to predict 
within limits, behavior toward the object to which they refer. Thi; 
means that a valid attitnde measure should be positively correlated 
with the behavior to which it relates. Natnrally the circumstances 
may make the attitnde difficult or impossible to carry Into behavior, 
or may change the attitude itself. For this reason, perfect correlation 
is not to be expected. 

Hypothesis 1. A high positive correlation will be found between 
LOA and subsequent level of occupational achievement. 

2. Means-behavior. Frequently, there are several steps which per
sons believe to be necessary before an attitude results in behavior to
ward its, ultimate object. If these "stepping stones" are believed by 
a large proportieD of the population to be means necessary to carry
ing the attitnde into behavior, then the attitnde should be positively 
correlated with behavior toward them. In modem society. successful 
perfonnance in the fonnal educational system is widely viewed as a 
means for high occupational achievement. The next hypothes'is fol
lows from this. 

lJypothesis 2. A positive correlation will be found between LOA 
and any measure of success in school. 

3. Group Success-Orientations. A great many sociological and 
antlrropological studies, plus some experimental research (e.g. Sherif, 
50), document the proposition that the person tends to adopt at
titudes Inculcated by the groups to which be belongs. This should 
be as true of LOA as it is of nny other attitudes. Moreover, a corollary 
to Prediction 2 is also relevant. Namely, if one behavior is com
monly viewed as necessary to the execution of another. and if the 
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group views the latter as important for a pa~cula~ member, the group 
will attempt to Inculcate the meaus-behaVIor atti~de as. well '7' ~he 
object-behavior attitude. Inasmuch as in urban-mdustnal. SOCIetIes. 
high educational achievement is viewed as necessary for hIgh levels 
of occupational achievement. the person should tend to have an LOA 
corresponding to the levels of educational aspiration his groups have 
for him. Both the LOA the group inculcates directly and the level 
of educational aspiration attitude may be called "success orientations." 
Hypothesis 3 concerns these success orientations of the person"s 
groups. 

Hypothesis 3. A positive correlation will be found between the 
persons LOA and the success orientations of the groups to which he 
belongs. 

4. Facilitation of the Social Situation. Experimental research on 
level of aspiration has shown that situations producing success or 
failure change the person"s level of aspiration accordingly (Lewin et al., 
33). Merton (38) has argued that the success goal, which is largely 
occnpational, is Incorporated by most of the society. Other. data 
appear to show that persons in situations which frustrate the deSIre to 
be a succesS are quite aware of it (Sewell and Haller, 48). If the goal 
of high occupational achievement is learned by all or most youth in 
the society. and if those in sjtuations which frustrate the attempt to 
be successful are aware of the factors blocking·their achievement, then 
they would be expected to lower their levels of occupational aspira
tion. H yp.othesis 4 is based on this reasoning. 

Hypothesis 4. A positive correlation will be found between LOA 
and the clegree to which the social situation of the person tenels to 
produce success in occ!lpationally related areas of behavior. 

5. Facilitation of Personal Orientations. As noted, experimental 
research shows that success results in raising levels of aspiration and 
failure. results in the reverse. There are a number of personal orienta
tions (traits, values, and attitudes) which probably have the same 
effect. If personal orientations are such that an individual frequently 
experiences success in areas believed to be relatcd to occupational 
achievement. he would be expected to raise his levels of occupational 
a~piralion. Conversely, if llis orientations are such that he frequently 
experiences failure in these arcus, he would be expected to lower his 
levels of occupational aspiration. 
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Hypothesis 5. A poslt/ve correlal/on will be found between LOA 
and any personal orientation tending to produce the experience of 
success in occupationally related areas of behavior. 

6. Willingness to Act Independently. Personal action always occurs 
in a context. Successfully carrying one goal into action may block the 
success of another. If two goals are incompatible, and if this is ap
parent to the actor, it would be expected that he will choose to pursue 
the goal that is most important to him. In the previous hypotheses, it 
is Iwld that LOA will be depressed by the experience of failure and 
elevated by the experience of success; Somewhat similarly, the present 
line of reasoning argues that when the person perceives that success 
in an unimportant area would bring failure in an important area (or 
that failure in an unimportant area will bring success in an important 
area), he wiII lower his level of aspiration in the unimportant area. 
Concretely the youth who has a high LOA may not usually realize it 
without giving up much of his relationships with his family and 
adolescent peers. Since this is probably evident to most participants 
in such situations. it is expected that the dependent persons-persons 
who would experience difficulty in severing relations with their groups 
-will hnve low LOA's and the independent persons will have high 
LOA·s. This is ti,e basis for Hypothesis 6. 

Hypothesis 6. A positive correlation will be found between LOA 
and any personal orientation expressing the willingness to act in-
dependently. 

1. Sell-Conceptions. Two different lines of rea~oning both lead to 
the conclusion that LOA should be related to self-conceptions regard
ing success. It has been argnerl by Foote (15) that when a person 
has a certain self-conception he organizes his behavior so as to fulfill 
it. Success or achievement centers largely around the occupational 
sphere of life in the urban-industrial societies. For this reason. per
sons who view themselves as successful or as achievement-oriented. 
should tend to view themselves as high aspirers in tIle occupational 
sphere. It should follow that LOA is positively correlated witll 'con
ceiving of one"s seH as-successful or as achievement-oriented. There 
is 'another rationale leading to the same conclusion. If one's hcllaviors 
are such as to produce success and therefere to produce a high l.OA. 
the perspn should certainly tend to he aware of himself as successful 
or as achievement-oriented. This is equivalent to saying that success 
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or achievement breeds a corresponding self-conception. Either 'Or 
both of these lines of reasoning may be accurate. Both lead to the 
same hypothesis. . 

Hypothesis 7. A positive correlation will be tound betw~en LOA 
and self-conceptions concerning success or achzeoement-onentatton. 

8. The Hypothesis of No Correlation. One of the key problems in 
relational fertility is the prediction 'Of nc correlation. If a construct is 
well understood, and if other variables which have been tested for 
correlation with it are equally well understood, it should be possible 
t'O specify which 'Ones are correlated with the construct. This means, 
teG, that it should be possible tG specify which variables are not cor
related Witll the construct. If a large number of variables are found 
~o be unexpectedly correlated with the construct, it is clear that 
knowledge of either the construct or tIle external variables or both, is 
substantially' limited. If, on the other hand. unstable correlations or 
correlations of zerc are founcl where they are hypothesized, consid
erably more confidence in knowledge concerning the construct and 
the external variables is warranted. 

Hypothesis 8. A correlation approaching zero will be found be
tween LOA and all variables not specified under Predictions (1) 
through (7). 

Types of Evidence 

Data to test the hypotheses are taken from icveral studies. Each 
of these are briefly described, as follows. 

Super and several of his colleagues published in 1952 a monograph 
reviewing three projects analyzing correlates of Strong's Occupational 
Level scale (Barnett, et al. 2). . 

1. The first of thescJ by C. J. Barnett, reports on a comparative 
study of physically able unemployed men in New York City. His 
data include the correlatiQn of six other variables with Occupational 
Level scale scores. These data are presented separately for each of 
his two sroupIes, the chronically and nonchronically unemployed. 
Correlation cocfficicnts and TANH (Tcsts Against the Null Hypothesis, 
Kish, (30) data arc presented for most pairs of variables. Barnett's 
da:ta seem to require cautious interpretation. His results arc often so 
different from those of others that we are forced to suppose either 
.that his samples are Wlique or that his computations are occasionally 
in error. 
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2. The second study we draw upon is also reported in the same 
work. Handelsmaon studied correlates of Occupational Level sceres 
among juniors and seniors in two schools in a suburban community 
near New York City. He, too, presents correlation coefficients and 
TANH data for his samples. His samples are referred to as School A 
(N=64) and School B (N=68). 

3. The tllird study was done by Stewart. His data are also 
presented in the same work. He reports on the TANH (but not cor
relation coefficients) for Occupational Level sceres against about 30 
variables. Unfortunately, the data are reported in a form which is 
often not comprehensible to the present writers, and is therefore not 
as useful as it would be hoped. His sample consists of 136 juniors and 
seniors in a lligh school near New York City. All are sons .of skilled 
workers. 

4. Another substantial source of data comes from Stubbins' (58) 
study of the prestige of occupational choices of 219 apparently 
normal wllite World War II veterans who presented themselves at a 
gnidance center in 1948. His LOA data consists of prestige codings 
(by experts) of answers to the question, "If you had every opportunity 
to follow any career you wished, but still had to work for a living, 
what occupation would you ,chooser'· Correlation coefficients and, 
TANH data are presented for each hypothesized relationship. 

5. In 1948, W. H. Sewell and Margaret Bright tested the 431 
junior and senior boys in high school in a Wisconsin rurban county 
near Milwaukee. Sewell and Haller traced these students in 1955 to 
learn about their occupational and educational behavior during the 
intervening years.10 Two different LOA measures were used. One 
is the Lee-Thorpe Level of Interest Test, first developed in 1943 and 
latcr revised, and the other is an index based on open-ended questions 
eliciting occupational choices. In the latter index, each respondent 
was asked to list all of the occupations he had considered entering, to 
specify the job he planned to enter (the final choice), the job he 
would enter if he were free to take any he wished (the free choice), 
the job he would like to have 10 years from then (the mature choice). 
The exact question-wordings are prescnted in Chapter III, p. 25. 
These were coded by a team of sociologists into actual or estimated 
North-Hatt (41) occupational prestige sceres. The battery of re
sponses were scored in five ways: the highest, the lowest, the final, 

.G TIu!I dLl'''' of Sowell and hli oollllborntors .re llnpllblbhed. Th~ are on fllo at the Department 
of l\ural Soclo!olY. University of Wisoowiill'l, Madilon. 
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fr d the mature level of choice. Four of these variables (tbe 
the eel' anI was dropped because it was so highly correlated with the mature eve I . 
free level as to be redundant) and the Lee-Thorpe sea e were mter-
correlated and factor-analyzed (Rao, 45). . 

The first orthogonal factor was indexed to ?,ield a varla~le common 
to all five specific variables (Hagood and Pnce, 19). ThIS was con
sidered to be a measure of LOA. Incidentally, the L~e-Thorpe sc~le 
has the lowest loading on the first factor, and makes an inconsequentIal 
contribution to the measurement of LOA by me~ns of the in.dex. 
Other variables were measured by means of objective tests or dIrect 
questions administered in a group situation, or were. taken from. school 

O ds In all this swdy ascertained the correlation of 57 dIfferent 
rec r. , f h' d 
variables with each of the two LOA measures. Data rom t IS stu y 
will be referred to as Jefferson County North-Hatt or Lee-Thorpe 
scores. 

6. Another shldy was conducted by Haller on 442 17?ear-old 
boys in school in a Michigan rurban county near Detro~t . . ThIS stu~y 
will be described more fully in Chapter VI, because It IS the mam 
source of data on the OAS. Here again, two different LOA meas~es 

ere used. The one we arc concerned with in this chapter conSIsts 
;:;: the mean North-Hatt scores for all different occupational choices 
selected by the boys when asked essentially the same questions as 
were asked by Sewell and Bright to elicit the Jellerson County North
Hatt data. (The only dilference is in on.e question. Where the Jef
fcrson County questionnaire asked the youth to report the work he 
would like to be doing "10 years from now," the present questionnaire 
asked him to report the work he would like to be doing "by the time 
I am 30 years old.") . .. 

The other LOA instrument used is the Occupational AspIration 
Scale, which is the instmment to be evaluated in the later chapters ?f 
this monograph. Correlation coefficients and TANH data are avaIl
able for each LOA measure and most of some 35 other variables. 
Only the North-Hatt correlation will be presented .in this chapter. 
however. (The remaining data will be presented m Chapter VII, 
which is dcvoted to testing the relational fertility of the OAS.) The 
data arc based on ohjective tcsts and multiplc~qucstion indexes from 
questionnaires and from school records. We shall refer to this LOA 
measure as Lenawee County North-Batt scores. (The North-Hatt 
scores for the occupation of fanners are unrealistically high. For. this 
reason. those choosing to fann were dropped from all com pansons 
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using North-Hatt scores.) Other questionnaires and personality data 
~ere ,also collected on the members of this sample. These data are 
IdentIfied on pages 69-70. 

Other studies provide more limited types of data, usually one or 
two correlates of an LOA measure. Two such studies afC from one of 
Sewell"s projects. 

7. In 1957, Sewell, Haller and Straus published an article (49) 
presenting the TANH of LOA (North-Hatt scores) with fathers' oc
cupational prestige scores (also North-Hatt) and Henmon-Nelsonu 
~ental maturity scores for a one-s~th random sample of Wisconsin 
hIgh school seniors (Sewell, et al., 49).' This will be referred to as 
Sewell, Haller, and Straus. 

8: Using other data from the ahove project, Haller and Sewell 
publIshed a study including the. TANH of Henmon-Nelsoll mental 
maturity scores and farm residence (21). Boys who planned to farm 
were not included in this report. . 

9. Dynes and others made the TANH of North-Hat! SCOres of 
Cincinnati youth against the quality of interpersonal relations in the 
fam~lr' fi~ding that higher LOA scores occur among youth from 
familIeS WIth poor relationships (Dynes, et al., 12). 

.10. ,uolloway and Berreman (24) have shown that among Oregon 
JUDlor hIgh school boys, hath negro status and lower social class statu, 
depress LOA~ as measured by the Carson McGuire scale. 

Tests of the HypotlIescs 

At the beginning of this chapter it was noted that the relational 
fertil.it~ of LOA might best be assessed hy formulating hypotheses or 
predlchons based on general knowledge about attitudes and level of 
aspiratio?, . These were presented in ~e previous section. Basically. 
the predlctlO~s are of two kinds: tIle existence of a statistically signifi4 
cant correlation in a certain direction and the existence of no correla
tion. 

lf th~ reasoning behind th~ hypotheses is substantially correct, if 
all the mstruments are adequate-which is not wholly true-nnd jf 
th~ research were. properly executed-which is doubtful in some cases
then other thUD for sampling errors tIlere should be no cases of U04 
predicted direction or "significance" of con-elution. All positive pre4 

In U In thb cbllpter. p .. ~lIshed insln'menU wlll b" gl.YeQ full citallon:l only whcn th""" am menUoned 
<xmoeeUOn with preVIously unpublbhed dlllll. -, 
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dictions should be positive, and all zero predictions should approach 
zero, as indicated by the TANH. (We have cast all predictions of 
noo4zero relationships in the positive fonn.) If this can be done 
with accuracy. it may be concluded that LOA is a valid constnlCt.12 

A great deal is known ahout it. The standard .05 level of "statistical 
significance" is used in tIle TANH. Two:-tailed tests are presented be
cause the writers of most of the articles use it, and because we wish to 
err, if at all) on the side of over-cautiousness. 

A few complications deserve mention. 1. Some studies, especially 
Stewart's, (Barnett, et al., 2) include names of variables which the 
writers are unable to interpret. In such cases the evidence is ignored. 
2. At times, Dametl's (Bamett, et al., 2) samples show negative cor~ 
relations where other studies show positive correlations. These are 
too systematic to be. due to chance or to poor measures. It appears 
that either his sample is quite unusual or some of his computations are . 
in error. As a result his. data must be used with care. 3. The non~ 
LOA variables have been classified by the writers as appropriate or 
inappropriate to test each prediction. We may well have made errors 
in classifying the non4LOA _variables. 4. The writers have worked 
with some of these data for a long time so in some instances they may 
have bad the benefit of l'llowing in advance the correlation of up to 
twenty or so of the variables with LOA. Naturally, we have hied to 
guard against such influence, but the possibility of its existence is 
always present. 5. Finally, the various measures of LOA are prob~ 
ahly not equally good. A given measure of LOA may he poor he
caus,e it does not clearly relate to the occupational hierarchy or for a 
number of other reasons. (See Chapter III). Points 2 and 5 probahly 
tend to bias against accepting the hypotheses. while the influence of 
points 1, 3 and 4 is unknown. For present tests, all interpretable data 
have been assumed to be equally good. 

lIypothesis 1. A high positive correlation will be found between 
LOA and subsequent level of occupational achievement. 

In 1955, seven years after the initial testing, the Jefferson County 

.a Fortunlllely, In mnny of theso tests thero lira eitl,cr two or moro dl[ferent mel,""r"l of LOA ",ed 
on the same or dilfercllt '1II1'plcs. or there lire two or mo,c similnr mea.ures of LOA used on diffcr~ 

~~~ St~~IP~~;ot:,~~~~~' 'fh~,s~~",i;tt1 ofst:!~J: c~~d~a~~~nsis a~~ni~~~U:!lle~~er,;,:'~~rn~:~!pn(I~:~ve ex1s~tllll~J 
bOll> ore either In lI!:ft'cnwnl or dls~l:rcem"nl with Ih" prediction 10 wt,,,,h they rcf~r. 'Veokcr, 
but ".dlli. evjo.lenc<! iii .,v!llIuMe wilen only one slluly I,u rCIHlrtcd Il lest of nn LOA men,uro 
IIl:lIinst anothe, vllrillble. E'luiyoclll evidenc .. oecurs wl,en hyo comparllble tests Ilro cootrlldictory. 
\Vb!!n this I,upp!!ns it Is due either to m,ique ehllrac(edslics of diff"rent IIlcasnres of thl! ,,!me 
":Ilrioble, either LOA or Il,e olher var;"blt!'. or to the occurrence of n spuriously high or low correia
f~o~s i~ff~c~~J;c,X::-.:i. do lIot mako lise of Ihis Infonnllilon, but U,e discerning repder will tllke nole of 
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sample members were traced and their actual occupatioDSJ among 
other things, were recorded. These were assigned actual or estimated 
North-Hatt ratings, and, were correlated with the factor-weighted 
North~Hatt LOA scores as well as the Lee~Thorpe scores, thus obtain~ 
ing two estimates of the correlation of LOA to prestige level of oc~ 
cupa,tional achievement. The correlation of level of occupational 
achievement with LOA as measured by the North-Hatt rating tech
nique was found to be +.46, and as measured by the Lee-Thorpe 
technique it was found to be +.17 .. 

Even the first of these is not especially high, and the last is quite 
low. On the basis of the first it would be concluded LOA tends to 
predict behavior toward its object. The second is almost negative 
evidence. Whether a period longer than seven years would have 
raised or lowered the correlation of LOA with the criterion is a moot 
question. If the original (1948) LOA had undergone substantial 
change as tinae passed, the correlation would drop. But if LOA is a 
stable variable which changes little over timeJ the correlation might 
become larger as the high aspirers find and exploit new opportunities 
to fulfill their LOA's. ' 

But there is another way to decide whether the correlation of LoA 
with level of achievement is large. That is to compare this correlation, 
with that of LOA and other variables. Some 50 other variables were 
tested against I~vel of occupational achievement in this study. rhey 
include intelligence, college plansJ parental educational aspirations 
for the youth. parental socio-economic status. as well as others. No 
other 1948 variable is as highly correlated with levels of occupational 
achievement as is the North~Hatt LOA measure. On the other ltand, 
there are a number of non-LOA variables more highly correlated with 
level of occupational achievement than are the Lee-Thorpe scores. 
Thus, it is concluded that at least one LOA measure supports the 
hypothesis. But the other is much less clear. The Lee~Thorpe cor~ 
relation of +.17 is quite low. Moreover, a number of other 1948 
variables are morc highly correlated with prestige level of occupational 
achievement than is the Lee-Thorpe scale. On the basis of this latter 
evidence we Inust conclude eithr,r that the Lce~Thorpe instrument is 
not a good measure (a point supported hy the discussion in Chapter 
III )or Hypothesis 1 concerning the object-behavior criterion is not 
wholly supported. In accord with the procedure specified above, 
however. these data arc counted as one bit of evidence in favor of the 
hypothesis and one against it. 
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Hypothesis 2. A positive correlatfon will be found between LOA 
and any measure of success In school. 

Several LOA measures have been tested against a varie.ty o~ me_as~ 
ures of success in school. The latter include (a) grade-pornts m high 
school (standardized to remove inter-school differences), (b) num
ber of extra~curricular activities in high school, (c) amount of college 
training desired, and (d) number of years of school completed. . 

(a) Crade point averages in high school were correlated w1th 
North-Hatt scores in both the Lenawee County. and the Jefferson 
County studies, as well as with Lee-Thorpe scores·m the latter. Han
delsmann also tested against Strong's Occupational Level S~ale score.s 
. both of the schools he studied. The respective correlatIon COCffl~ 
:cnts are Lenawee, North~I-Iatt: +.53; Jefferson, North-Hatt: .+.42; 
Jefferson, Lee-Thorpe: +.30; Handelsmann, School A, Strongs O~
cl1pational Level Scale: +.42; and Handelsmann. Schoo~, ~, Strong s 
Occupational Level Scale: +.30. All five of these coeffic1ents agree 

with the hypothesiS. _ 
(b) The number of high school extra-cuITic~l~r activiti~s in wInch 

the youth engaged was correlated with StJOng s Occupational Lev~l 
Scale scores in studies by Handelsmann and Stewart_ The s_ame Va!l~ 
able was also correlated with the occupational choice pres~lge scores 
by Stubbins, and with North-Hatt and Lee-Tho'!'e scores rn the Jef
ferson County study. These correlations or TANH s are: I-Iandelsmann, 
School A, Strong's Occupational Level Scale: -\-.26; Handlesmann. 
School B, Strong's Occupational Level Score: n?t related; .Stewa~, 
Strong's Occupational Level Scale: P<.05, directIOn of relation pOSl~ 
tive; Stubbins, occupational choice prestige scores: +.16; Jefferson 
County, North-Hatt: +.34; and Jellerson COtmty, Lee-Th~rpe: +19. 
Of the six predictions in this test, five are correct and one 1S mcorr~ct. 

(c) Amount of college training desired has been tested agal~st 
LOA in both the Lcnawee County and the Jefferson Counly studlCs. 
Thc respective correlation coefficients are Lenawee County. NOlih~ 
Hatt: +.67; Jefferson County, North-Hatt: +.38, and Jefferson 
County, Lee-Thorpe: +.27. Thus there are three tests of the predIc

tion, all of which support it. 
(d) The number of years of school the person completed has been 

.measured in several ways in different studies. In the Jefferson County 
study, it refers to the number of years of conege compI.eted_ For 
Barnett's samples of unemployed men it covers all posslble levels 
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from primary school through the Ph.D. degree. In Stubbln's study 
it appears to cover a range from high school drop-outs to persons with 
college training. (Tbis is not known; it is inferred from the mean of 
11.6 years of school he presents.) The findings are Jefferson County, 
North-Hat!: +.52; Jefferson County, Lee-Thorpe: +.38; Barnett, 
chronically unemployed, Strong's Occupational Level Scale: +19; 
Barnett, nonchronically unemployed, Strong's Occupational Level 
Scale: -.19; and Stubbins, occupational choice prestige scores: +.34. 
Regarding this test of Hypothesis (2) we find four agreements and 
one apparent contradiction. The contradiction is in Barnett" s non~ 
chronically Wlemployed sample. As was indicate£! in the introd~ction 
to this section. this sample"s behavior is in sharp contrast to that of 
other samples on some of the variables with which we arc concerned. 
For this reason it is difficult to know whetber it should really be 
accepted as negative evidence. For purposes of this test, of course. 
it is accepted as such. 

A total of 19 specific predictions were made to test H ypethesis (2), 
There were 17 confirmations, one clear contradiction, and one appar
ent contradiction. (Both of the latter used Strong's Occupational Level 
Scale as the LOA measure and one of the latter comes from Barnett's 
deviant non.chronically unemployed sample.) The evidence thus pro. 
vides substantial support for Hypothesis (2). 

II ypothesis 8. A posit/ve correlation will be found between the per
son's LOA and the success orientations of the groups to which he 
belongs. 

Again, several LOA measures have been tested against the suc
cess orientations of the person~s groups. Unfortunately, the only 
group on which data are available is the family. These include (a) 
sons' estimates of their parents~ levels of occupational aspiration for 
them and tIle sons' LOA scores; and (b) sons' estimates of parents' 
levels of educational aspiration for the sons and sons' LOA scores. 

(a) Sons' estimates of their parents' levels of occupational aspira
tion for them were correlated with the sons' North-Hatt scores in 
the Lenawee' County study. The respective correlation coeffjcient 
is +.29. The one coefficient available then. agrees with the hypoUwsis. 

(b) Sons' estimates of parents' levels of educational aspiration 
~or them are available from both the Jefferson County and Lenn-wee 
County studies. These correlation coefficients are Jefferson County, 
sons' North-Hatt LOA scores by sonl estimates of their fathers' levels 
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f educational aspiration for them: +.37; Jefferson County, sons' 
~ee-Th~rpe scores by sons' estimates of their fatIlers' lev~ls of educa
tional aspiration for them: +.31; Jefferson Co~nty, sons North.~Iatt 
LOA scores by sons' estimates of their mothers levels of educatlOnal 
aspiration for them: +36; Jellerson County, sons' Lee-Thorpe LOA 
cores by sons' estimates of their mothers' levels of educational aspira
~ion for them: +.32; Lenawee County, sons' North-Batt LOA. scores 
by son's estimates of their parents' levels of educational aspirat~on for 
them: +.44. Again, all of these con-elation coefficients agree WIth the 

hypothesis. 
A total of six specific correlation coefficients are available to test 

Hypothesis (3). Since all are in agreement with it, it may be con
cluded that the hypothesis is confirroed. 

Hypothesis 4. A positive correlation will be found between LOA 
and the degree to which the social situation of the per~on tends to 
produce success in occupationally related areas. of behavtor. 

(a) Social class status measures arc one set of social situational 
variables which may influence LOA by providing differential fru~tr~
tion of the person's attempts to achieve the success goal c~aractenstlC 
of urban-industrial society. This may be due to two dIfferent e1e· 
ments. The most obvious is that lower class youth lack the financial 
means to utilize the channels of achievement available in such socie~ 
ties. The less obvious is that the lower class youth may lack the more 
subtle behavior patterns ("manners") viewed by those of other classes 
as neccssn-ry for high acllievemcnt, and consequently he may have his 
efforts at achievement rebuffed. The various social class status and 
LOA measures, and the ~tudies in which they were used are as follows. 
Father's occupational prestige status: Jefferson County, North-Hatt 
ratings and Lee-Thorpe scores; Lellawee County. North-Hatt ratings; 
and Stubbins' experts' ratings of the prestige of subjects' choices; 
Sewell, Haller and Straus (49), North-Halt ratings. Intelligence level 
of fathers' occupation (Bn-rr Scale scores): Barnett's study. Sewell 
Socioeconomic Status Scale (Sewell, 47) scores, slightly modified: 
Jefferson County. North-Hatt ratings and Lee-Thorpe scores; Lena
wee County, North-Halt ratings. Fathers' and mothers' euucalional 
status (number of years of formal education): Jefferson County, 
North-Hatt ratings and. Lee-Thorpe scores; Lenawee County, North
Hatt ratings. Education of siblings: Stubbins' experts' ratings of the 
prestige of the subjects' choices. The degree of importance of the 
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family in thecornmunity (youths' estimate): Jefferson County, North. 
Hatt ratings and Lee-Thorpe scores, Youth's estimate of his parents' 
ability to provide him with financial assistance: Jefferson County, 
North-Hatt ratings and Lee-Thorpe scores. Youths' estimate of the 
conveniences, comfort and appearance of his home as compared to 
others: Jefferson County, North-Hatt ratings and Lee-Thorpe scores. 
Youths' estimate of the income of his family compared to others in 
the community: Jefferson County, North·Hatt ratings and Lee.Thorpe 
scores. Educational level of the subjects' relatives: Stewart, Strong"s 
Occupational Level· Scale scores. 

(b) Members of minority groups 'often face discrimination over 
jobs. To' the individual, this prohably appears to be a rehuff to his 
attempts to achieve. Both personal experiences of this sort and experi-
ences others communicate to the person would be expected to uepress . ! 
levels of occupational aspiration. One set of data arc available to test 
this hypothesis. These are from the Holloway and Berreman study 
of Oregon youth using Carson McGuire's rating device as the LOA 
measure and White-Negro racial differences as the social situational 
variable. 

(c) The youth's parents' willingness to contribute financial support 
toward helping him to get a start should present another social situa~ 
tional variable resulting in differential frustration of the youth's high 
achievement orientations. The correlation of both North-Hatt ratings 
and Lee~Thorpe scores with the youth's percept~on of this variable 
arc available from the Jefferson County study. 

(d) Post-educational work experience. For those who have been 
out of school for a period, the experience of having been situated at 
various levels of the occupational hierarchy and of competing for 
higher jobs provides a set of social situational influences which should 
rai!:e or lower the LOA scores of a person. Five correlation coefficients 
are available to test this aspect of the hypothesis. Three of these come 
from Stubbins· study in which LOA 'is measured by expcrts' judgments 
as to the prestige of the person's occupational choice. They arc the 
prestige level of the person's usual occupationJ his rank while in 
military service, and his employment (versus unemployment) status. 
The other twoJ both using amount of employment as the work experi
ence measure (versus unemployment) J arc from Barnett's studies of 
Strong's Occupational Level Scale scores of chronically and non
chronically unemployed men. 
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Th espective correlation coefficients or TANH's follow. In all . 
cases: ;ositive correlation indic.ates that high LOA is ass~ciated with 
th social situation which is assumed to be least frustratmg. 

e (a) Social class status. Father's occupational prestige status-Je£~ 
ferson County, North·Hatt: +.20; Jefferson County, Lee·Thorpe, +.12; 
Shtbbins' experts' occupational prestige ratings: +.14; Lenawee C.oun
ty, North.Hatt: +.29; Sewell, Hailer, and S~raus, North·Hatt rat:ngs: 
P<.OOlJ direction of relation positive. Intelltgence level of fathers ~c~ 
cupation-Barnett, Barr Scale scores of chronically unemployed: not SIg

nificant; Barnett: nonchronically unemployed. Barr Scale scores: -.24. 
Sewell Socio-economic Status scores-Jefferson County, North~Hatt: 
+.21; Jefferson County, Lee·Thorpe: +-24; Lenawee County, North· 
Hatt: +.38. Fathers' education status-Jefferson Counly, North-Hatt: 
+.26; Jefferson County, Lee·Thorpe: +.27; Lenawee County, North· 
Hntt: +.27. Mothers' educational status-Jefferson County, North
Hatt: +.21; Jefferson County, Lee·Thorpe: +.25; Lenawee Count~, 
North-Hatt: +.25. Educational status of relatives-Stewart, Strong s 
Occupational Level Scale scores: not related. Education o~ siblings
Stubbins' experts' ratings of the prestige level of the e~olcc: +.15; 
The importance of the youths' parents in the communlty (youths 
estimate )-Jefferson County, North·Hatt: +.1.1; Jefferson County, 
Lee~Thorpe: not related. Parents' ability to provide financial a.ssist~ 
anee to the youth (Youths' perception)-Jefferson County, North·Hatt: 
+.11; Jefferson County, Lee-Thorpe: +.n: Youths' estimate of the 
comparative quality of the conveniences, comfort and appearance of 
his home-:-Jefferson County, North~Hatt: not related; Jefferson County, 
Lee~Thorpe: not related. Youths' estimate of his family's income 
compared to others in the community-North-Hatt: not related; Lee~ 
Thorpe: not related. 

In sum, 26 tests of the aspect of Hypothesis 4 referring to the 
social class status situation of the person have been presented. All 
but eight of these were in agreement with the hypothesis. Two of the 
negative cases are from Barnett's study of Strong's Occupational Level 
Scale scores of chronically and nonchronically unemployed men, and 
one is from Stewart's study of Strong's Occupational Level Scale 
scores of working class boys. Two more are from the Jefferson County 
studYJ and both concern tile youths' perception of the convenience, 
comfort and appearance of his home as compared to tha.t of others. 
The North-Batt ratings and Lee-Thorpe scores each fail to be related 
to this variable. The sixth negative case concerns the youths' percep~ 
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tion of the importance of his parents in the community and the Lee
Thorpe Scores. The last two (also from the Jefferson County study) 
concern both North-Hatt and Lee-Thorpe scores in relation to the 
youths' perception of his family's income. 

(b) Race (Negro vs. White)-Holloway and Berriman Carson 
McGu~e DecopaH,anal ratings: P<.05 (direction positive, i.e:, whites 
have hIgher LOAs). Thus, regarding race there is one test of the 

. hypothesis and that agrees with it. 

(c) ~arents' V:Ulingness to provide financial assistance to the youth 
(youths perception)-Jefferson County, North-Hatt ratings: not re
lated; Jefferson County, Lee-Thorpe: not related. In this set, data for 
two tests of the hypothesis are available, and both are contrary to it. 

(d) . Post-educ~tional wo~k experiences. Prestige level of usual 
occupat~on-Slub.blnsJ experts ratings of the prestige of the person's 
oc~upational chOice: +.13. Rank in military service-Stubbins, experts' 
ratiogs of the prestige of the persons' occupational c1lOice: +.19. Em
ployment (~ersus unemployn;ent) status-Stubbins, experts' ratings 
of the prestlge of the person s occupational choice: +.14. Amount 
of employment (versus unemployment)-Bamett's chronically un
employed sample, Strong's Occupational Level Scale scores: not rc
I~ted; Barnett's nonchronically unemployed sample, Strong's Occupa-
tional Level Scal~ scores: +.39. . 

Thus, there are five tests of the aspect of Hypothesis 4 referring 
to success in post-educational work experience. Four of these support 
Ule prediction and one does not. The latter concerns the amount of 
employment and Strong's Occupational Level Scale scores of Barnett's 
c1tronically unemployed sample. 

Summarizing. Hypothesis 4 holds that social situational factors 
frustrating efforts to achieve the success goal should result in lowered 
LOA scores. Data are available for the consequences for LOA of four 
different types of social situational variables, social class status race 
parents' wilJingncss to contribute financial support to help the ~outh: 
and post-educational work experience. Twenty-six tests are avail
able concerning the first of these; 18 are in agreement with the llypo~ 
thesis and eight are contrary to it. Of the latter, three use the Strong's 
Oceupational Level Scale (the Strong's Occupational Level Scale is 
not used in any of the confirmations), and two of the three are from 
Barnett's study. The otllers use North-Halt and Lee-Thorpe LOA 
scales,' but depend upon 'indirect measures of social class status-
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the youths' perception of some aspect of his family's status as com
pared to others. 

Only one test is available concerning race, the second of the social 
situational variables. It is in agreement with the hypothesis. Two 
tests are available concerning the third social situational variable, 
the youths' parents' willingness to provide fmanciaI assistance to him. 
Both of these are contrary to the hypothesis. Both depend upon an 
indirect measure, the youth's perception of his parents' willingness to 
provide financial assistance to him. Five tests are available regarding 
post~educational work experience and four of these support the hypo
thesis. Again, the negative instance concerns Shong's Occupational 
Level Scale scores of one of Barnett's studies. In general, it appears 
wan-anted to conclude that, with 23 confinnations out of 34 specific 
tests, the hypothesis is supported by the evidence. Moreover, all 11 
instances classified as negative evidence are of somewhat doubtful 
validity. 

II ypothesis 5. A positive correwtian will be found between LOA 
and any personality orientation tending to produce the experience of 
success in occupationally related areas of behavior. 

Data to test this hypothesis are -from a variety of variables and 
sources. Many studies have correlated an intelligence test with one 
measure or another of LOA, including almost every available measure 
of the latter variable. Except for these, practically all of the LOA 
measures are either from the Jefferson County study or the Lenawee 
County study. The only other exceptions to this are HandeIsmann's 
tw~ applications of Strong's Occupational Level Scale. Including 
intelligence, correlates are available for several personality orientation 
variables which, in the judgment of the writers, fulfill the require. 
ments of the hypothesis. These have been grouped into fivc cate· 
gories) as follows. 

(a) Intelligence: clearly, those who are of higher Intelligence, eitber 
by nature or nurture, wiU tend to be successful in their behaviors 
related to occupational achievement, and these in tum should tend 
to have higller LOA scores. Standard mental maturity or intelligence 
tests have been used in all the studies presented. 

(b) Orientations facilitating intelligent action: some personality 
orientations appear to restrict the range of behaviors the person can 
cany out. They should. therefore) Hmit the success of the person in 
any acU,:ity requiring sustained effort. For this reason the person 
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having such an orientation should tend to be unsuccessful in a dispro
portionate number of his actions. Orientations of this type are called 
by a number of names, such as nervousness, personality maladjust. 
mentl neuroticism. etc. Their polar opposites may be considered as 
faciUtating intelligent action. Present data include several indexes 
judged to be measures of some of these variables. They include the 
total adjusbnent score of the California Test of Personality, and Factors 
C, F, 0, and Q. of Cattell's 16 P-F Test (27). The latter are called, 
respectively) emotional stability vs. dissatisfied emotionality, surgency 
vs. desurgency, anxious insecurity vs. placid self-confidence, and nerv. 
ous tension. 

(c) Socially facilitating character orientations: certain of the "char. 
aeter traits" tend to produce behavior resulting in relatively consistent 
rewards or punishments for the person possessing them, quite apart 
from the competence of his technical or intelligence-directed perfonn. 
anee. It seems reasonable to assume that, in interaction with teachers 
and others who mete out evaluations of the young person"s occupation. 
ally related behaviors, the youth is rebuffed if he has "inappropriate" 
ways of relating himself to others. The converse should happen when 
the youth with socially approved behavior orientations interacts with 
others. The person should experience success or failure to the extent 
that he consistently presents himself to teachers and others in accord 
with these orieritations. For this reason, LOA should vary with what 
we are here calling socially facilitating character orientations. These 
variables include the 16 P-F Test Factors A, G, N and Q, (27). In 
order, these arc called cyclothymia vs. schizothymia. character or 
super-ego strength vs. lack of internal standards,· sophistication vs. 
rough simplicity, and will control or character stability vs. lack of 
will control. 

(d) Achievementorientation: all other things being equal, it stands 
to reason that those whose orientations channel their energies into 
action facilitating occupational and educational achievement should 
experience success more frequently than others do. LOA has been 
correlated twice with a variable measuring achievement orientations, 
namely a teacher's rating of the youth's general level of aspiration, 
presumably a measure of achievement drive. These data are taken 
from Handelsmann' s shldies. 

The correlation coefficients or TANH's testing the hypotheses are 
these: 
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(a) Intelligence. Henmon-Nelson Mental Maturity test raw scores 
-Sewell, Haller and Straus, North-Hatt: P<.OO1, direction of relation 
positive; Jefferson County, North-Hatt: +.25; Jefferson County, Lee
Thorpe: +.24. Cattelfs Test of G-Culture Free (6) - Lenawee 
County, North-Hatt: +.46. Otis scores-Barnelt, chronically un
employed men, Strong's Occupational Level Scale: +.28; Bar
nett. nonchronicaUy unemployed men, Strong's Occupational 
Level Scale: -.24; Handelsmann, School A, Strong's Occupational 
Level Scale: +.42; Handelsmann, School B, Strong's Occupational 
Level Scale: not related (r= +.20). Stewart, unspecified intelli
gence scores, Strong's Occupational Level Scale: P < .05, direction 
of relation positive. The Wonderlich Personnel Test scores-Stubbins, 
experts' ratings of the prestige of the occupational choice: r = + .43. 
In SWD, ten tests of the correlation of LOA measures to intelligence 
scores have been presented. In eight of these, the hypothesis has been 
found to beaccrnate. In one (Handelsmann's School B) it is prob
lematical and in one (Barnett's non chronically unemployed sample) 
is apparently 'wrong. The clearest negative case comes from Barnett's 
study. As has been seen, this study is the source of much apparent 
negative evidence. Also, both it and the problematical negative case 
depend upon Strong's Occupational Level Scale scores to measure 
LOA. 

(b) Orientations facilitating intelligent action. These correlation 
coefficients on these measures are the following: California Test of 
Personality total adjustment scores-Jefferson County, North-Hatt: 
+.16; Jefferson County, Lee-Thorpe: +.24; Lenawee County, North
Hatt: +.30. Cattell's 16 P-F Test, all data from Lenawee County, 
16 P-F Test Factor C, emotional stability-North-Hatt: +.19. 16 P-F 
Test Factor F. surgency-North-Hatt: not related. 16 P-F Test Fnctor 
0, lack of anxious insecurity-North-Hatt: not related. 16 P-F Test 
Factor Q., lack of nervous tension-North-Hatt: not related. Thero are 
seven tests of this aspect of the hypothesis. In four of these the hypo
thesis appears to be supported; in tlu'ee it receives no suppmt. All of 
the non-supportive instances involve the North-Hatt scale. Only one 
otber instrument. the Lee-Thorpe Scale, was used for these tests, and it 
was only used once. While the weight of evidence tends to support tllis 
aspect of ti,e hypothesis, the fact that nearly one-half of the tests are 
negative strongly suggests that it is either inaccurate or needs to be 
modified. (In any case, the negative oases are used as negative evi
dence in testing the construct validily of LOA.) 
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(c) Socially facilitating character orientations. The data on meas. 
urements testiog this aspect are all taken from the Lenawee County 
study. 16 P·F Test Factor A, cyclothymia vs. schizothymia-North. 
Hatt: not related. 16 P-F Test FaCtor G, super-ego strength-North_ 
Hatt: +.23. 16 P-F Test Factor N, sophistication-North-Hatt: +.21; 
16 P-F Test Factor Q., will control and character stability-North_ 
Hatt: +.13. This aspect of the hypothesis is tested by four correlation 
coefficients. Three are as hypothesized and one is contrary. (The one 
contrary case is based on North-Hatt data, the only scale used for this 
series of tests.) 

( d) Achievement orientation. These tests of the prediction are as 
follows. Teacher's rating of youth's general level of aspiration-Han
deismann's School A, Strong's Occupational Level Scale: +.25; Han
delsmann's School B, Strong's Occupational Level Scale: +-24. Thus, 
there are two tests and two confirmations. 

In sum. there are four sets of data testing the hypothesis that a 
positive correlation will be found between LOA and any personality 
orientation tending to produce the' experience of success in occupa
tionally related areas of behavior. These four are intelligence. orienta
tions facilitating intelligent action. socially facilitating character orien
tations. and achievement orientations. The data regarding the first' 
orientation shO\~ 10 tests, eight confinnations and two rejections. 
Data regarding the second orientation show seven tests, four confimla
tions and three rejections. Data regarding the third orientation show 
four tests, three confirmations and onc rejection. Fjnally, data regard~ 
ing the fourth orientation show two tests, both of which are confirma
tions. Over all, there were 23 tests, 17 of which are in agreement with 
the prediction and six of which are in disagreement v.rith it. Special 
instances of negative cases appear at two points. For one, nearly one
half of the tests regarding the factors interpreted as orientations facili
tating intelligent action were nega~ve. For a second, Barnett's non
chronically unemployed sample again appears to be a negative casc. 
The Strong's Occupational Level Scale and the North-Hatt ratings 
both appear among the negative cases. Over all, it may be concluded 
that personal orientations tending to produce the experience of SltC~ 
cess are in fact positively correlated with LOA. But the sizeable num~ 
ber of rejections among variables expected by the writers to facilitate 
0, ,inhibit tho, use of intelligence suggests that knowledge of this sub
area may be limited. 
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Hypothes/$6. A posltloe correlatfon will be found between LOA 
and measures of any personality orientation expressing the willingness 
to act independently. 

All data testing this hypothesis COI\1e from the Lenawee Couuty 
study. Altogether there are four different variables which we take 
to be measures of ~'willingness to act independently," These are Cat· 
tell's Factors E, H, Q, and Q, from the 16 P-F Test (27) called "domi
nance or ascendance vs. submission," "adventurous autonomic resili
ence or adventurousness vs. inherent, withdrawn schizothymia or 
timidity," "radicalism vs. conservativism,'" and "independent self~suffi
cieney vs. lack of resolution." 

The correlation coefficients testing this hypothesis follow. 16 P-F 
Test Factor E, dominance-North-Hatt: +.11; 16 P-F Test Factor H, 
adventurousness-North-Hatt: +.22; 16 P-F Test Q" radicalism
North-Halt: +.13; 16 P-F Test Factor Q" independent self-sufficiency 
-North-Hatt: '+.14. 

Summarizing, four correlation coefficients arc available to test 
the hypothesis that LOA is positively correlated with willingness to 
act independently. In all of these, the data support the hypothesis. 

Hypothes/$ 7. A positive correlation will be found between LOA 
and sel/~conceptions concerning success or achievement orientation. 

The available items testing this hypothesis come from several 
studies. Two pairs of tests, rine concerning leadership se]f~conception 
in school activities and the other concerning the youth's estirmite of his 
chances to get ahead, come from the Jefferson County> Wisconsin study. 
Another pair of tests come from Barnett's study of chronically and 
non~cllronically unemployed New York men. Still another pair of tests 
come from Handelsmann' 5 study of working class boys in two New York 
area schools. 

The leadership self-concept variable is a crude three-point scale, 
in which the youth is assigned a score of zero jf he reports that his 
number of leadership activities is less Ulan average, one if average. 
and two jf more than average. The youth's estimate of his compara
tive chances to get ahead is also gauged by a crude scale, this having 
five possible points ranging from zero for "very much below average" 
to four for "very much above average." Barnett's study uses a multiple
item index of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with vagrancy as a way 

. of life. Handelsmann uses a self-rating of genen1llevcl of aspiration. 
These are the respective correlation coefficients: Leadership self-
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conception (school activities)-Jefferson County, North-Hatt: +.33; 
Jefferson County, Lee-Thorpe: +.23. Youth's estimate of his chances 
to get ahead-Jefferson County, North-Hatt: +.13; Jefferson County, 
Lee-Thorpe: +.10. Dissatisfaction with vagrancy as a way of life
Barnett's chronically unemployed men, Strong's Occupational Level 
Scale scores: +.73; BarnettJ nonchronically lmernpIoyed men, Strong's 
Occupational Level Scale scores: +.00. Self-rating of general level 
of aspiration-Handelsmann. School A, Strong's Occupational Level 
Scale scores: +.44; Handelsmann, School B, Strong's Occupational 
Level Scale Scores: not related. . . 

Summarizing. eight tests are available for this hypothesis. Seven 
are in agreement with the prediction and one is not. The latter comes 
from Handelsmann's study of self-ratings of general levels of aspiration 
and Strong's Occupational Level Scale SCOres of high school boys. 
Overall, the prediction appears tenable. 

Hypothesis 8. A correlntion approaching zero will be found be
tween LOA and aU variables not' specified under Hypothesis (1) 
through (7). 

WIlen a consnuct is well understood, it is possible to predict 
which other variables will be correlated with it. This is the ob
jective of the previous tests. Such a statement, however, implies 
something else. That is, it implies that when a conshuct is well under
stood, it is possihle to predict which variables are not correlated with 
it. This is the objective of the present hypothesis . . 

Data testing the hypothesis come from pntctically all of the studies 
used in testing the previous hypotheses. With some cxceptions~ all 
correlation coefficients or TANH's not reported in testing previous 
hypotheses will be presented to test the ,present hypothesis. The ex
ceptions concern variables having operational or conceptual definitions 
too obscure to comprehend. For example, a report may state tllat 
"religion of family" is correMed (or nncon·elated) with a certain LOA 
measure. If the report fails to tell what "religion of family" means
Protestant vs. Catholic. religious vs. atheist. member of a prestige 
denomination vs. member of non-prestige denomination. etc.-it is 
impossible to decide whether the variable bears a logical relationship 
to LOA. Variables dropped for this reason included two used by 
Stubbins (counselors' estimate of the subjects' personality, and tlle 
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c\iHerence between the levels of the occupations possessed and desired 
by the suhject), three uSed by Handelsmann (each called a measure of 
level of aspiration), and all of Stewart's variables not reported above. 

The .05 "significance" level will be taken as the criterion for cor
relation approaching zero. If P>.05 then we shan consider that the 
evidence favors the hypothesis; if P<.05 then we shall consider that 
the evidence is contrary to the hypothesis. Negative correlations of 
P<.05 arc of course also counted as evidence against the hypothesis. 

Inasmuch as no logical ordering of the tests can be inferred from 
theory, the data testing the hypothesis are grouped only by the study 
from which they are taken. (There is one exception: when two or 
more studies use the same non-LOA variable) all the data regarding 
that variable are presented at the same point in the text.) The first 
set are from the Jefferson County study. Father"s non-farm vs. fann 
occupation-No,th-Hatt ratings: not related; Lee-Thorpe scores: +.12. 
Father's approval of the youth's final occupational choice, North-Hatt: 
+.11; Lee-Thorpe: not related. Mother's approval of the youth's 
final occupational choice-North-Hatt: +.10; Lee-Thorpe: not re
lated. Father's encouragement of the youth to follow his occupation 
-North-I1att: not related; Lee-Thorpe: not related. Youth's rating 
of the importance of "opportunity for employment"-North-Hatt: not 
related; Lee-Thorpe: not related. Youth's rating of the importance 
of "the social standing of the job in the community"-North-Hatt: not 
related; Lee-Thorpe: not related,. Youth's rating o~ the importance of 
"working hours"-North-Hatt: -.2B; Lee-Thorpo: -.lB. Youth's rating 
of the importance of "the kind of people you meet"-North-Hatt: not 
related; Lee-Thorpe: not related. Youth"s rating of the importance of 
"the good you can do"-North-Halt: +.24; Lee-Thorpe: not related. 
Youth's rating of the "opportunity for advancement"-North-Hatt: 
not related; Lee-Thorpe: +.11. Youth"s rating of "the chance to 
be one"s ovvn boss"-North-Hatt: not related; Lee-Thorpe: not re~ 
lated. Youth's rating of "the financial reward"-North-Hatt: -.11; 
Lee-Thorpe: not related. Youth's rating of "the education it takes" 
-North-Halt: +.11; Lee-Thorpe: not related. Youth's perception of 
his father's satisfaction with his (the father's) job-North-Halt: not 
related; Lee-Thorpe: not related Youth's perception of his mother"s 
satisfaction with the father's job-North-Hatt: not related; Lee-Thorpe: 
not related. Youth's perception of his general agreement (versus dis
agreement) with his father-North-llult: not reluted; Lee-Thorpe: not 
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related. Youth's perception of his general agreement (versus disagree
ment) with his mother-North-Hatt: not related; Lee-Thorpe: not re
lated. The number of occupations seriously considered by the youth 
-North-Hatt: +.22; Lee-Thorpe: +.16. Amount of thought the youth 
reports having given to choosing an occupation-North-Hatt: +.22j 
Lee-Thorpe: +.18. Youth's estimate of the amount of knowledge he 
has about his specific occupational choice-North-Hatt: -.20; Lee
Thorpe: -.20. Youth work (versus no work) experience while in 
school-North-Hatt: -.12; Lee-Thorpe: not related. Youtlis estimate 
of his ability for the occupation he plans to enter-North· fIatt: +.11; 
Lee-Thorpe: not related. Yantll's belief that his occupational plan 
was influenced strongly by his father-North-Hatt: not related; Lee
Thorpe: not related. Youth's belief that his occupational choice was 
influenced strongly by· his mother-North-Hatt: not related; Lee· 
Thorpe: not related. Youth's belief that llis occupational choice was 
influenced strongly by his siblings-North-Hatt: -.12; Lee-Thorpe: not 
related. Youth's belief that his occupational choice was influenced 
strongly by other relatives-North-Hatt: not related; Lee-Thorpe: 
not related. Youth's belief that his occupational choice was influenced 
strongly by his teachers-North-Hatt: +.23; Lee-Thorpe: I16t re
lated. Youth's belief tlmt his occupational choice was influenced 
strongly by hi$ peers-North~Hatt: not related; Lee~Thorpe: not Te~ 
lated. Youth's belief that his occupational choice was strongly in
fluenced by himself-North-Hntt: not related; Lee-Thorpe: not re
lated. Youth~s satisfaction with his father's education-North-Hatt: 
+.14; Lee-Thorpe: +.15. Youth's perception of' his father's satisfac
tion with his (the fath .... s) education-North-Hntt: +.11; Lee-Thorpe: 
not related. Mothels work (versus no work) outside the home-North
Hatt: not related; Lce-Thorp~: not related. Size of youth's home com
munity-North-Hatt: not related; Lee-Thorpe: +.11. Parcnes marital 
status (broken home versus non-broken home )-North~Hatt: not 
related;. Lee-Thorpe: not related. Years of military service (hctween 
high school, 1948, and restudy, 1955)-North-Hatt: not related; Lee
Thorpe: not related. 

The second sct of data testing the final hypothesis come from the 
Lenawee County study. Cattell's 16 P-F Test, Factor I, emotional sen
sitivity versus tough maturity-North-Hatt rating: not related. Cat
tell's 16 P-F Test, Factor L, paranoid schizothymia versus trustful aI

. trhisnl'-North-II,itt: not related. Cattell's 16 P-F Test, Factor II, hys-
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teric unconcern ("bohemianism") versus practical concernedness-' 
North-Hatt: not related. Multiple-item index of ilie youth's concern 
over the social class status of his famiJy"-North-Hatt: not related. 

A third set of data testing the last hypothesis are from Stubhins 
study of veterans applying for cOWlseling service. Veteran~s marital 
status-experts' ratings of the prestige of the person" s occupational 
choice: not related. Number of veteran's dependents-experts" ratings: 
not related. Number of years of employment-experts' ratings: not re· 
lated. The dillerenee hetween the education of the veteran and his sib
lings-'experts ratings: +.20. 

Miscellaneous data come- from various sources. These include 
the studies of Barnett, Handelsmann, Stubbins, and Stewart, as well 
as some not previously mentioned, including that of Dynes et al. (12) 
and Haller and Sewell (21). Age: Jefferson County, North-Hatt: not 
related; Jefferson County, Lee-Thorpe: not related; Barnett> chron
ically unemployed, Sti0r:tg~s Occupational Level Scale scores: not 
related; Barnett, nonchronically Wlcmployed, Strong's Occupational 
Level Scale scores: -.30 (presumably, P<.05, but this is not reported 
hy Barnett); Handelsmann, School A, Strong's Occupational Level 
Scale: not related; Handelsmarm, School B, Strong's Occupational 
Level Scale: not related. Stubbins, experts" ratings of the prestige of 
the occQpational choice: not related. Farm (versus non-farm) resi
dence-Hailer and Sewell (state-wide sample of high school seniors 
in Wisconsin), North-Hatt ratings: not related. Poor relationships 
among family members, Dynes, et al., North-Hatt ratings: P<.05. 

Summarizing, Hypothesis (8) holds that a low correlatiou ap
proaching zero will be found between LOA and any variable not in
eluded in Hypothesis (1) through (7). Hence, accepting the TANH 
is a confinnation of the hypothesis and rejecting the TANH is a dis
confinnation. Over all, 88 tests have been presented. Of these, 62 
tend to confirm the hypothesis, while 26 are contrary to it. The evi
dence dearly is weighted toward accepting the hypothesis, but the 26 
exceptions cannot be discounted. Evidently, present knowledge of 

LOA and its correlates is incomplete; cllance over-estimation of the 
amount of correlation probably could not account for so many discon
firmations. It appears likely that LOA varies systematically with fac
tOrs not anticipated in tlle hypotheses. 

! .. AD indell $1ml1lU' to a lllclor ,.:ported in provioLU litelll-two. Seo Sewell aud HIllle.- (48) . 
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Summary 

It has been held that the validity of a construct may be tested by 
successfully predicting its relationships to other variables. To perform 
such a test of the validity of the LOA construc~ eight hypotheses were 
stated concerning the existence (or degree) of correlation of any par
ticular measure of LOA \vlth other variables. In all cases the P;;;;.05 
level is used as critical In the TANH. 

The first seven of these predicted that a correlation exists, and 
tl,e last (U,e logical opposite) predicted that no correlation exists. In 
the first seven, a total of 96 specific tests are available. In 75 of these, 
the predictions of positive correlation (or stability regarding the 
TANH) is confirmed. In 21 it is disconfinoed. A total of 88 coeffi
cients are available to test Hypothesis (8), which holds that!lO corre
lation exists between LOA and variables not belonging to Predictions 
(1) through (7). In 62 of these, U,e prediction of no correlation is 
confinoed. In 26 it is disconfirmed. 

In short, ·when a positive correlation is hypothesized there is an 
accuracy of about 78 percent. Conversely, when no correlation is 
hypotheSized there is an accuracy of about 70 percent. W\,iJe this 
is far from the efficiency that might be hoped for, it nonetheless demo 
onstrates that LOA is a construct having lawful and known relations 
to other variables. This is a clear, though imperfect, demonstration of 
tl,e construct validity of LOA. 

Some LOA instruments are doubtless poorer than others. This 
means that they show less correlation with a criterion and it may 
be that some of the disconfirmations of Hypotheses (1) U,rough (7) 
are due to this fact. Specifically. a disproportionate number of appar
ent disconfinnations appear to come from studies using Strong's Occu
pational Level Scale. This suggests tl,at the use of better LOA meas
ures would have improved LOA's performance in the first seven hypo
theses. But the excessively low correlation of non-LOA variables and 
the poorer LOA instruments should over-estimate the numher of con
firmations of HypOUlOSis (8). Evidently additional principles beyond 
those used in the first seven hypotheses are needed. 

Although the evidence is not unambiguous, the bulk of it tends 
to support each of U,e hypotheses: 1. that LOA is a relatively good 
predictor of belHl.Vior toward its object (the evidence for this predic
tion is confUcting)j 2. that LOA varies with the degree of success 
~ ~chool. a condition necessary for carrying higll LOA's into action; 
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3· that LOA varies with the success orientations of the groups to 
":hich the person belongs; 4. that LOA varies wi~ the de~ee to 
which the social situation tends to produce success m occupationally
related areas of behavior; 'S. that LOA varies with personal orienta
tions tending to produce success in occupationally related areas of 
behavior; 6. that LOA varies with personal orientations express
ing willinguess to act independently; and 7. that LOA is related to 
self-conceptions concerning success or achievement orientation. As 
shown by the existence of correlation where none was predicted. LOA 
is evidently related to one or more other factors. But the exact nature 
of these is not clear. 

This chapter has shown by empirical means that LOA is a valid 
concept in the sense that its behavior is lawful. This. in turn shows 
that a reliahle, valid and practicable LOA instrument would he use
ful. Chapter II showed that the theory of LOA may he of importance 
to the behavio'ral sciences. especially to social mobility. education. and 
related areas. Chapter III showed that no existing LOA instrument 
is reliable, valid and practicable. although some instruments have 
some of these characteristics. Together these findings point to the 
need for an LOA instrument which has all three of the above char
acteristics. Succeeding chapters will present the Occupational Aspira~ 
tion Scale, a scale designed to meet the above 1"equirements, and will 
present data evaluating the scale. 

CHAPTER V 

DESIGN OF TIlE OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATION SCALE 

Preceding chapters have attempted to. show several things about 
the concept of level of occupational aspiration. 1. Logically. it oc
cupies a central place in the behavioral sciences, especially as regards 
theory of level of aspiration and attitudes, and as regards research on in
dividual socialization and .on individual movement in a social system 
(or social mobility). This was shown in Chapter II. 2. Empirically, 
available evidence tends to support much of the theory, especially as 
regards the occupational and educational consequences, and the 
psychological and social situational antecedents of differential levels 
of occupational aspiration. This is shown in Chapter IV. 3. This 
latter outcome is somewhat surprising in view of gross inadequacies 
of existing instruments for measuring the concept. As has been shown. 
the present tcclmiques for measuring LOA either utilize only parts 
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of the general level of aspiration theory, or use only single stimulus 
questions, or are based on inaccur~te assumptic;ms about the occupa
tional hierarchy, or have too high an attrition rate and are too un
wieldy to meet practical purposes, There are other difficulties, too. 
Instruments previous to the OAS have the following deficiencies. 
Several lack a high degree of either theoretical or empirical validity, 
or their validity is Wltested. Second, several are probably unreliable 
in tenns of internal consistency or stability or both, in point of fact 
the reliability of these instruments is usually untested Hnd in some 
cases it is untestable. Third. the best of the instmments available 
today is not practical because it is too tedious to administer and· score 
and because the subjects are of ton unable to respond to it in terms 
which are relevant to LOA. All this was shown in Chapter III. 

In brief, both the theory of LOA and the data available concern
ing its correlates show it to be a variable of considerable promise in 
explaining differential educational and occupational achievement. It 
folIows that the variable could have practical importance to those 
concerned with educational achievement. vocational and educational 
counseling, and social mobility, But present techniques for measuring 
LOA are not adequate to the task. 

The Occupational Aspiration Scale (OAS) was designed to meas
ure LOA accurately and easily. In the present chapter' we' shall 
describe the design of tbis instrument. In the two succeeding chap
ters we shall present the results of, the empirical evaluations which 
have been performed to date on the OAS_ 

General Description 

TABLE l-Summary of the relation between the NORC occupational prestige 
scores and the OAS format' . 

NORC rankings OAS 

Occupation Score Item Question Score 
---------

I) u, S. Supreme Court Justice •••• " ••• " •••• , ••• 96 I R-S 9 
2) PhYsicisn •••••••••••••••••• , •••••••• , •• ", ,., 93 2 I-S 9 
3) State GO'lernor ••••• , 0 ••••••• 0.0 •••••• , •••••• , 93 3 R-S 9 
4) Cabinet Member in Federal Government •••• 0'" 92 4 I-S 9 
5) Diplomat in U, S, Foreign Service ••••• ".' •• ". 92 5 R-L 9 
6) Mayor of a large city ••••• , •••••••••••• ",."., 90 6 I-L 9 
7) College Profelilsor •••••• , ••• , ••••• , ••• '" ••• ", 89 7 R-L 9 
8) Scientist ••• 0 •• 0 ••• 0 •••• ' •• '., ••• '"."" •• ,., 89 8 I-L 9 

---------
9) U. S, Representative in Congress •••• , , , •• , ,., , , 89 I R-S 8 

10) Banker, •••••••• , ,0" ••••••••• ' ' ••• , , •••• ,." 88 2 I-S 8 
II) (Government Scientlst)(a), • 0 "", •• " ••••• , ••• 88 
12) County Judge •••• , ••• , •••••••••••• , •••••• "., 87 3 R-S 8 
13) Head of a department in a state government. , ,., 87 4 I-S 8 
14) Minister (or)(b), ••• ,.", ••• , ••••••••••••• 0'.' 87) 5 R,L 8 
IS) Priest,., ••• '.'.,., •• ", •••• '.,.' •••• """" 86 
16) Architect,."., ••••••••••• " ••• , •• ", ••• , ••• , 86 6 I-L 8 
17) Chemist" ••••• " ,.", •• , •••••••• '.'., •••••• , 86 7 R-L 8 
18) Dentllilt.,. ", •• ,'.,.',.,.,.",.,.,.,." •• "., 86 8 I-L 8 

---------
19) Lawyer. 0' ••• ' , •••••••• 0 ••••••••••• , ••••• , •• , 86 R-S 7 
20) Member of the board of directors of a large cor-

poration, ••••••••••• , •••• 0 •• ,' •••• '0 ••• 0 •• ' •• 86 2 I-S 7 
21) Nuclear physicist. , , •• " •• '. ,."",." •• ,.",. 86 3 R-S 7 
22) Psychologist, ••• , "" •• ', •• " •• ",."" •• ",. 85' 4 I-S 7 
23) Civil engineer •• , •• ".".""., , •• " , •• """, 84 5 R-L 7 
24) Airline pilot, , ••• "",.;""".""""."., , 0 83 6 I-L 7 
25) Artist who paints pictures that are exhibited in 

galleries" ••• ' •••••• "."" ••• , ••• " ••• , •••• , 83 7 R-L 7 
26) Owner of a factory that employs about 100 people. 82 8 I-L 7 

---------
27) Sociologist., ",."' •• '0' •••••• ,.", •• , •••• , •• 8' 1 R-S 6 
28) Accountant for a large business.",.",."., •••• 81 , I-S 6 
29) Biologist" ••• "." •••• " ••• """" ••• , ••• ,. 0 81 3 R-S 6 
30) Musician in II symphony orchestra •• ' ••• , •••• ". 81 4 I-S 6 
31) AuUlor of novels, ••• , •• ""."".", •• " •• "". 80 5 R-L 6 
32) Captain in the anny. , ••• '.".' ••• ,., •••• ", ,., 80 6 I-L 6 
33) Building contractor., ••• ,.".",.""". ' •• ' •• 79 7 R-L 6 
34) (Economist)(a)" ••••••• ,. "0"""""""'" 7. 
35) (Tnstructor in Ute public 8chools)(a), ••• ". """ 79 
36) Public school.teacher., ••• , ••••• , •• , •• ,.',.",. 78 8 I-L 6 

---------
37) • County agricultural agent. '.'.0 •••••••• , •• "", 77 1 R-S 5 

The OAS Is an eight item multiple-choice instrument. It includes 
items pennitting responses at both the realistic and the idealistic ex
pression levels of LOA, each at two goal-periods, called career periods 
in this context, short range (end of schooling) and long range (at 
age 30). The four possible combinations of these components are 
each assessed twice, thus giving a total of eight qnestions. The 
alternatives for each item· consist of ten occupational titles drawn 
from among the ninety occupations ranked by the NOnC (41) st"dy 
of the prestige of occupations (see Table 1), Each occupation is ;: 
presented as a possible response only once on the fonn, Alternative I~ ... '; 

38) Railroad engineer •• , .' ••••••••••••••• 0 •••••• , , 77 2 I-S 5 
3.) (Farm owner and operator)(a).,., ••• " •. ,'."'. 76 

Official of an intematioDnllabor union, , , , ., • , , •• 40) 75 3 R-S s 
responses for each item systematically span the entire range of oc-
cupati<,mal prestige, and are scored from zero to nine, Operati~nany. i-

I
' an item score of 9 indicates that the respondent has cllosen an oc- t 
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41) Radio annOUlIcer,.,.,., ••• , ,." •••• "'.' 0 ••••• 75 4 I-S 5 
42) Newspaper colum.nist •• ,."",."""""".", 74 5 R-L 5 
43) Owner-operator of a printing shop., "".",."" 74 6 I-L 5 
~4) Electrician .• "., ,,0" ••• ,.".""".,.", •• " 73 7 R-L 5 
45) Trained machinist." •••••••• " •• """" •• ", 73 8 I-L 5 

(Ol) Thin iII p.IItenlhesel nOlt used in the ~AS. 
(b) Both lUI eomblned AI I .Ingle IlIenlAl!ve hi tbe OAS, 
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TABLE I-Concluded 

46) 
47) 
48) 
49) 
SO) 
51) 
52) 

53) 
54) 

55) 
56) 
57) 
58) 
59) 
60) 
61) 
6.) 
63) 

64) 
65) 
66) 
67) 
6.) 
6') 
70) 
71) 
7.) 
73) 

74) 
75) 
76) 
77) 
78) 
79) 
80) 
81) 

NORC rankings 

Occupation 

WetftU"c worker for a city government .•••••.•••. 
Undertaker •••••..•••..•..•..•..•..•••.••••.•. 
Reporter on It daily newspaper .•.•••••••.•.••.•• 
Manager of It small store f.n It city ••.••..•••••••• 
Bookkeeper .•.••..••....•..•••...••..••••••.• 
Insurance agent .••••••............•.•••..••.. 
(Tenant farmer--(lnc who oWRslivestock and ma-
chinery and manages the farm)(a) .............. . 
Traveling salesman for a wholesale concern ...••. 
Playground director ..•...••..••..••..••.••.... 

Policeman ..••..•..••...•..••••.••..•••.•..•. 
Railroad conductor .••.••..••••.•••...•.•••.••. 
Mail carrier ••.••..••••.••...•••.•••.•••••••.. 
Carpenter ...••.••.•••••••••.•••..••..•••.••.• 
(Automobile repairman)(a) •••..•••..••..••..••. 
Plumber .••..•.•.••..•••.••••..••••.•..•••... 
Garage mechanic .•••.•...••..••.•.•••..••..•. 
Local official of a labor union ....... .- ......... .. 
Owner-operator of a lunch stand .••..• ~ .•.• ' •...• 

Corporal in the army •...•.••• .••••••••••..••.. 
Machine operator in a fa~torf ••.••••••••••••.•• 
Barber .........••.•••..•••••....•...•..•••.. 
Clerk in a store ..•...••.••...••. .•••..••...••. 
(Fisherman who owns his own boat)(a) .••..•.••• 
Streetcar motorman ..• ••...••.•••..•••..••..•. 
Milk route man •••••...•.••••.••..••..••..••.. 
(Restaurant cook)(a) .•..••..••..••..•••.••..•. 
Trude driver ..•...•...•...••...•. .••..••.••.• 
Lumberjack .•...•••..•...••.•.•.•••.••..•.•. • 

Filling station attendant .... ....•..•...•...•... 
Singer in a night club ..••••....••. ....•.....•.. 
Farm hand ..••...• . ' .•....•...•....••..••..••. 
COlli miner .............••......•.•..••..••... 
Taxi driver ........•..••..••..•...•.•...••..•• 
Railroad section hand ....•..•..........••. .... 
Restaurant worker .....••...••... ..•••..•••... 
Dock worker . ......•...••...•.......••.•...•. 

82) Night·watchman ....•...•.....•......•.•...•.. 
83) Clol1les presser In a laundry .....•..•. .•••..... 
84) Soda fountain clerk .•.. .••....•...••..••...•.. 
85) (Bartender)(a) ......••..•...••..••..••..•.••.• 
86) Janitor .....................•••....•.••...... 
87)' Share cropper------1)ne who owns no Uvestock or 

equipment and does not manage farm .••..• .••.. 
88) Garbage collector .•....•..•...••.. .•...•.•.. ,. 
89) . Street sweeper ...•.••. ..•........•..•••...•... 
90) Shoe shiner .•...•. •.............•..•..••....• 

(a) Not ulCI(I In thel OAS. 

Score 

73 
7. 
71 
6' 6' .8 
68 
68 
.7 

67 
67 
66 
65 
63 
63 
6. 
6' 
.2 

60 
60 
59 
58 
58 
58 
54 
54 
5. 
53 

52 
5. 
50 
49 
49 
48 
48 
47 

47 
4. 
45 
44 
44 

40 
35 
34 
33 

Itom 

1 
2 
l 

• 5 

• 
7 
8 

I 
2 
3 

• 
5 
6 
7 
8 

1-
I 
2 
3 

• 
5 
6 

7 
8 

---
I 
2 
3 

• 5 
6 
7 
8 

---
I 
2 
3 

• 
5 
6 
7 
8 

OAS 

Question 

R-S 
I·S 
R-S 
I-S 
R-L 
I-L 

R·L 
'-L 

R·S 
I·S 
R·S 
'·S 

R·L 
'-L 
R·L 
'·L ---
R·S 
'·S 
R·S 
loS 

R-L 
I·L 

R·L 
,·L 

---
R-S 
"S 
R-S 
loS 
R-L 
'-L 
R-L 
'·L ---
R-S 
loS 
R·S 

I-S 

R-L 
'-L 
R-L 
4L 

Score 

• • • • • • 
4 
4 

3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
l 
3 

---
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

2 
2 ---
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 ---
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

cupation from among the eight highest prestige occupations on the 
NORC scale, and an item score of 0 indicates that one of the eight 
lowest prestige occupations has been chosen. Thus, the total possible 
score for all eight items ranges from zero to 72. This score is used to 
measure the individual's general LOA. It is designed, not as an 
absolute measure of LOA, but only as a measure of relative LOA. It 
is primarily for use on male high school students. (It is the belief of 
the writers that it may work well with females as well as with males, 
at this or younger ages, hut this belief has yet to be dcmonstrated.) 
Thus, the level and range of difficulty of the test items is oriented to 
male subjects of this age and educational status. The OAS is a seH
descriptive instrument, It is easily administered in a group testing sit
uation, but it may also be administered individually. 

Historical Development 

A research project conducted by Sewell and others on youth in 
Jefferson County. Wisconsin) was especially influential on the design 
of the OAS. U This project investigated the educational and occupa
tional plans and achievements of high-school youth. Somc 50-odd 
personality, perfonnance, and social-situational variables were assessed 
on a sample of high school juniors and seniors in 1948. Seven years 
later, in 1955, the post-high school levels of educational and occupa
tional achievement of these individuals were detennined. The meas
urement of LOA based on North-Hatt scores (see pp. 25-27) was 
found to be the best single 1948 predictor both of number of years 
complcted at college (r = .52) and the prestige level of occupational 
achievement attained by 1955 (r=A6), The correlations of the 
other variables with educational and occupational achievement were 
lower. The more important of these and their con-elation with educa
tional and occupational aciJievement are: college plans (040, .17), 
high school grade point averages (.41, .34») Level of Interest section 
of the Lce-Thorpe scale (,38, ,17), Henman-Nelson mental maturity 
scores (.32, .20), and parental socio-economic (Sewell scale) status 
scores (.28, .28)." 

The measure of LOA on which these correlations are based, it will 
be remembered> was an index composed of the first orthogonal factor 
in a matrix of corrclations of the North-Hatt prestige levels of the 
highest> lowest, free, and final occupational choices of the students. 

"Sewell, W. H. (unpublbhed data, lOSS). 
JII Some of dIes .. datiL aro ttportw lQ Chapler IV. 
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This study provides evidence that long-range ("10 years from now") 
occupational goals are important when attempting to effectively meas~ 
ure level of occupational aspiration at the lrigh school level. 

As we have noted. however, the North-Hatt teclmique has 
several disadvantages. (1) Considerable time lind effort is involved 
in scoring responses. (2) Subjects frequently fail to respond. (3) 
Many responses are not specific enough to score. (4) Since only a 
smaU proportion of the total occupational titles have been empiricaUy 
ranked. the prestige of most occupations is difficult to estimate. 

The results of the Jefferson County study, and. the problems en
countered in attempting to measure LOA, led to the development of 
the OAS. It was designed to measure the LOA variable presumably 
assessed by the Jefferson County instrument while avoiding the 
problems encountered in the coding of free-responses. 

(A copy of the OAS is included in Appendix 1.) 

Relation to the General Concept of Level of Aspiration 

Expression Levels and Goal-Periods 

The wording of the stimulus-questions of the OAS in terms of 
expression levels and goal-periods is presented in Table 2. The word
ings are intend,ed as occupational applications of the two dimensions 

TABLE 2-0AS format: Combination of expression levels and goal~periods 
jor each of the four question-wordings 

Expression Goal-Periods 
levels 

Shorl-range(S)(a) Long-range(L)(b) 

Idealistic (I) 

ReaUstlc (R) 

Of the Jobs listed in this question, 
which ONE would you choose if 
you were FREE TO CHOOSE 
ANY of them you wished when 
your SCHOOLING ]S OVER? 
(2 and 4) 

Of the jobs listed in this question, 
which is the BEST ONE you are 
REALLY SURE YOU CAN GET 
when your SCHOOLING IS 
OVER? (1 and 3) 

(d) Initial Career-PoInt.' 
(b) Maturo ClI.lOeC-POInt. 
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Of the jobs listed in this question, 
wbich ONE would you choose to 
have wben you Ilre 30 YEARS 
OLD, U you were FREE TO HAVE 
ANY of them you wished? (6 and 8) 

Of the Jobs listed In this question, 
which Is Ihe BEST ONE you are 
REALLY SURE YOU CAN UAVE 
by the time you are 30 YEARS 
OLD? (S and '1) 

which provide estimates of the boundaries of the range of the person's 
level of aspiration. Thus the wordings flow directly from general 
level of aspiration theory. Each stimulus question specifies both an 
expression level and a goal-period, and aU four possible combinations 
of expression levels and goal-periods are used to form the stimulus 
questions. The same stimulus question is presented twice. 

The numbers in parentheses in Table 2 refer to the sequence of the 
items using the four types of questions. The letters in parentheses 
refer to the expression levels and goal-periods of the questions. Thus, 
the questions are presented in the following sequence: Question I, 
realistic-shorl-range (" .•. which is the BEST ONE you are REALLY 
SURE YOU CAN GET when your SCHOOLING IS OVER?"); 
Question 2, idealistlc-'short-range (" ... which ONE would you choose 
if you were FREE TO CHOOSE ANY of them you wished when your 
SCHOOLING IS OVER?"); Question 3, realistic-sholt-range (same 
as Question ·1); Question 4, idealistic-slwrt-range (same as Ouestion 
2); Question 5, realistic-long.range (" ... which is the BEST ONE 
you are REALLY SURE YOU CAN HAVE by the time you are 30 
YEARS OLD?"); Question 6, idealistic-long-range (" ... which ONE 
would you choose to have when you are 30 YEARS OLD, if you were 
FREE TO HAVE ANY of them you wished?"); Question 7, realistic
long-range (same as Question 5); and. Question 8, idealistic-Iong~ 
range (same as Question 6). Tlris system permits eight different 
estimates of the person"s LOA. two estimates for each combination of 
expression levels with goal-periods. 

The Continuum of Difficulty 

Chapter II showed that occupational prestige (or societal evalua
tion) is the best single criterion available today to rank occupational 
titles on a continuum of difficulty. By far the best study of the 
prestige of American occupations is the North-Hatt study (NORC, 
41), reviewed in Chapter II. It is best ,because it is based on an 
adequate sample of the American adult population, it covers many 
occupations, and it ihc1udes occupations from the entire American 
occupational hierarchy. For this reason, the NORC occupations and 
their ratings were selected as the criterion on which to base the con
tinuum of dilIiculty for the OAS. Each stimulus question of the OAS 
~s foHowed by a set of 10 occupational titles, which nrc its response 
alternatives, Anyone occupational title is presented as a response 
'alternative only to one question. Using no occupational title more 
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than once works to minimize the specific effects of non-prestige factors 
in assessing a person· 5 pure LOA. 

The occupatioual titles were systematically selecied from the 90 
occupations ranked by the NORC study (see Table 1). This selee
tion was done in a way which makes sure that the response alternatives 
for each stimulus question span the entire range of the prestige 
hierarchy or continuum of difficulty. Ten of tl,e 90 NORC occupa
tions were eliminated in order to reduce the number of occupational 
responses to BO (eight stimulus questions by 10 alternatives per ques
tion), Of the remainder, the highest prestige occupation was assigned 
to Question I, the second highest to· Question 2, and so on down to the 
BOth which was assigned to Question B. Tahle 3 illustrates how this 

TABLE J-OAS formal: 
OAS items 

Distribution oj 80 NORC occupations among the' 

80 NORC OAS itelDs 
occupation8 

(High prestige) 
r--

2 -3 4 S • 1 • ------------
I • 2 • 3 • 4 • • • • • 1 • • • 

,. 0 
14 0 ,. 0 ,. 0 
71 0 ,. 0 ,. 0 
80 0 

(Low prestige) 

was done. While each set of alternatives does not span the same area 
of prestige ratings. they do tend to span almost the same range of 
occupational prestige. The cquaUty of ranges is only approximated 
because several of the occupations in the NORC ratings have the same 
average prestige score. 
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Ten of the 90 NORC occupations were not used in the OAS. The 
reasODS for this differ. In the first place, several of the titles are 
clearly redundant and were included in the NORC study as a check 
on the reliability of the ratings. One of the redundant titles was 
eUminated from each ~uch pair. Secondly, the titles "Minister" and 
"Priest" were combined as a single alternative "Minister or Priest." 
The reason for this is that if they were kept as separate altemati ves, 
their selection would likely have a religious bias. Moreover. they 
have almost exactly the same NORC prestige score. Finally. the title 
"bartender" was excluded because evidence in the Jefferson County 
study indicated that the prestige of that "occupation" may be higher 
in the North Central States than in other areas. 

On the OAS form the prestige ranks for each set of 10 alternatives 
were placed in a non-hierarchicaf distribution to insure that the order 
of presentation would not· correspond to the order of prestige. EXN 
actly the ·same order of presentation is used for each set of response 
alternatives. 

Scoring 

All of the eight items are scored in the same way. Tahle 4 illus
trates the Ie-arrangement of prestige scores and the corresponding 
scores for each of the ten response alternatives. The scores of altemaN 

live responses for each stimulus question range from zero to nine. The 
sum of all eight items scores is taken as the individual's level of oc
cupational aspiration as measured by the OAS. Thus, the total score 
obtainahle on the OAS ranges from zero to seventy-two. A copy of 
the scoring key is included in Appendix I. 

TABLE 4-Distribution of prestige scores of 
occupational titles JOT each OAS item 

Order of preoento.tion 

I 
2 
3 
4 

• • 
1 
8 

• 10 

Score 

1 
4 
8 
2 

• o 
• • S 
I 
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Administration 

The OAS is intended to be administered in a group testing situa
tion, The eight items are prefaced by a set of written instructions 
which the tester reads over with the group at the beginning of th~ 
test period. These instructions and the first item are reproduced 
below: 

. i 
THIS SET OF QUESTIONS CONCERNS YOUR INTEREST IN DIFFERENT 
KINDS OF JOBS. THERE ARE EIGHT QUESTIONS. EACH ONE ASKS 
YOU TO CHOOSE ONE JOB OUT OF TEN PRESENTED. 

BE SURE YOUR NAME IS ON THE TOP OF THIS PAGE. 

READ EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY. THEY ARE ALL DIFFERENT. 

ANSWER EACH ONE THE BEST YOU CAN. DON'T OMIT ANY, 

QUESTION 1. Of the jobs listed in this question. which is the BEST ONE 
you are REALLY SURE YOU CAN GET when your SCHOOL-
ING IS OVER? . 

1.1 T awyer 
1.2 Welfare worker, for a city gov.ernment 
1.3 United States representative ir{Congress 
I.4 ___ Corporal in the Army 
1.5 United States Supreme Court Justice 
1.6 Night watchman 

.1.7 Sociologist 
1.8 Policeman. 
1.9 County agricultural agent 
1.lO-Fi1ling station attendant 

It is emphasized that there are no "right" or "wrong" ansWers, and 
that the respondents are riot bound by a time limit, It has been sug
gested to the writers that the OAS is most successfully administered 
to children if the first two questions are read out loud so that they 
grasp what they fire expected to do on each question, and so that 
they learn that the questions and their response alternatives really 
are different from each other. Any questions concerning the purpose 
of the test arc answered by stating that the investigators arc interested 
in the respondents· feelings about various kinds of jobs. The meaning 
of various occupational titles is not described to the respondents 
should they request this during the administration of the OAS. In
stead they are to impute to the titles whatever meanings they lmve 
for them. Respop.dents are not allowed any additional information 
whatsoever on the meaning of either the questions or the response 
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altematives. The terms BEST ONE, SURE I CAN GET, etc" are all 
deJlned by tile respondents, as are the occupational, titles. Ignor~c,e 
of part of the occupational structure is a factor WhlCh may w.ellliuut 
the person·s range of choice; if he does not know the me.an~g of a 
certain job title, tbis fact will be and should be reflected m hIS OAS 
score. Testers are sometimes concerned because some of the re~ 
spondents feel they need more informatio~, but .the sem~-projective 
nahlre of the OAS requires that the tester glVe no mfonnahon beyond 
that which is specified, In brief, if the respondents state that they are 
having difficulty with selecting an occupational alternative ~or any 
question, they are simply told to do tile best they can, leavmg the 
testing situation as unstructured as possible. 

Time in Administration and Scoring 

The OAS has been administered to perhaps 20 different groups in 
tile United States, about 10 groups in Japan and four groups in Central 
America; and it has been given in the corresponding languages, ~ng~ 
lish~ Japanese, and Spanish. In Michigan, the form has been glVen 
to male and female students ranging from fifth grade children of 
working class fathers to college freshmen, and to persons having a 
wide but more or less nonnal range of intelligence. Almost every 
administration has been conducted in school. It has been admin~ 
istered by skilled and unskilled persons. This infonnation is presented 
to show the fairly wide basis on which testing and scoring time is 
estimated. 

Exact records of the time have not been kept, but those who have 
administered the fonn generally agree that it takes from 5 to 10 
minutes for the tester to give the instructions and answer questions, 
and from 5 to 15 minutes for students to fill it out. Slow readers, 
young students and persons from societies where objective tests are 
unknown may take a few minutes longer. Most of the Michigan 
high school students who have filled it out seem to finish easily within 
15 minutes or less; testers have usually allowed a total instruction 
and response time of 30 minutes. 

The form may be scored in one or two minutes. College students 
and literate adults may be trained to score the fonn in about 5 or 10 
minutes. 

It should be emphasized that these data are not based on exact 
measurements of the timing. Ultimately such measurements should 
be made and reported. However, the estimates given above are 
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probably accurate enough for most ·purposes. If anything, they 
probably err by overestimating the time, rather than by underestimat
ing it. 

Fakability 
Critique of the OAS Design 

Data on the fakability of the OAS are not available. But there is 
little doubt that it can be faked if the respondent is alert and if he 
wants to do so. It is our impression, however, that very few re
spondents are motivated to misrepres7nt themselves to a degree which 
would substantially invalidate the scores. As the data in the succeed
ing cllapters show~ this impression is probably well-founded.lo 

Unbalanced Response Alternatives 

The response alternatives were chosen by putting the highest 
North-Hatt prestige occupation in the first set, the second in the 
second set. etc. This means that the mean North-Batt prestige scores 
of the response alternatives to quest!.0n(D .re..slightly higher than 
those of question (2), etc. That is, X, .;" X, <.,X, 1!:, ... \'&X,. (Na
rurally, the means of responses persons 'make to the alternatives, fol
low a quite different pattern. We refer here to tbe means of the 
alternatives pr~sented to persons. quite apart from their responses to' 
the alternatives.) This fact is obscured by our scoring technique. 
which gives a superficial impression that Xl = X2 =::: Xa = ... = Xs. 
The stimulus questions tap the combination of expression-levels and 
time-dimension periods as follows: QI and ,Qa) r-calistic-short-range 
(RS); Q, and Q., idealistic-short-range, (IS); Q. and Q" realistic
long-range (RL); Q, and Q .. idealistic-long-range (IL). Given tile 
present arrangement of response-alternatives, it follows that in the 
design of the OAS Xn .• ,~,XI .• ';~Xn'LtXI'L' Paralleling the termi
nology in Chapter III we may say that in its present form, the OAS has 
unbalanced response alternatives. This probably infh,lences the validi~ 
ty of the responses to some degree. It cannot affect it to any substan
tial degree, however, otherwise its influence would be evident in the 
empirical analysis which follows. But it certainly makes the OAS less 
elegant than it might be. 

This slight imperfection could easily be overcome by changing the 
assignment of sets of response alternatives to stimulus questions. One 
appropriate change would be to assign response alternatives (1) and 

16 See p. 105 for II luggestiou for devblug an unfalcable modiflcatlou of tIle OAS. 
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(8) to Q, and Q" response alternatives (2) and (7) to Q, and Q., 
response alternatives (3) and (6) to Q. and Q" and response alterna
tives (4) and (5) to Q. and Q,. This would make equal the mean of 
response alternatives for the sum of each combiJ;!ltion at expres!lon 
levels and time-dimension periods, as follows: Xu-s = XI_S = XU_I. 

=Xr.L • 

Error Due to Response Sets 

When a person's responses to later questions are controlled by 
the way he responded to the first questions, rather than by the mean
ing of the questions, it is said that he has developed a "response set" 
wbichbiases his score. The OAS may be subject to this difficulty, al
though there is no evidence concerning it. This possible difficulty may 
be simply remedied by randomizing in the order of presentation of 
response alternatives. 

Summary 

In the terms used in Chapter III) the OAS is a direct, continuous, 
multiple-ite~. structured response, complete, and balanced stimulus
question instrument. It is rapidly administered. It includes question. 
wording at the idealistic and realistic expreSSOD levels as well as at 
the short·range and long-range time-dimension periods. The criterion 
for scoring responses to_ the occupational alternatives is h8sed on an 
objective and relatively unbiased set of occupational prestige ranks 
over the full range of prestige. This means tI,at the OAS meets the 
requirem~nts for measuring LOA as a special case of the general con
cept level of aspiration. There are at least three minor criticisms of 
the OAS: it is prohably fakable, its response alternatives are unbal
anced, and it may be subject to bias due to response sets. These 
difficulties should be corrected in future editions. 

CHAPTER VI 

INTERNAL CHARACfERISTICS OF THE OCCUPATIONAL 
ASPIRATION SCALE 

This chaptor reports the results of research completed to date on 
the internal characteristics of the OAS. First, the samples and data 

. upon which the analyses were based are described. Second, highly 
tentative norms, based on the most extensive of these samples, aTe 
presented. Third, all data available on the reliability of the OAS are 
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reported. Fourth, the most nearly direct data avaflable on the validity 
of the OAS are reported. It should be emphasized tbat definitive evi. 
dence on predictive validity of the OAS will not become available . 
until the subjects of the samples have finished their education and 
have established themselves in their occupations. Data available at 
present permit only indirect approaches to assessing the validity of the 
instrwnent. Chapter VII, too, addresses itself to indirect assessment 
of validity of the OAS, It differs from the present chapter in that it 
uses external criteria in much the same way as Chapter IV did for the 
LOA concept. 

Sites, Subjects and Data 

The Lenawee County. Site 

Most of the data presented in this monograph were collected 
from the male students in the Lenawee County, Michigan, school 
system during the spring of 1957. Lenawee County is located near 
the extreme southeastern comer of the state, Its southern boundary 
is the Michigan~Ohio state border. It is rectangular in shape, being 
about 24 miles from north to south,' and 30 miles from east to west-a 
total of about 720 square miles. The county lies in a rich area of 
various kinds of agricultural specialties, from corn-growing to beef
feeding to truck gardening. Nevertheless, it is by no means an isolated 
area. Its geographical center, Ad,rian, is about 55 miJes southwest of 
downtown Detroit (1960 population about 1,850,000), 30 miles north· 
west of downtown Toledo, Ohio (1960 population about 300,000), 30 
miles southwest of Ann Arbor (1960 population about 65,000), anu 30 
miles southeast of Jackson (1960 population about 50,000). The county 
is served by excellent roads. Practically all i.ficorpomted places are 
linked to each other and to surrounding cities and towns by paved 
highways, and all-weather roads are readily accessible to almost every 
home in the county. Besides its agriculture, the county Imd, in 1957, 
a flourishing light industry. 

Excellent educational facilities are available to county residents. 
This is especially true at the upper levels. Detroit, Toledo, Ann Arbor 
anu Ypsilanti (a small city about 35 miles northeast of Adrian) each 
are·sites of one or marc lUliversities. These:vary in quality and in cost. 
There arc also several small colleges within' commuting distance of 
various parts of the county. One of these is in Adrian. The high schools 
also vary in quality but there is little reason to believe that any of 
them are of poor quality. Adrian has two high schools. One is a 
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large public school and the other is a small Catholic school. These 
and all other schools in the county draw at least some students from 
the surrounding open country areas. All hut one of the incorporated 
places have high schools serving the children and youth from the 
town and from the surrounding countryside. The names of the towns 
with high schools, and their populations as estimated in the prelim
inary reports of the 1960 United States Census, are: Tecumseh 
(7,008), Blissfield (2,660), Hudson (2,531), Morenci (2,201), Clln· 
ton (1,467), Deerfield (860), Britton (617), Addison (568) and Onsted 
(540), An additional high school is located at Sand Creek, an unin· 
corporated hamlet. There is no high school in Clayton (470). Cement 
City is partly in Lenawee County and has a high school, but it was 
not included in the sample because most of its population, including 
those of high school age, reside in anotber county.· (This town was 
used as the site for pre-testing the questionnaires.) The rough out
lines of t1lf': county's stratification system are about what one would 
expect by knowing its size and its economy. It has a full range of social 
class levels: a few wealthy families, a number of families of profes
sionals, many families of small business owners, and many families of 
farmers, clerical, skilled and unskilled workers. 

Lenawee County Subjects 

The subjects consisted of the 442 seventeen-year·old boys in the 
county's schools in the spring of 1957, This age group, specifically 
defined as those born hetween July I, 1939 and June 30, 1940, was 
selected ·to maximize the likelihood that the boys would be concerned 
with their educational and occupational futures. Most of thos~ no 
longer attending school, about 12 percent of the total age group, had 
taken full time jobs. All who were not in school were excluded. 
Their experience with the world of work was qualitatively different 
than the experience of those in school. Girls were excluued because 
the GAS was not specifically designed for them. (The GAS responses 
and the relation of these to other aspects of behavior of persons other 
than those for whom the test was o~iginally intended should be studied 
at a future date.) 

Lenawce County Data 

In addition to the OAS, the following instruments were also ad· 
ministered to the Lenawee sample at the same time: 
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I. The 16 Personality Factor Test, Form B (Institute for Person
ality and Adjustment Testing, 27), (Abbr.: 16 P-F T). 

2. Test of G-Culture Free-Scale SA (Cattell and Cattell, 6), 
(Abbr.: CFIQT). . 

3. The California Test of Personality (Tiegs, et al., 62), (Abbr., 
CTP). 

4. The MSU Work Beliefs Check-List, (Abbr.: WBC-L). 
5. A questionnaire, entitled Occupational Plans of Michigan Yautll, 

concerning educational plans. occupational aspirations. family data, 
sociometric questions, and related personal data. (Abbr.: OPMY). 

The unpublished instrnments (4) and (5) are presented in AI,>
pendix II. (See Haller, 22, cited in References, for the complete 
copies of all forms). All of the Lenawee data used in this monograph 
were converted to normalized T-score form (Edwards, 13). (As it 
hapPens, the OAS data are approximately normally distributed any
way). All data were punched on IBM cards in preparation for machine 
analysis. School records for the year 1956,57 were reproduced to pro
vide a basis for estimates of grade-point averages and Course programs. 
Operational definitions of all variables may be found by referring to 
the above instruments. Means. standard deviations and intercorrela~. 
tions of all imp?rtant variables are presented in Appendix I. 

The Mason Site, Sample and Data 

The OAS was also a"ministered to a group of junior and senior 
high school boys in Mason, Michigan, (1960 population, U.S. census 
preliminary estimates, 4,490) during the winter of 1958-1959 at 
two different times about 10 weeks apart. Different hut equivalent 
foons were used for the pre-tests. The initial size of this sample was 
117, with a usable N of 114. The size of the sample was reduced to 
85 at the second testing. due primarily to absences from school. The 
Mason sample was selected for the testwretest reliability analysis of 
the OAS, using two different forms of ti,e OAS (to be explained 
below). It was chosen because the ecological area and the characteris· 
tics of the respondents were roughly similar to those of the Lcnawce 
sample. Mason. like Lenawee County. is situated in the urban half 
of southern Michigan. It is about a dozen miles from Lansing. an 
ind,ustrial center of 108,000 persons. But Mason's immediate sur· 
roundings are agricultural. It also has a little light industry. The 
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subjects thus include both rural and urban residents, and are from a 
range of social class levels. The raw scores of the Mason OAS data 
arc approximately nonnally distributed" and they were not converted 
to nonnalized T -score fonn. The Mason data were punched on IBM 
cards for machine analysis. 

Non-Response Rate 

The OAS is quite easy to answer. Non-response rates. 'incomplete 
response rates, and unusable response rates together are less than one 
percent in the group administrations conducted on t~e above a~d other 
samples. This is at least as low as any other techmque, and IS much 
lower than the most valid of other techniques. The latter, the Nortll
Hatt technique used in the Jefferson and Lenawee Counties, has an 
unusable and non-response rate of 17 to 25 percent: 

Norms 

Little nonnative data are available at this time. The reasons for 
this are three. First. norms are most useful for counseling purposes. 
At this stage of the evaluation of the OAS the greatest need is for 
detailed analysis of its general characteristics such as reliability, val
idity, and correlates. The attention of the investigators has, there
fore, been directed to research evaluating the instrument rather than to 
compiling nonns. Second, broad noons are often misleading in that 
the unwary user may assume that they are based on probability sam
ples drawn from a homogeneous population. This is not often the 
case, however. because probability salnples> and even their cheaper 
substitutes. are quite difficult to obtain. Third, many believe that each 
testing unit should develop its own set of norms for its own par
ticular purposes. 

Nevertheless, the OAS scores Cor the 442 Lenawee County boys 
who completed this and other instruments were normalized and con
verted to T-score fonn. The distribution of raw scores, percentiles, 
and T -scores are presented in Appendix I. The observed total scores 
range from 2 to 65, with a mean of 30.20 qud a standard deviation 
of 12.99. The distribution of total OAS scores appears to be approxi
mately normal in shape and spans most of the range of the total pos
sible scores of the OAS. The same form of the OAS, administered to 
the Mason subjects the first time they were tested. yields a mean and 
standard deviation of 37.24 and 11.70 respectively. An alternate form 
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of the OAS, form Y, was used in the post-test administration for the 
test-retest reliability study on the Mason sample. The latter form 
(which will be described in the following section dealing with the 
reliability study) has a mean of 37.63 and a standard deviation of 
11.90. Table 5 summarizes the descriptive statistics for both forms 
of the OAS administered to the two samples. The table shows that 
the various means and standard deviations are quite ~ose. 

TABLE 5-DescTiptive statistics for the OAS(a) 
i i . 

Sample Fonn Mean SD RllDge SE. 
Lenawee N ... 44I •••.••. X 36.20 12.99 63(2-65) 0.62 Mason pretest N -114 .• X 37.24 11.70 .6(17-63) 1.10 Mason post-test N ""94. Y 37.63 11.90 53(13-66) 1.23 

(II') BD -.tA.adard doviatloQ, BE,. ... taudant orror of Dlel.ll. 

Reliability 

We have taken the dlscussio;' of reliability in Technical Recom
mendations tor Psychological Tests and Diagnostic Techniques (60, 
pp. 28 ff.) as a gIlide for the terminology and procedure of this sec
tion. This m~nual distingllishes three types of reliability coefficients: 

1) Coefficient of Internal COnsistency: 'We shall refer to a measun, 
based on internal analysis of data obtained on a single trial of a 
test as a coefficient of intefnal consistency/' 

2) Coefficient of equivalence: "A correlation between scores from 
two forms given at essentially the same time we shall refer to as. 
a coefficient of equioalence." 

3) Coefficient of 8tabuity: "The correlation between test and retest, 
with an intervening period of time, is a coefficient of stabilty. Such 
a coefficient is also obtained wllen two fonns of the test are given 
with an intelvening period of time:~ 

The two reliability analyscs proposed for the OAS arc based on 
coefficients of internal censistency and stability. The desigll of tbe 
OAS makes inappropriate the most COmmon techniques for measur~ 
ing these types of reliability. Appropriate tec1miqucs and the reasons 
whl' they are ne~ded will he specified in the next paragraphs. 

Equivalent Halves 

If the OAS items were divided by the odd-even technique, one
half of the test would consist of all the realistic items and the other 
half would consist of all the idealistic items. These expression levels 
have heen thought to have a low correlation with each other. If this 
were true (an hypothesis to be tested later), an odd-even division 
would automatically and unfairly show a low reliability estimate. The 
present analysis divides the items on a different basis,. one. w.hich 
remains true to the "spirit" of the odd-even technique whIle ehmmat
ing the possible error due to the supposed low correlation between 
realistic and idealistic expression levels. Each of the four types of 
question wordings in the OAS is assessed twice. Thus, it is reasonable 
to split the OAS into two parallel halves, each of which contains all 
of the four possible question wordings. Both form X and form Y, 
(to be described below) were split hy this method, which is."utl~1ed 
in Table 6. Thus the stimulus questions of the two halves aTe JdentlCal. 
The response alternatives, however, are not identical, but they are 
as close to Identical as it is possible for them to be. For each individual, 
the stirn of scores for items 1, 2, 5, 6 represents the score on the "A" 
half of the OAS, while dle sum of SCOl'CS for items 3, 4, 7, 8 represents 
the. score on the "B" half of the ~AS. All estimates of internal con
siste~cy coefficents are based on these scores. Coefficients of internal 
consistency of the OAS were computed for the Lenawee sample 
and for both, fonns administered to the Mason sample. 

TABLE 6-Format for dividing the OAS into 
two parallel halves 

Content 
assessed 

Realistic-Short-Range ... . 
Idealistlc-Short-Range .. . 
Realistic-Long-Range ... . 
Idealistic-Long-Range •. , 

Equivalent Forms 

DAS halves and item numbers 

A. half B btllf 

1 3 
2 4 
5 7 
6 • 

A final characteristic of the OAS dictates a slight modification 
of the usual method for assessing stability. Alternate form Y, which 
has been mentioned before, was developed to take this characteristic 
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into account. (FoIDl X Is the name given to the original fonn which 
has been described in Cbapter V.) The OAS has only eight items 
and eight corresponding sets of response alternatives. If the same 
form were administered to the same group with a period of only. a rew 
months intervening, it is highly probable that memory of previous 
r~sponses. would spuriously inflate the test-retest reliahility correla
hon. TIlls suggests the need for a dillerent set of response alternatives. 
B~t.these ~re not available. The OAS (Form X) uses eighty of the 
ongmal. mnety NORC (41) titles, and no comparable study of 
occu~abonal prestige exists in the literature, much less one which 
proVIdes prestige ranks for eighty other occupational titles. For 
this reason it is impossible to construct an equivalent form of the 
OAS which would be based on different but equivalent occupational 
titles. Instead, tl,e following procedure was used to develop the alJ 
temate form (fonn Y) which reduces the effect of memory on the 
retest responses, and which tends to insure that both forms share 
a maximum degree of content similarity. 

Form Y of th~ OAS uses exactly the same stimulus questions and 
response alternatIves as does form X. It differs from Form X only in 
that no particular stimulus quesHon has the same particular set of 
response alternatives as it had on form X. Table 7 presents the rc~ 
arrangement of stimulus questions and response alternatives. The sets 
of response alternatives are lettered from A to H in order of their 
.appearance on form X. Thus, fonn Y has the same general organiza~ 

TABLE 7-0rder of response alternatives for forms X and Yof the DAS 
by stimulus question content "' 

Sets of response Stimulus QuestIon Content 
alternatives 
(in (lrder of 

I I appearl1Qce (In Realistic Idealistic Realistic Idealistic 
form X) Bhott-range Bhort-range long-range long-range 

Form (letter) and order (number) of response IltteruatlveB 

A ................ Xl .. .. Y8 
B ................ .. X2 Y7 .. 
c ................ X, .. .. Y. 
D •••••••••••••••• .. X. Y5 .. 
E •••••••••••••••• .. Y4 X5 .. 
F ................ Y' .. .. x • 
G ................ .. Y2 X7 .. 
B ................ Yl .. .. X8 
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tlo'; as does form X. The two fOmlS differ only in that the alternatives 
which appear with item one in form X appear with item eight in form 
Y, and so on until the alternatives which appear with item eight in 
form X appear with item one in form Y. Fonn X is presented in 

Appendix I. 

Selected Descriptive Statistics of Equivalent Halves and Fonns 

The crucial datom in assessing reliability is the reliability coeffi
cient, or statistic which estimates the degree to which two attempts 
to score persons on a test result in a similar ordering of persons. But 
there are other data which are often useful for understanding the 
meaning of the reliability data. They include such statistics as means, 
standard deviations, standard errors, and the like. These data for 
the equivalent halves are presented in Table 8. (The size of the 

TABLE"'S-Selected statistics for equivalent halves.J)f the OAS. Lenawee 
and Mason samples 

Sample. form. and half 

Lenawee Mason 

Statistic 
X X Y 

A B A B A B 

Mean ••••••••••• 18.11 17.95 1'1.69 1'1.98 19.68 18.46 

3D •••••••••••••• 6.'13 6.81 6.39 6.40 6.10 6.66 

SEID ••••••••••••• 
0.35 0.36 0.69 0.69 0.66 0.72 

N ........ ; •••••• 3'S ,'S 8S .s as 8S 

SE ... ,t •••••••••••• " 0.28 0.52 0.62 

t •••••••••••• ••• • O.S'1 0.56 1.97 

d.f ............... , .. B' .. 
P •••••••••••• ••• >.05 >.05 >.05 

Lenawee County sample was reduced to 365 and that of Mason to 
85 due to technical problems.") In general, the table shows that 
for each sample the hVo halves have approximately the same means, 
standard "deviations, and standard errors of the means. The differences 
between samples in Ule size of the standard error of the mean are due 
mostly to differences in sample sizes. 

" l~The reliahilily dala for the J..tnaweo ,hmpJe W"-,,, "~k,,Jhl~,J fllle",I.", wllh • ,,,,11.1,<", ,,, IAI,~, 
vanabJes. AlthoulCb. there are 441. pennni for whnm OAS fonn. ar .. t-omple-tc, many 1~f:1: <h!1I 
~n the other vanable'!. Thus mlmns: dala on other variables resulted in II Toouoed samp!" li~ 

I or thes.., tests. Oilly. 65 p..,,.,onl in Ill." PoI'UOD samples responded to 011 OAS items on both fanns. 
M~lt of 111.1$ atlrltton IS due to ah~l"'co hOlD .chon!. But tl,o effcctt of Ihis atlr!tj(m on th" ,eJlahlllty 
elIbmllle, b probably InCOD.loquenlJal. 
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1 
In .addition, two types of hypotheses were tested: that of e uali 

of van~ces of each pair of halves, and that of equality of m!ns ~ 
eac~D paIr of halves. An F test~8 was used on the former and a t 
test was used on the latter. The null hypothesis must be accepted 
for both types of tests. The gen~ral conclusion to be drawn is that 
~e two halves of the OAS are qwte similar in means standard d ._ 
!lons, and related data. ' , eVIa 

The same analysis was applied to the means and variances of 
Forms X and Y administered to the Mason sample The total 
of eighty f . di'd Is I h . Scores . - lve ~ Vl ua w 10 ad completed both forms of the OAS 
wer~ l~cluded U1 this analysis. Table 9 presents the means, standard 
devIatIOns, and standard crror of the means for each of the two f 
of the OAS. orms 

An F test for the significance of the difference between the vari-' 
U In evoluatlng the dlHClrenco between two lIleflDS b Ih 

pOpulatJon Vilrillllces from whIch thll .o.m lea 8 Y (I! test, Jt is implicitly IInUDled th4t tho 
The te.rt for homogeneity of twa vo.riDn~Pb b~~d:''::he ~~ ~eo If'wIlrds (l3). pp. 271w273. 

1I- SO,, II. UIQoll: 
- SD;i • where SDI' is the larger of two i d d 

commOI) population vadam,,, IUld SDt" r, a::n.n':::t estimate! of tho lS5umed 
USee Edw8rdiJ (13) 246 "54 d' cr. 

the mellnl of P8ired ob;e~'t1ons j; gf.v:: b::' .278 n. The .tlU1<!lIrd enor of tho dJHereuce bctweeQ 

SE",4:::: v'SEm,. + SEoul _ .2 t 5£", SE.... where. 
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SE"" :::: the standard error of melln I • 
SEmi:::: Iha stnndard error of mean .2 

r:::: ~~ coneilition coc/lldellt between the p4in of oblelVatlons. &IIdl 

SE",:::: Vii " where SD :::: the estimated Jlllndlird devllll:fon of the popw U 
D = numller of obselVat1ons. a on 

Forthotlest'_~ . 
• - SE",4 '. Wllh n - 1 degrees 01 freedom Cd.f.) 

where n :::: number of pllued ob,elv.Uoal. 

TABLE 9-Means, standard deviatio~s, stand
ard error of the means, and standard error 
of mean difference for two forms of the 
OAS based on the total score. Mason sample 
only 

Statistic 

Mean ••••••••••••••••• 
SD ••••••••••••••••••• 

~~~::::.::: ::::: :::::: 
SEm4(a) •••••••••••• '" 

OAS forms 

x y 

35.67 38.14 
11.87 11.41 
1.66 1.53 

85 8S 
0.6<5 

t-2.87 d.l.-54 P<.Ol 

(0) SE.,a -Staadu4 EulII' or Mol.Jl Dllfereuco. 

ance. of each form indicates that it is not sigoificant at the .05 leveL 
However, a t-test for the sigoificance of the difference between the 
means indicates that the null hypothesis of no significant difference 
must be reje9ted at the .01 leveL 

In swnmary, the two halves of the OAS for both forms and on 
both'samples appear to be more or less ,equivalent in terms of the 
means and variances; There'is an important exception to this, however. 
The two forms of the OAS administered to the Mason sample approxi
mately ten weeks apart. while equivalent in terms of the-variance of 
tlleir total scores, are not equivalent in terms of the mean of their 
total scores. Form Y, used in the post-test, has a statistically significant
ly higher mean Ulan does fonn X. This may he interpreted as meaning 
that the two forms are not equivalent. However, other conclusions are 
c(luaUy plausil>le. For one, the slightly higher mean on form Y may be 

simply a reflection of the so-called "practice effect" involved in re
testing the same sample on the same trait. 

Reliability of tbe OAS:. Coefficients of 'Internal 
CO,nsistency and Stability 

The central data in reliability estimates are the reliability coef
ficients. Table 10 s'-;1mmarizes the results of the analyses. All co
efficients were computed by the product-moment method. The split~ 
half internal consistency coefficients obtained by correlating the equiv
alent-halves of the OAS were corrected hy the Spearman-Brown 
Prophecy Formula. These are based on parallel halves. The test-r'etest 
or stabHity coefficient is based on equivalent f01n1S. 

An inspection of Table 10 shows that estimates of the reliability of 
the DAS range from .75 to .84. Although none of the coefficients are 
exceptionally high, they tend to fall within a narrow range of simi
larity and, taken as a group, yield a mean reliability estimate of about 
.80." 

Standard Errors of Measurement 

The standard errors of measurement (SEAl) for each administra
tion of the OAS are presented in the last column of Table 10. Since 
reliability coefficients are sensitive to relative ran1<5 of individuals 
within the group under consideration and to tlle sprcad of scores of 
the group, they indicate the reliability of the test for that group. The 

, .. Fi,het"J Z irIlIlS£"mlolion, properly wed to aVefogo r \'olues. Wll9 lIot used In this installce 
beoau~e the, r voluc.t are lUmrly the nme sue. 
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TABLE ID-ReliabJ7ily coefficients (r,i) and related data for the OAS 

Fo,," Sample SD(a) Method 
Coefficients 

(0) SEw ----
r., r" 

X ....... Lcnawce (N -365). 12.92 ParaDel halves ....•••... •• 82 5.48 
X ....... Mason (N =85) .... 11.87 Parallel halves ..•...•.•. 72 84 4.75 
y ....... Mason (N =85) .... 11.41 Parallel halves ..•....••. .0 75 5.70 
XandY. Mason (N =85) ..•• Equivalent forms: Testw 

retest-IO week interval 77 

( ... ) Compuled IrO.lll the totalll~ore bllsed. OI1.U eight OAS ltClm .. 

(b) Decimal "O[Dtll omitted. AU eo"mel"Dt. UII posillvo .Dd .[gallk'DI.t the .01 point. Tho ttl CoetaclODta 
for the patllllel halves wero ",Umllted from tho Speanllan-BrowtJ. Prophecy Formula: 

ru'" ~ .. here r.b .. correlatioD between. the lummed itoOl Icorlll of each hall of tho OAS. 
I +t.1> 5C10 Edwardl (Il). pp. 17Ci·117. 

standard error of measurement however. is less sensitive to this varia. 
tion since it takes into account both the reliability co-efficient and the 
standard deviation for each group. Moreover, the SEu is more useful 
in directly evaluating the OAS scores of individual respo~dents. It 
is, in short. an estimate of the variation of observed scores around 
the "hue" score of the individual and as such indicates how large 
a margin of error sllOuld be allowed for in interpreting the OAS 
scores. Table 10 also shows that estimates of the SE", for ti,e admin
istrations of the OAS range from values of 4.75 to 5.70 with the mean 
SE", equal to 5.33." 

Summary 

The results of the reliability study of the OAS indicate that several 
independent analyses exhibit substantial agreement with respect to 
reliability coefficients and standard error of measurement. It seems 
reasonably safe to conclude that the reliability of the OAS is about 
.80 and that the standard error of measurement is close to 5.30. More
over, the coefficient of stability (.77) measured over a 10·week in
terval agrees quite well with the cqcfficients of internal consistency 
(.75, .82, and .84). 

nThCl fonnula iI: SEw=SD vr:r;;:' whero SD Is tho standard devintioD of tho obtained score!! 
for • group and rll II tho cstlmlltod reU"blllty of tho test for tho IIIlDlO groUp. For. di:rou.uloD of 
tho meani"" and use~ of the SE .. , leCl Gullikson (17). pp. IS fl. 

_ I(SE .. ). 't (SE .. ,), + (SEw,)' 

SE" = '\J--'-' --•• '----"'-
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It is concluded that the OAS appears to be reliable eoough for 
research purposes and for use in counseling individuals. However, 
the reliability coefficient tells us ouly that individuals tend to retain 
the same relative rank on the LOA variable in their group from one 
test situation to another. The standard error of measurement tells us 
more concerning observed individual variation. The SE~{ estimates 
of the OAS suggest that classifying individuals into high, rneflium, 
and low LOA represents a fairly realistic appraisal of Ule accuracy of 
the GAS. Finer discriminations would only lead to an unjustified 
pseudo.precision. 

Validity 

The best method of measuring the validity of" device is to measure 
its correlation with the behavior it is supposed to predict. Unfor
tunately, such data are not available at this time. Several years must 
elapse before all of the first boys to take the OAS will have completed 
their education and military service. and will have stabilized their 
positions in the occupational hierarchy. For the present we must be 
content with other, more indirect. approaches to assessing the valid
ity of the OAS. None of these yield a dependable coefficient of 
validity. Instead they tell us generally whether ti,e OAS appears to 
be valid or does not appear to be valid. We shall approach these 
analyses in four general ways. The first three will be reported in this 
chapter because they are those closest to predictive validity. and the 
last will be reported in the next chapter. Of the former three, the 
first is the correlation with a free-response technique for measuring 
LOA, the second is concerned with the profiles of responses, and the 
third is a study of the factorial structure. The second and third ap
proaches will be grouped together under the title "Internal Evidences 
of Validity." TIle data on factorial stmcture use information from the 
OAS and from the free-response instmment. treated separately and 
together. 

Correlation with a Free-Response LOA Instrument 

In chapters III and IV we have refen'ed to another LOA instnunent 
which was administered to. the Lenawee sample. This instrument is 
ahuost identical to that used by Sewell and Haller in the Jefferson 

. County study. (It was that instrument which was found to have a 
correlation of +.46 with North·Hatt prestige level of occupational 
achievement and a corrc1ation of +.52 with number of years of college 
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completed-both of the later data having been collected seven years 
after measuring the subjects' LOA.) The present free-response in
strument differs from the last only in a few minor ways. (1) In the 
I efferson County study the LOA was measured by a question includ
ing the words "10 years from now" while in Lenawee these words 
were replaced by "when I am thirty years old," so that the wording 
would parallel that of tl,e OAS stimulus questions. (2) The Jefferson 
instrument included the Lee-Thorpe LI scores as one among several 
estimations of LOA contributing to the total score. In Lenawee the 
LI scale was dropped because the Jefferson study showed it to be 
almost uncorrelated with the other ·combination. the mean of the 
North-Hatt ratings. (3) The Lenawee free-response instrument's. 
coding procedure is identical with that of the Wisconsin study,22 
except that the score is the mean of all different occupational choices 
listed by the subject in response to the various LOA stimulus questions. 
There are 365 persons for whom complete free-response LOA data 
are available.28 

The product-moment correlation coefficient of this instrument with 
the OAS is r = +.62. This figure, an estimate of concunent validity, 
is the only validity data available on the OAS. It shows tllat there is 
a substantial but far from perfect correlation between tIle OAS and 
the free-rcspon~e technique based on NORC ratings. This free-re
sponse insh'umertt is ahnost identical to the Jefferson Coupty one which 
is known to have predictive validity. Such evidence is, however, at 
best only suggestive of the possibility that tl,e OAS may be valid. 
There is no way of using the evidence decisively .. Thus the OAS has 
a moderately high correlation with an instrument much like oile which 
has a moderate correlation with the behavior it is supposed to predict. 
More indirectly, however, a study of Chapter IV will show that the 
free-response instruments used in Jefferson County and Lenawee 
County are probably the most accurate indicators of LOA in exist~ 
ence: their correlations with the criteria being predicted in the various 
Jlypolhcses of the c1mpter arc genernlly higher than are the correla
tions with other LOA instruments. So we can modify our previous 
statement this much: the OAS has a moderately high correlution willI 
the best of the previous LOA instruments. 

A, "j~e~;h~:e~e:'~~h~$7~"lnNg'RCs d!t:.ct~~~n~d Ofs~~~~d~p~~o~\ln:ho:!:fes ~sn~nb~ p~~~ 
bee""se they were hot Bmong those evalunted by the NOnC !ample. 

• 11.ls I~ tho In"'I'I(' on· ... Mel. tlut nlli,.biJil;y IUIllly.res were bued. 
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Internal Evidences of Validity 

The analysis of the internal structure of the OAS involves two dis
tinct conceptual problems. The first is that of the differential eleva
tion of means in tenus of specific expression levels and goal-periods. 
That is, generally speaking, idealistic LOA'S are thought to be higher 
than realistic LOA's and long-range LOA's are thought to be higher 
than short-range LOA's. The second conceptual problem regarding 
the internal structure of the OAS is that of the factorial independence 
of each expression level and each time per.iod. !hat is, som.? :UlV~ 
seemed to suggest that there are several relatIVely mdependent kinds 
of LOA: e.g., idealistic vs. realistic, or long-range vs. short-range. The 
first problem will be handled in tenns of profile analysis of the 
average item· scores; the second problem will be treated in telms of 
orthogonal factor analyses. . . 

The rationale of the profile analysis is simple. A profile WIll show 
whether tIle idealistic expression level scores tend to be higher than 
those of the realistic, and whether the long-range time-dimension 
scores tend to be higher than those of the short-range. The rationale 
for factor analysis is equally simple. If subsets of the items co-vary, 
they will be detected by factor analyis, and each subset may be as
signed a name cOlTesponding to the content common to all of the 
items of which it is composed. If more than one subset accounts for 
considerable variance, then it must be concluded that the OAS consists 
of more than one psychological variable. If only onc subset accounts 
for much common variance, then it may be concluded that the OAS 
is a factorially pure instrument. 

A. Profile analysis. General level of aspiration theory and research 
holds that, on the average, level of aspiration at the idealistic level is 
higher than level of aspiration at the realistic level, and simibrly that 
level of aspiration in terms of long-range goals is higher th;.n~ l~vel of 
aspiration in tCimS of short-range goals. In the OAS, r(,~lltst}C (R) 
qucsti'ons are designed to tap a lower limit of the respon~en.t s LOA 
and idealistic (I) questions are designed to tap an upper hmlt of the 
respondent's LOA. Thus on the average, R < I. Moreover, the oc~u
pational achievement level of an individual is uStu~ny expected to rIse 
to some extent during the first decade or so of Ius career. Tlm.s we 
can predict that long-range (L) LOA should be on the average lugher 
than short-range (S) LOA, or S < L. For the OAS items, speCific 
tests of these hypotheses would be as follows: 
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For R < I: X .. < X,. and XR• < X,. 

For S < L: X •• < Xn• and X" < X,. 
Table 11 shows how well the obtained data fit these hypotheses. 

The data from form X administered to tbe Lenawee and Mason sam. 
pIes confirm both hypotheses, The Mason form Y data confirm the 
R < I hypoU,esis but contradict the S < L hypotbesis, , That is, for 
Mason form Y the mean of short-range goal items is higher Ulan tbe 
mean of long-range goal items at botb tbe realistic and idealistic 
levels. Statistical tests of these mean djfferences were not made for 
two reasons. First, there was evidence that the differences among 
the means of sets of response alternatives presented with each item 
tended to bias the response levels in the direction hypothesized. Sec
ond, the reversal of the S and L levels in the Mason form Y data 
appeared to be due to memory factors in the test-retest administration. 
More rigorous tests of the hypotheses of mean response elevations 
will be made with a revised form of the OAS now being developed, 

TABLE ll-Elevation of OAS item means: 
Hypothesized vs. Obtained 

Hypothesized: For R < I 
Obtained: 

Sample and form. Xns < XJs and Xat. < XlI. 

Lenawee (X) .•••••• 2.99 < 4.88 
Mason (X) ....... 3.00 < 4.81 
Ma.son (Y) ....... 4.79 < 5.49 

4.21 < 5.92 
4.08 < 5.92 
4.16 < 4.09 

Hypothesized: For S < L 
Obtained: 

Sample and form. XItS < XiiI. and 

Lenawee(X) ....... 2.99 < 4.21 
Mason (X) ....... 3.00 < 4.08 
Mason (Y) ....... 4.79 > 4.10 

XIS < XII. 

4.88 < 5.92 
4.81 < 5.92 
5.42 > 4.69 

It is concluded that there is a tendency for the two expression levels 
and goal-periods to produce predictably different profiles of response. 
As anticipated. Hle idealistic means aTe higher than realistic means. 
There is also a tendency for long-range means to he higher than short
range means, but the Mason post-test data SllOW the opposite pattern. 
Probably some factor in fonn Y is producing the abberrant pattern, 
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perhaps a memory effect from having previously taken fonn X or 
perhaps it is due to another factor such as the lack of balance in the 
response alternatives (see Chapter V). Later research should attempt 
to find out why tlus occurs. 

n. Factorial Structure. The usual approaches to the factor analytic 
study of validity base their conclusions on the correlations of the items 
or sub-test scores of an instrument. This approach may be called 
the intra-instrument technique. Another approach is possible. how
ever. If two instruments are each saturated with one main factor and 
jf that factor is the same in both instruments. then the factor analysis 
of the con-elation of -all items (or sub-scales) of hoth jnstruments 
should show the existence of one factor. This may he caned the 
inter-instrument technique. Both will be used in this section. 

1. Intra~instrument technique. The OAS items for the Lenawee 
sample and for. the Mason pre-test fonn X and post-test fonn Y of 
the OAS were interco~elated and factor analyzed. The purpose of the 
factor analysis is to detennine the factorial structure of the OAS. Sev
eral reasonable factor patterns are possible: 1. there might be four 
factors, one for each combination of expression levels and goal-periods; 
2. there might be two factors, one for expression level and one for goal
periods; 3. there might be three factors, one for expression level. one 
for long-range and one for short-range; 4. or one for goal-pedods. 
one for realistic level and the other for idealistic level; 5. there might 
be one main LOA factor sahrrating all questions. There might also be 
anyone of these patterns and some unanticipated patterns, or there 
might be a completely unanticipated pattern. In any case, there are 
available three different applications of the OAS, including two differ
ent forms administered to one sample. on which to base conclusions 
ahout the factorial Sh1.1cturc of the test. A conclusion will be drawn 
only if it is supported by aU tluce of the resulting factor analyses. 

For the Lenawee data, the OAS item scores (normalized T-scores) 
were intcrcorrelated for the 441 boys who completed the form. The 
resulting matrix is presented in Table 12. For both sets of Mason data 
the raw scores were intercorreJated, lIsing the 85-persoll sample. The 
Mason pre-test fmm X matrix is presented in Table 13. and the Mason 
post-test fonn Y matrix is presented in Table 14. The only noteworthy 
feature about them is that all of the items hm'e a modest degree of 
positive correlation with each otllcr. The conelations in tables 13 
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TABLE lZ-OAS item intercorrelation matrix (N-441)(a) 

Items 
Mean SD 

1 • 3 4 5 0 1 8 
---- - ------

R-S ••••..• (45) 24 40 31 21 20 n 28 3.05 2.06 
1-5 ••••••.. (41) 31 30 2' 30 21 40 5.16 3.0S 
R~S .. , .. ;L (50) 42 .. l4 42 43 2.93 2.32 
I-S •••••••. (54) 3. 42 35 40 4.60 2.08 
R~L ....... (53) 45 43 34 3.95 2.S4 
I-L ••••••.. (52) 3. 38 5.86 2.18 
R~L .•••••• (51) 40 4.47 2.25 
I·L ........ (54) 5.98 2.21 

(a) Decimal polDta omitted. AU c:oel!lclentl are poaitlve Ind llguUICilDt It tbl .01 le'l'll. DIo&"onlllleUlenl' 
are the eetlmaled commuqUdo •• Tho abbrlfla.doQ' IWid lor; Relli.tlc (R). IdeaUllie (I), Short'rlnge (S), 
aJid Loaa:.rlQgl (L). 

and 14 are more variable than those in Table 12, but this is doubtless 
due to the smaller sample size. 

Each correlation matrix was factor analyzed by the principal axes 
method (Cattell, 5, pp. 129 ff.). Communalities for the Lenawee 
matrix (Table 12) were estimate,d by Guttman's technique (18), and 
for the Mason matrices (Tables 13 and 14),1!y Burt's technique (Cat
tell, 5, p. 154). Eight principal axes were extracted from each matrix. 
In each matrix only three accounted for a substantial percentage of the 
total matrix variance, 90 percent for Lenawec. 91 percent for Mason 
pre-test form X, and 100 percent for Mason post-test form Y. Each 
set of three principal axes was rotated to approximate orthogonal 
simple structure by means of the Neuhaus-Wrigley (42) quartimax 

TABLE IJ-OAS item intercorrelations, Mason form X. sample (N=85)(a) 

Items 
1-------1------- Mean SD 

1 2' 3 4 5 0 1 8 
1----------

R-S .•.... (3.) .0 42 21 26 ZO 40 30 3.U 2.06 
I-S ..... .. (51) 21 2' ,. 11 2. 53 4.90 2.87 
R-S ...•.. (60) 42 4. 21 55 44 2.8'1 2.19 
I-S •..•.... (42) 30 20 31 38 4.73 1.'18 
R-L ....... (50) 21 SO 31 3.85 2.83 
I-L ...... ,. (25) 24 30 5.82 2.07 
R-L ....... (57) 35 4.35 2.36 
1-1 •.••.. ,. (56) 6.02 2.17 

(a) Decimal polml. omitted. AU c:ooftldent. Irl 1l011ti'l'o and Bignlftclnl " Ihe .05 levcol (el"~lpl thole Ita!. 
Iclud). FJpreliD. puonlhel.1 are the utlmalod comUlWlI.Utic •. For abbreviations loe TaMo 11. 
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TABLE 11-0AS item intercorrerations, Mason form Y sample (N=85)(a) , 
Items 

SD ---------'-----,-- Meon 
12345618 ------
~ 

------------------- 2.45 
R-S ..••.•. 30 2' 35 43 2' 26 22 5.05 

I-S ........ (38) 2. 36 32 21 35 26 5.62 2.06 

R-S .•..••. (20) 2. 22 14 " ZO 4.52 2.16 

I-S ........ (30) 35 25 28 ZO 5.21 2.85 

('.) 28 34 21 4.16 1.'16 
R-L ....... 

(25) 2. 25 4.85 2.54 I-L .......• 
(35) 33 4.15 2.55 

R-L .•..... (31) 4.52 2.50 
I-L ........ 

" t thole ltal-(a) Doclmal pom!. omilted. AU eoeflldeDla ere pOOl11ve aDd .1,q\II(11I1 II tb., ,0$ lonl (e ep 
leiled). Plgwe.ln parell.thelOlue the estlmaled COUlUlWlAUUce. For IIbbrllvlotlonB '1111 Tlble 12. 

method. The rotated, factor loadings for each of the three largest 
factors. and the principal axes from which they were derived are shown 
in Tables 15, 16, and 17. Tables 15, 16 and 17 present the factor 
analyses of the three matrices Lenawee. Mason pre-test form X and 
Mason post-test form Y. in that order. 

The loadings on the quartimax rotations are used to interpret the 
factors. All eight OAS items have moderately high loadings on the 
first rotated factor of each matrix. This factor accounts for 75, 65, 
and 83 percent of the variance in the respective matrices. It has high 
or moderate positive loadings on all items. The other two factors do 
not exhibit any systematic pattern in any of the matrices. Neither do 
they account for a high proportion of the variance in any matrix. Evi-

TABLE 15-0AS factor matrix, Lenawee sample (N = 441)(a) 

Quartimax Principal axes 
Item --------- h' 

I " III I " III 
---------------

I. R-S .............. 50 02 40 51 -04 38 41 
2. I-S .....•......... 55 -33 -08 55 -2' -1. .2 
3. R-S .............. 61 02 24 68 00 21 51 
4. I-S .•..........•. 00 -14 07 61 -14 01 .1 
5. R-L .............. 65 27 -11 64 31 -08 50 

6. I-L .............. •• 05 -Z5 03 11 -2. 48 

7. R-L .............. 03 23 01 62 24 03 45 
8. I-L .............. 05 -23 -02 6S -21 -0' 48 

------------
Percent total variance: 15 8 1 75 8 1 

(.1) Decimal polD.t. omitted. 
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TABLE 16-0AS factor matrix, Mason form X sample (N-85)(a) 

QuartUnaz Principal axes 
Items h' 

I II III I II III ---------------
I. R-S ••••••..•....• •• 18 •• S2 -00 -33 '8 
2. I-S •••••• , •••••... .2 .S O. S2 -SO .-08 53 
3. R-S •. · .•••.••••...• •• 08 OS •• 1. -00 S8 
4.I-S .••••••••.••..• S. 20 -24 57 00 2. .8 
5. R-L •..•..••••••.. •• -00 -15 .2 2. ,. •• 6. I-L ...•.•.••.••.• 38 ,. -1. ., 00 10 ,. 
'l. R-L •.••••........ 7. 02 1. 70 2. -15 5. 
8. I-L .............. 51 55 -12 07 . - .. 12 58 ---------------
Percent total variance: OS 20 • 72 13 • 

(G) Declmall omitted. 

dentIy, the OAS measures one major factor. Since LOA is the factor 
the test is designed to measure, it seems reasonable to conclude that 
tl,e first factor is high vs. low LOA. The next two factors are apparently 
uninterpretable, and we shall not attempt to identify them at this time. 
In general, it is tentatively concluded that the OAS is mostly a measure 
of general LOA, but it also contains a small amount of variance due to 
two tmidentifiable factors. (This tentative co~elusion wilJ be slightly 
modjfied in the next section.) 

2. Inter-instrument teclmique. As was noted earlier in the chapter, 
there is good reason to believe that the free-response North-iialt LOA 

TABLE 11-0AS factor matrix, Mason form Y sample (N=85)(a) 

Quartimu Principal axes 
Items --- h' 

I II III I II III 
-------------------

I. R-S •............. 02 -22 -00 5. 27 -12 •• 2. I-S ............... 50 " 18 58 -00 15 37 
3. R-S ....•••.•..... .2 -0' 2. .2 11 25 2. 
4. I-S .•....•.•..... 57 -07 18 57 14 13 •• 5. R-L ••.•••.•...•.• .5 -00 -18 •• 11 -23 .0 
6. I-L .............• 44 18 -05 45 -14 -07 2. 
7. R-L ........•..... 53 2. -01 55 -22 -03 30 
B. I-L .............. 44 .2 -02 .7 -27 -02 2. 

------------------
Percent total vAriance: 8. 10 7 8' 10 • 

(a) De .. 1I",,11 omitted. 
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instrument used in the Jefferson Connty, Wisconsin study and, with 
slight modifications, in the Lenawee County study is more nearly valid 
than most LOA instruments. This is based on two findings. First, in 
Jefferson County the scores on this instrument were found to be posi
tively correlated with level of educational or occupational achieve
ment seven years after the original measurement was taken. Second, 
the two similar forms of that instrument administered in both counties 
are highly correlated (as compared to other LOA instmments) with 
non-LOA variables hypothesized to be related to LOA." Also, this 

TABLE 18-lntercorrelations of responses to the North-Halt free-response 
instrument (Xl -X,) and the OAS (X,-X,,) (N ~J65)(a) 

Variables: X. X, X, X. X. X. X, X. X. X" Xu X" Xu 
- - - ------ - - - - ----

NORTH~HATT 

X. Highest .•.•••.. (72) 43 • 2 72 07 2. 40 37 3. .7 .2 3 • 3S 
X, Lowest ••••••••• (55) 58 4. •• 34 1. 3. .7 3' 30 34 27 

X, Plan ••••••••••• (75) 73 75 35 3. 30 .2 35 .7 30 31 

X. Free .•••••••••• (.2) 82 30 3. 34 •• 28 30 34 33 

X. Mature .•••••••• (82) 31 36 3S 44 30 30 33 33 

OAS 
X. R-S ••••••••••.. (37) 20 .7 •• 22 25 31 27 

X. I-S ..•.•..•..•.. (41) .8 30 31 35 2. 41 

X. R-S ..••.•...... (45) 43 44 32 4. 45 

X. I-S .••..•..•..• _ (50) 44 41 3' 50 
XLO R-L .......... " (40) •• 43 3. 
Xu I-L ..•.•......• (.6) 38 30 
XI: R-L .••..••.••.. (44) 41 
Xu I-L ....••..•... (50) 

(a) Decimal polntl ornllted. AU coemdenll are pOBitive and slgnifi ... nt at or beyond the .Ill l~vel (onc
tailed lest). Communalities. using u aD estil"ale the highest correlation of a variable to AG(llher vadll,ble, IIIO 
La puenlhcsu. Mean, and standard dovlatlonl for the NQrth.Ho.lt Io,strument ere preuented 101 Append.ix J. 

free-response instrument was found to be moderately highly eOlTelated 
with the OAS, as noted above in the first test of the ~AS's val~dity. 
A knowledge of the degree of factorial similarity. of this instrument 
and the OAS will aid in interpreting the validity of the ~AS. This will 
require an inter-instrument technique of factor analysis. This analysis 
requires three steps: 1. a factor-analysis of the items comprising the 
OAS, 2. a factor-analysis of the items comprising the Nodh·IIatt free
response instrument, and 3. a factor-analysis of all items of both. 
The first, already presented, shows tile factorial purity of the 
OAS. It is heavily, but not exclusively, saturated with one factor, 
as!:iumcd to be LOA. The other analyses will be reported in the follow~ 

• These flndlngJ may bo lnfen:.,d from Chapter IV. 
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ing paragraphs. If the North-Halt instrument is folUld to be lUli. 
factorial and if both together are uni·factorial, it may be concluded 
that both measure essentially the same factors. If the North·Hatt in. 
strument is uni~factorial but the two together have more factors, then 
an inspection of the factors and their loadings should indicate, roughly, 
the degree and nature of factorial Similarity or diSSimilarity of Ille 

". two instnunents. 
. '.. ·The correlation among all items of both tests is presented in Table 

18. The data are based on the usable Len.wee sample size of 365. 
Both the North-Hatt factor-analysis and the combined North-Hatt and 
OAS factor-analysis are based on correlation coefficients in the table. 
CommlUlalities for the analyses are estimated by using the highest 
correlations in a column or row. Inspection shows that the five North
Hatt items are more highly correlated with each other than they are 
with the OAS items or than the OAS items are with each other. This 
suggests that the two inshuments have a related, but not identical, 
factor structure. But we shall return to this later. 

The factor analysis of the North-Hatt free-response instrument is 
presented in Table 19. The quartimax rotations clearly show the exist
ence of one general factor, which we assume to be high vs. low LOA. 
It accounts for 88 percent of the total variance among the five" items) 
and it has high loadings On aliltems. A second factor has its highest 
loading on X2 ) the North-Hatt rating of the lowest choice, and incon~ 
sequential loadings on all other items. It accounts for eight percent of 
the total matrix variance. It is interpreted as high vs. low realistic 
LOA. The third factor is llllinterpretable and accounts for only 3 
percent of tl10 total variance. It is concluded that Ille Norll,-Hatt free
response instrument is essentially a single-factor instmment. TlIis is 
tentatively identified as high vs. low LOA. 

Apparently both the GAS and the North-Hatt free response instru
ment are each measures of one factor. Whether that factor is LOA or 
something else can only-at this point-be inferred from the item con. 
tent. Without further infonnation~ it might be concluded tllat both 
are saturated almost exclusively with LOA, and therefore that they 
are both equally valid measures of LOA. But, why then. is their cor
relation only r= +.62? Suggestions for answering this question follow 
from the study of the inter-technique factor-analytic validity to foUow. 

Table 20 presents the results of the factor analysis of the 13 x 13 
correlation matrix composing Table 18. Three orthogonal factors ac-
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TABLE 19-North·Hatt free·response LOA instrument factor matrix. 
Len.wee s.mple (N=J65)(.) 

Quartimax loadings Principal axes loadings 
VarJable: ------------------ h' 

I II III I II III 
----------------

XI: Highest ......... 7_ 01 31 7_ 14 -27 72 
Xi: Lowest .•..•.•.•. 5S 4_ 00 .0 -43 -07 55 

. XI: Plan ............ 84 18 -12 85 -13 12 7S 
X4: Free .........•.. 90 -08 03 89 1. 02 82 
XI: Mature .•.•.•.••• _0 -08 -11 88 13 1. 82 

------------
Percent total variance 88 8 3 8_ 7 3 

count for 88 percent of the total variance in Ilris matrix. But unlike 
previous matrices, after quartimax rotation. there are two substantial 
factors In the matrix: Factor I, accounting for S7 percent of the total 

. variance, and Factor II, accounting for 25 percent of the total variance. 
Clearly, Factor I may be iDterpreted as a high vs. low LOA factor. 
All items have positive loadings on it. The lowest of these is .35 (X6 

TABLE Zo-Norlh-Hatt free-response instrument (XrXs) and OAS (X6-X13) 

inter-Iechniquejactor matrix. Lenawee sample (N=365)(a) 

QuartimaJ: loadings 
Items ---------

I II III 

NORTH-HATT 
XI: Highest ....•.... 7_ 1. -13 
X.: Lowest .......... 55 20 42 
XI: Plan ............ 84 07 18 
XI: Free ............ 90 -01 -07 
XI: Mature .......... 8_ 01 -02 

OAS 
X.: R-S ............ 35 30 30 
Xl: I-S .•.......... 41 40 -2. 
X.: R-S .....•...... 38 54 0_ 
X.,: I-S ............. 44 52 o. 

XI': R-L .•••........ 35 54 07 
XII: I-L ............. 41 4. -0. 
Xn: R-L ............ 38 49 11 
Xu: I-L ............. 3S 57 -10 

Percent total variance 57 25 o. 
(0) Decimal point, omItted. 

Principal axes loadings 
--------- h' 

I II III 
---------

7. -22 17 •• .0 -07 -39 52 
78 -32 -14 73 
7_ -43 11 82 
79 -41 o. 80 

4. 12 -2. 30 
53 1. 30 3_ 
59 31 -05 4S 
.3 25 -02 4. 
5. 32 -03 42 
57 21 10 3. 
57 2. -07 40 
57 3' 15 46 

------.- 13 05 
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and Xu). The North-Hatt-free response it~ms (Xl - X,) have the 
highest loadings on the factor, hoth before and after rotation. Especially 
after rotation, these loadings are strikingly high. The OAS items 
(X. - X18) all have moderately high loadings on Factor I, but no OAS 
item has as high a loading as even the lowest North-Hatt item. 

Apparently, the LOA factor is somewhat more clearly measured 
by the North-Hatt inscrument. But inasmuch as the OAS's total score 
Is based Oil the greater number of items, it follows that tlie OAS is prob
ably about as effective a measure of the factor as is the North·Hatt in
stnrrnent. 

Factor II makes a clear distinction between the two instruments. 
The rotated matrix shows moderately high loadings on all OAS items 
(X,-X18 ), and quite low loadings on all North-Hat! items (Xl-X,). 
The same pattern is present in the unratated matrix. where all OAS 
items have moderately low positive loadings and all North-Hatt items 
have moderately high to quite low negative loadings. Factor II may 
be identified then as a specific-technique factor. Structurally, these 
instrmnents are similar in that they are both multiple-item and both 
based quite directly on the occupational prestige hierarchy. They 
differ in that one is free-response, while the other is structured re
sponse. They also differ in that one is balanced and complete: it 
systematically measures the several combinations of expression-levels 
and goalwperiods. The other is unbalanced and incomplete: it hap
hazardly measures each expression.level and goalwperiod and it is 
somewhat weighted to the short·range. They may also differ in ways 
which are more subtle and which are unknown at this time. There 
is no way of deciding exactly which of the evident or subtle differences 
produces Factor II. 

Factor III is evidently the same as Factor II from Table 19, 
slightly modified by the addition of the OAS items. It has moderately 
low positive loadings on the lowest (X,), the plan (X,), one OAS 
realistic short-range question (Xu), and a moderately low negative 
loading on an OAS idealistic short-range question (X.,). Its meaning 
is not clear enough and its contribution to the correlation matrix 
variance is not large enough to warrant naming it. 

It may be concluded that the inter-technique factorial validity 
analysis shows that (1) Both instruments are heavily saturated with 
a common factor. (2) TIlls factor is probahly LOA. (3) The North
Hatt instmment has the highest loadings on the LOA factor. (4) 
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But the OAS also has high loadings on the factor. (5) There is a 
specific-technique factor which sharply differentiates the two instru
ments, although there is no apparent way of knowing at present 
exactly what produces this difference. 

Summary of Internal Characteristics of 
the Occupational Aspiration Scale 

By internal characteristics we refer to the patterns among persons' 
responses to the ~AS. Descriptions of response patterning inclu~e 
nonns, reliability, factor-analytic structure. and non-factor-analytiC 
structure or profile. They also include the relationship of the OAS 
to other LOA instruments. specifically the concurrent validity coef
ficient and the inter-tec1mique factorial validity. The tenn "internal 
characteristics" is thus juxtaposed to the tem1 deSign. the subject of 
the previous chapter. The latter is concerned with the organization of 
the OAS as it was derived from LOA theory and as it is presented 

. to prospective respondents ·in terms of physical fonnat and admin
istrative instructions. wl1ile the fonner is concerned with patterns 
among the respondents' answers. 

Data for these analyses were collected from all seventeen-year~old 
boys in school in Lenawee County. Michigan, in the spring of 1957. 
and from all junior and senior boys in school in Mason, Michigan, in 
the winter of 1958-59. The OAS was desi6l'Jled as an instrument to 
be administered to adolescent boys before they have taken permanent 
jobs or entered college. For this reason, girls of all ages and boys of 
this age who were no longer in school were excluded. For various 
reasons, data on some of those tested are incomplete. For tlus reason, 
the sizes of samples vary from analysis to analysiS. In our judgment 
the analyses are not at all adversely affected by this. This is because 
the results, including those of the next chapter. are consistent with 
each other and with LOA theory. 

In brief, this chapter has shown several facts about responses to 
the OAS. 1. Its attrition rate due to non-responses. incomplete re
sponses, and unusahle responses, is less than 1 percent. 2. It has 
reliability coeffiCients which are high enough to warrant its use in 
research and counseling.2G Its equivalent-halves reliability has been 
quite well established for three different administrations. It is in the 

25 'Vhile this is trllc, it should be elllphasilt:d that the OAS should not be used in 
counseling until it has bccn c:vahHHCU 5pt:tifitally for thai purpose. 
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vicinity of .BO. Its stabUity is less well established. On the one 10-
week interval test of it wWch has been made; it appeared to be fairly 
stable (r.;=.77). TWs test used equivalent forms, rather than identical 
fo,?,s, so it may be that for the lO-week period its stability!s under
estImated. On the other hand, its stability over longer time periods 
may well be lower than the lO-week figure. 3. The OAS seems to be 
a valid measure of LOA. Here the data arc necessarily indirect. (a) 
They show that the non-factorial Or profile stmcture of the OAS is 
~nsist~nt with LOA theory. Realistic expression level stimulus ques
tions Yield lower mean scores than do mean idealistic expression level 
stimulus questions, and 'short-range time-dimension period stimulus 
~uesti~ns tc?d to >:ie1d lower mean scores than do mean long-range 
hme-dImenslOn pened stimulus questions. The data regarding time
dimension periods are not completely consistent. (b) The only 
estimate available for a coefficient of concurrent validity is a moderate 
value of +.62, based on the OAS's Correlation with a North-Hatt 
technique. Whether this is evidence for or against the OAS as a 
measure of LOA is really a moot question: while the North-Hatt 
multiple-item free-response t~clmique is probably the best previous 
LOA instrument, it has many shortcomings- not the least of which is 
the fact that its uncodable responses (resulting in an attriblltion rate 
of 17 to 25 percent) probably force the exclusion of a large proportion 
of tbe low aspirers. (c) Factor analysis shows the OAS to be es
sentially a one-factor test,' for one factor accoWlts for tile great propor
tion of its totallnter-item variance. (d) An inter-technique factorial 
validity test shows the main OAS factor to be essentially the same as 
the main Nortb-Hatt teclmique factor. Tbis is probably LOA, But 
there is a factor which distinguishes between the two tec1miques. 
The exact sources of this factor cannot be located with present data. 
TIle two techniques differ in several ways, anyone or any combina
tion of which might produce the factorial difference. It seems pos
sible, however~ that whatever reduces the validity coefficient-see (b) 
above-also is responsible for the difference in factor structure. 

In general, it is concluded that OAS is a reliable, stable, and at 
least approximately valid instrument. The best evidence for tIle 
OAS's validity must. ]lOwever, wait until the first subjects to take it 
have stabilized themselves in their life"s occupations. The validity of 
the OAS will be finally established only if the combined effects of 
LOA as measured by the OAS and of variables impeding and 
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facilitating the expression of LOA in behavior are found to accurately 
account for the variance in actual prestige levels of occupational 
achievement. 

But there are other indirect ways of approaching the assess_roent 
of validity. One of these was presented in Chapter IV. In that 
chapter the relational fertility of the concept of LOA was tested by 
constructing hypotheses about the correlation of LOA to non-LOA 
variables. These hypotheses were based on general attitude theory 
and on general level of aspiration theory. In spite of the many 
deficiencies existing in LOA instruments it was found that they 
behave lawfully. The same logic may be applied to the OAS as one 
measure of LOA. The relation of OAS scores to non~LOA variables 
is the subject of the next chapter. 

CHAPTER VII 

CORRELATES OF THE OCCUPAl'IONAL ASPIRATION SCALE 

The general objective of this chapter is to report findings on the 
correlation of the OAS with non~LOA variables. But this will be done 
in a way pennitting this infonnation to contribute to knowledge con
cerning the validity of the OAS_ As noted in Chapter IV, the demon
stration of lawful belmvior is a method of testulg for validity. In that 
chaptet, the argument was focused on the concept of LOA. It -was 
shown that seven hypotheses based on attitude and level of aspiration 
theory> of which LOA is a special case, account for a substantial pro~ 
portion of the positive statistically "significant" correlations of any 
measure of LOA with other variables> and that most of the variables 
not classifiable under one of the seven hypotheses are not correlated 
with LOA. 

The sarne type of argument may be utilized with the OAS. If the 
OAS is a valid LOA instrument, then it will follow the same "laws" 
-behave in accord with the same hypotheses-as will other LOA in
stnunents. If it is a more valid instrument it wi1l behave more nearly 
in accord with the same "laws" than do the most valid of the other 
instruments. "Behaving more nearly in accord" means two things: 
1. Under comparable conditions, the OAS will be more highly cor
related with non-LOA variables classifiable under the seven hypotheses 
than is the most valid previous instrument. 2. Under comparable condi
tions, the OAS will be statistically "significantly" correlated with more 
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non-LOA variables classifiable under the seven hypotheses than will 
the most valld of existing instruments. The corresponding argument 
cannot, and will not, be made for the hypothesis of no relationship. 
because Chapter IV has already shown that LOA evidently follows 
'1aws" which are not stated in any of the seven hypotheses of relation~ 
ship. Except for this fact, it would be expected that tIle 'more valid 
the LOA instrument, the less frequently it would be correlated with 
nOll~t6A'variables not theoretically related to LOA. As it is, there 
is good reason to suspect that the bypotheses arc incomplete; if LOA 
follows unknown "laws" then the more valid the LOA instmment, the 
more frequently it will be correlated with the non-LOA variables. 

Given the somewhat indeterminate state of LOA knowledge, 
this chapter will specify the hypotheses from Chapter IV for which 
data are available. The behavior of OAS with respect to these will he 
compared with the behavior of the most valid previous instmment 
with respect to the same variables on the same sample. Two types of 
comparisons will be made: (1) magoitude of correlation of each with 
non-LOA variables, and (2) number of non-LOA variables statistically 
"significantly" related to each in the expected direction. Conclusions 
will then be drawn concerning the comparative validity of the ~AS. 
This will be followed hy a presentation of non-LOA variables for 
which comparative data do not exist. They will be presented along 
with the hypotheses to which, in the writers' opinion,_ tl~ey are most 
appropriate. This will b~ followed by general conclusions conceming 
the absolute and relative relational fertility of the OAS as a measure 
of LOA. Implications for validity will then be discussed. 

The Most Valid Previous LOA Instrwncnt 

The question of which is the most vaHd previous LOA instrument 
must be answered. Here. too. the data are not easy to evaluate. The 
best evidence comes from Chapters III and IV. On non-empirical 
grounds the most valid i~strument is the one which comes closest to 
including all of the aspects of level of aspiration theory. The OL scale 
and the LI scale are quite inadequate in this respect, being only im· 
plicitly and indirectly related to the level of aspiration model and to 
the occupational hierarchy. All single-stimulus techniques snch as 
Stubbins' and others are inadequate in that they are based only on 
parts of the level of aspiration model. This leaves the North-Hatt free-
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pon' se instrument used in Jefferson and Lenawee Counties as the ' 
res Ih '1 . only previous instrument which meets almost al t eoretlca reqUlre-
ments of a LOA measure. 

The empirical ground, however, is less solid. Most of tl~e data ~re 
not strictly comparable. Moreover, there are none of .the sl.ngl~ stlI~
ulus questions appearing in enough tests to warrant mclus~on m this 
comparison. Only the OL, the LI and the North-Hatt technIques have 
been explored fully enough for this. With these qualifications, the 
study of the tests ill Chapter IV shows that the OL scale h~s tIle high
est proportion of correlations which arc not in accord With the fIrst 
seven hypotheses. The Lee-Thorpe has the second highest proportion 
of unpredictable correlations and the North-Hatt free-response tech
nique has the lowest. In addition, data arc available to compare the 
North-Hatt and the LI scale on the Jefferson County sample. When 
this is done. it is found that the correlation of the North-Hatt with 
non.LOA variables is higher than that of the LI many times more 
frequently than the LI correlation is higher than that of the North
Hatt technique. It seems' clear, therefore. that of the three instru
ments having extensive enough use to warrant comparison. the North
}htt free-response· instrument is the most valid. Thus. both the theo
retical and empirical evidence justifies and supports the conclusion 
that the North-Hatt free-response instrument is the most appropriate 
with which to compare the OAS in terms of relational fertility. 

Data and Method 

Data for the comparative analysis are taken from the Lenawee 
County stUdy. Due to incomplete responses to the free-response 
questions, the North-Hatt sample consists of 365 boys, The OAS data 
are based on a larger sample of 433 boys for whom other data are 
complete. The hypotheses to which the data pertain are written' out 
in the order of their appearance. Hypotheses to 'which no data are 
appropriate are not repeated here. All non-LOA variables presented 
in the first part of this chapter. as well as their correlations with the 
North-Batt instrument. have been presented previously in Chapter 
IV. Non-LOA variables appearing for the first time in this chapter 
will be presented after the comparative analysis. As in Chapter IV. 
the .05 level (two-tailed test) will be used as the criterion in the 
TANH. 
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Comparative Analysis 

This section presents OAS correlates for which comparable North
Hatt data are available. The correlations are presented following the 
restatement of the hypothesis to which they refer. (Hypotheses 1 and 
7 are omitted because no OAS data pertain to them.) Special classes 
of variables testing the hypotheses as well as their explanations are 
stated. in Chapter IV and will not be repeated here, 'although they 
will be presented in the same order as in that chapter so as to aid 
readers who may wish to refer to them. 

Hypothesis 2. A positive correlation will be found between LOA 
and any measure of success in school. Data concerning this hypothesis 
follow. 1. Grade point averages in school-North-Hatt: +.53; OAS: 
+.50. 2. Number of years of college training desired-North-Hatt: 
+.67; OAS: +-64. 

Hypothesis 3. A positive correlation will be found between the per
son's La A and the success orientations of the groups to which he 
belongs. The relevant data are as follows: 3. Sons' estimates of their 
parents' levels of occopational aspiration' for them-North-Hatt: +.29; 
OAS: +.22. 4. Sons' estimates of their parents' levels of educational 
aspiration for them-North-Hatt: +.44; OAS: +.44. . 

Hypothesis 4. A positiae correlation will be found between LOA 
and the degree to which the social situation of the peTson tends to 
produce success in occupatiofUllly related areas of behaviol'. These 
data follow: 5. Modified Sewell Socio-economic Status Scale (47) 
Scores-North-Hatt: +-38; OAS: +.3B. 6. Father's educational status 
-North-Hatt: +-27; OAS: +.29. 7. Mother's educational status
North-Hatt: +.25; OAS: +.30. 

Hypothesis 5. A positive correlation will be found between LOA 
and any personality orientation tending to produce the experience of 
success in occupationally related areas of behavior. The data follow: 
8. Intelligence raw scores (Cattell's Test of G-Culture Free, 6) -
North-Hatt: +.46; OAS: +.45. 9. Personality adjustment (California 
Test of Personality, 62)-Notth-Hatt: +.30; OAS: +.2B. 10. 16 P-F 
Test (Cattell, 27) Factor C, emotional stability-North-Hatt: +.19; 
OAS: +.19. 11. 16 P-F Test Factor F, surgency-North-Hatt: not 
related; OAS: +.11. 12. 16 P-F Test Factor 0, lack of anxious inse
curity-North-Hatt: not related; OAS: not related. 13. 16 P-F Test 

. Factor Q., lack of nervous tension-NorUl-Hatt: not relatedj DAS: 
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+.11. 14. 16 P-F Test Factor A, cyclothymia vs. schizothymia-North
Hatt: not related: QAS: +.12.15. 16 P-F Test Factor G, super ego 
strength-North-Hatt: +.23; OAS: +.26. 16. 16 P-F Test Factor N, 
sophistication-North-Hatt: +.21; OAS: +.16. 17. 16 P-F Test Factor 
Q will control and character stability-North-Hatt: +.13; OAS: 
+~16. lB. MSU Work-Beliefs Check-List BV A 6, willingness to 
defer gratification-North-Hatt: +.2B; OAS: +:2l. 

Hypothesis 6. A positive cOTTelation will be found between LOA 
and any personality orientation expressing the willingness to act in
dependently. The data relevant to this hypothesis follow: 19. 16 P-F 
Test Factor E, dominance-North-Hatt: +.11; OAS: not related. 20. 
16 P-F Test Factor H, adventurous autonomic resilience-North-Hatt: 
+.22; OAS: +.24.21. 16 P-F Test Factor Q .. radicalism-North-Hatt: 
+.13; OAS: not related. 22. 16 P-F Test Factor Q2, independent self
sufficiency"':North-Hatt: +.14; OAS: +.1B. 

The most striking fact about these findings is the similarity inthe 
degrees to which each LOA instrument is correlated with non-LOA 
variables. The correlation coefficients are almost exactly the same. 
Where minute differences in the magnitude of correlation appear, they 
favor the DAS. There are 16 pairs of coefficients in which both mem
bers are statistically "significantly" related 'to a non~LOA variable. 
In 10 of these, the OAS has the slightly greater correlation, and in 
six the North-Hatt technique has the slightly greater correlation. 
There are five instances in which one or the other LOA inshument 
was not found to be related to non-LOA variables. In three of these, 
the OAS was found to be related to the non-LOA variable, and in 
two the North-Hatt was found to be related. In only one instance 
were both found to be unrelated to a non-LOA variable. (For both 
instlUments. infinity rather than the actual sample size was used to 
estimate the degrees of freedom due to observations. Hence the 
apparent differences in the results of the TANH cannot be attributed 
to the differences in the size of samples_) 

The clear conclusion to be drawn is that one instrument has about 
the same degree of relational fertility as the olller. The OAS and the 
North-Hatt frec-response LOA instrument have almost exactly the 
same indirect validity as assessed by their ability to detect relation~ 
sllips witll non-LOA variables where the, theory and the bulk of the 
evidence indipate that relationships exist. Available theory and data 
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indicate that the North-Hatt free-response instrument Is probably the 
most nearly valid LOA instrument known to be in existence before 
the ~AS. It may be concluded that the OAS has as high a degree 
of validity as assessed by reiational fertility tests as does the most 
·nearly valid previous instrument. 

.. i ., Other Non-LOA Correlates of the OAS' 

In accord with the procedure stated in the beginning, tIus section 
will present other correlates of the OAS according to the hypothesis 
the writers believe to be most appropriate. The purposes of this are 
to add to the relational fertility data already presented, and to help 
catalogue the variables known to be related t() LOA as measmed by 
the ~AS. 

Intra-class correlation data of the OAS scores of b()ys wh() choos. 
each other as best friends are available from the Lenawee and Mason 
studies (23,39). These data are appropriate to Hypotbesis 3, which 
holds that a positive correlation will be found between the person's 
LOA and the success orientations of the groups to which he belongs. 
The group under study here is the peer clique. The Lenawee. data are 
complex and an exact R coefficient is not available for them. The 
findings. then, are: 1. Lenawee: R = approximately +.30j 2. Mason: 
R= +.33. 

BVA's 1 and 2 of the MSU Work Beliefs Check-Lisl are appropri
ate to Hypothesis 5, concetning the positive correlation of LOA to 
personality orientations producing the experience of success in occupa
tionally related areas of behavior. BVA 1 measures the degree to 
which the person is expressively vs. instrumentally oriented toward 
work; whether he viewed work as an, end or simply as a means for 
making money. It is called "expressive versus instrumental orienta
tion to work." BV A 2 measures the degree to which the person has 
a favorable attirucle toward having time organized. It is called "evalu~ 
ation of structured time" but it might be equally well called "prefer
ence for puncruality." The respective con-elations with the OAS 
follow: 3. BVA 1: not related; 4. BVA 2: r=+.I1. 

BVA's 3, 4, and 5 are believed to he appropriate to Hyp()thesis 6, 
concerning LOA and personality orientations expressing the willing
ness to act independently. BV A 3, "positive versus negative evalua~ 
tion of physical mobility," measures the degree to which the person 
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is psychologically prepared to move as new occupati()nal alternatives 
appear. BVA 4, "positive versus negative evaluation of change," 
measures the degree to which the person likes new experiences and 
dlslikes traditional ways of doing things. BV A 5, ''belief in internal 
versus external determination of events," measures the degree to 
which the person believes his fate is under his own control rather 
than under the control of other beings or forces. The respective cor~ 
relati()ns f()lIow: 5. BVA 3: =+.20; 6. BVA 4: not related; 1. 
BVA 5: r=+.28. 

De Chrums' et al. (10) v-achievement measures the degree to 
which a person believes himself to be achievement-oriented. As such 
it falls under Hypothesis 7, which relates LOA and self-conception con
cerning success or achievement orientation. Data measuring its cor
relation with the OAS were collected in the Mason study. Its c()rrela
tion with the OAS follows: 8. v-achievement: r=+.25. 

Several other variables, not clearly belonging to any of the seven 
substantive hypotheses, have been tested against the ~AS. These and 
their respective correlations with the OAS foHow: 9. The proportion 
of courses taken by Lenawee boys in non-agricultural courses: 
r=+.30. 10. A measure of the degree of certainty the youth bas that 
he will actually enter a particular ()ccupation: not related. 11. 16 P-F 
Test Factor I, emotional sensitivity: not related. 12. 16 P-F Test 
Factor L~ paranoid schizothymia vs. trustful altruism: not related. 
13. 16 P-F Test Factor M. hysteric unconcern vs. practical concerned-

TABLE 21-Zero-ordeT correlations of 32 variables with the OAS total 
score: Ranked by magnitude (N=433, Lenawee county)(a) 

Variable r with OAS Variable r with OAS Variable r with OAS 

1 (CP) ...... o' J. (PDO) ... 22 20 (PF!of) .. • -OB 

3' (GPA) .... SO 1 (BVAO). 21 23 (PFQI)" • ·07 
10 (CFIQ) ... .5 • (BVA 3). 20 •• (PFL) ..•• -07 
2. (PDE) .... 4. 13 (PFe) .... I. 22 (PFo) .... -07 
27 (SES) ..... 31 21 (PFtI) ... .0 8 (OC) ..... -07 
32 (AC) ...... -3. 25 (PFQ.) .• . .0 0 (SA) ..... -07 
28 (FES) .... 2. 2' (PFQ2) ... 14 5 (BVA4). 00 

0 (BVA5) •• 2. .2 (PF .... ) ••.. 13 2 (BVA 1). 03 
II (CTP) .... 2. 3 (BVA 2). II •• (PFf) .... -03 

'0 (PFa) ..... 20 20 (PFQ.)" . -II •• (PFE) .... 02 
• 1 (PFlI) ..... 2. .5 (PFp) ••.. 10 

(a) DetilQ,ds onrltted. All tOlT1llaUona afO poailive unten otherwl.o mdlca.led. AU correlation, aro sigulQ_ 
eant al tho .05 levol auopt thon ltaUcbed. AbbrevIatIonu for oach varlablo life dCGcribed In T.ble 22. 
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TABLE 2t-Abbreviation key for vari~bles in Table 21 

Identification Description 

A: PERSONAL VARIABLES: 

1 (CP) •••• '" ••••• ••• Number of years of cottege planned 
2 (BV AI)" ••• • •••• ••• Belief that work is of expressive value VB. instrumental 

value (a) 
3 (BV Aj)..... • •••• ••• Positive VB. negative evaluation of I!tructured time 
4 (BV AI)" '" •••••••• Positive VB. negative evaluation of physical mobility 
5 (BV A,)...... •••• ••• Positive VS. negative evaluation of change 
6 (BVA,)............. Belief' in internal vs. external detenninahOD of events 
7 (BVA&)............. Positive YS. negative evaluation of deferred gratification 
8 (OC)............... Occupational Crystallization (certainty of occupational 

choice) 
9 (SA).... ••••• •••••• Statlls anxiety (concern over social status) 

10 (CFIO)............. lntelligence 
11 (CTP)......... •••• Pel"Sonalityadjustment 
12 (PFA).... ••••• ••••• Personality FactoTMA:(b) "Cyclothymia vs. Schizothymia" 
13 (PFd.............. PFMC: "Emotional Stability vs. dissatisfi'ed emotionality" 
14 (PFE).............. PFME: "Dominance or Ascendance vs. Submission" 
15 (PFF).............. PF-F: "Sufgency vs. depressive anxiety" 
16 (PFu).............. PF-C: "Character VS. lack of internal standards" 
17 (PFu)..... ......... PF-H: "Adventurous Autonomic resilience vs. inherent, 

withdrawn schizothymia" 
18 (PF,)... ........... PF-I: "Emotional sensitivity vs. tough maturity" 
19 (PFL).............. PF-!: "Paranoid schizothymia vs. trustful altruism'" 
20 (PFM).... .•••..••• PF~M: "Hysterical unconcern or 'bohemianism' vs. 

practical concemedness" 
21 (PFN).............. PF-N: "Sophistication vs. rough simplicity" 
22 (PFo) ... ", ~........ PF-O:" Anxious insecurity vs. placid self-confidence" 
23 (PFQ,)......... •••• PF-Q,: "Radicalism vs. Conservatism" 
24 (PFQ~)............. PF-Q,= "Independent self-sufficiency vs. lack of. resolu

tion" 
25 (PFQI)............. PF-Q3: "Will control and character stability" 
26 (PFQ.)............. PF-QI: "Nervous tension" 

B: SOC1AL-SITUATIONAL VARIABLES: 

27 (SES).............. Socio-economic status 
28 (FES).............. Father's educational status 
29 (PDE)............. Parental desire for the youth's post-high school educational 

achievement 
30 (PDO)............. Parental desire for the youth's high level of occupational 

acbievement 

C: PERFORMANCE VARIABLES: 

31 (GPA)...... ........ High School grade point average: 1956-1957 (AcademlG 
courses only) 

32 (AC)............... Number of agricultural courses taken through 1957 

(G) Pot aU .arlloblu, tile flu! named chuac!eriatie relera to a hI,h acore. 
(b) Tho Tomalnial!: Penomlli/II Ftldon 'TO abbrovia!ed aB PF. 

------
ness: not related. 14. Concern over social status (a multiple-item 
index): not related, 

Swnmary 

This chapter has presented the correlations of the OAS with 
non-LOA variables. This was done in such a way as to contribute 
to knowledge of the relational fertility of the OAS, and thus to 
make an indirect test of its validity. The part of the chapter compar
ing the OAS with the North-Hatt free-response instrument presents 
the most powerful argument. In it we find that the OAS is about as 
valid as is the most valid previous LOA instrument. The last section 
simply lists the correlation of the OAS to other variables. Table 21 
(page 99) summarizes the correlations of the OAS with the Lenawee 
County variables. 

CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

Summary of Theory and Techniques of LOA 

In Chapter I we noted that the purpose of this monograph is 
to present and evaluate an instrument designed to measure differen
tial levels of occupational aspiration or LOA. The concept LOA has 
had considerable use in recent years, mostly because it is helieved 
to be a psychological orientation to enter the occupationa~ world at 
one level rather than another. 

So far as the writers have been able to discover there has been 
no completely adequate measure of differential relative LOA previous 
to the development of the Occupational Aspiration Scale (OAS). The 
main purpose of th.is monograph is to present the results of empirical 
tests of the adequacy of the OAS as a measure of LOA. 

Accomplishing this purpose. however, presnpposes a wealth of 
detailed infOImation on LOA. Actually. a certain amoun t of such 
infonnation exists. But it has never been written up as a whole. For 
this reason, tln"ee clH1pters were devoted to the LOA concept. Follow
ing the geneml introduction in Chapter T. Chapter II presented a 
description of the LOA concept. In that cllapter we tried to show that 
LOA is a special instance of both the concept of level of aspimtion 
and the concept of attitude. We also traced its relationship to a num
her of other concepts in the hclliwioral sciences, and elaborated the 
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LOA concept Itself in some detail. This discussion was followed by 
Chapter III which presented a conceptnal evaluation of most of the 
various LOA measures which have been used in research. This analysis 
required specifying the measurement implications of LOA theory, 
as well as some of the practical requirements of all instruments· pur
porting to measuring psychological constmcts. No previous LOA 
measuring technique was fOWld which does justice to the theory; 
neither do any meet all of the practical requirements of a psychological 
instrument. Moreover, the tcclmiques which most nearly meet the 
theoretical requirements are the least practicable. 

Sciences are not built on dataless theory, however. LOA has never 
before been subjected to an exhaustive study of its correlates. This 

. was done in Chapter IV by drawing seven hypotheses from theory of 
aspiration and of attitude. and then classifying under the hypothesis 
all variables known to have been tested for correlati.on with LOA. 
Many variables could not be classed as appropriate to any of these 
hypotheses, and were therefore classed under an hypothesis predicting 
no cOlTelation with LOA., The over~all result was that even the inade~ 
quate available instruments show tIle LOA concept to behave predict. 
ably. For when we hypothesize that an LOA measure will be related 
to a non~LOA variable we are correct about four-fifths of the time, 
and when we hypothesize that an LOA measure will not be related 
to a non-LOA variable we are correct about seven-tenths of the time. 
This ;seiims to be- quite strong evidence that LOA~s theoretical promise 
is fulfilled in its empirical behavior. . 

This finding justifies the detailed analysis of the OAS, presented 
in Chapters V, VI, and VII. In brief, we find that the OAS has an 
internal shucture which does justice to the various elements of the 
LOA concept, and it has a design which makes it a practicable in~ 
strument for research and for counseling, but we must note again 
that it should not be used for counseling until it has been evaluated 
specifically for this purpose. It should be emphasized that the OAS is 
a measure of relative~ not absolute LOA. The empirical findings on 
the OAS are summarized below. 

Summary of OAS Data 

The main findings of the analysis of responses to the OAS are 
itemized immediately below. These findings are summarized from 
Chapters V, VI and VII. 
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It /IllS been evaluated for measuring LOA's of older high school 
boys. While it may be appropriate for school girls and for school boys 
of other ages, this has Dot yet been demonstrated. 

Total administration time in group situations (including time for 
distributing the forms, explaining how to fill them out, answering stu· 
dent's questions, and filling out the form) is usually not more than 
one-half hour. 

Scoring time is about one to two minutes per form, and the form 
may be scored by any li~erate person. 

The rate of non-responses and unusable responses is less than one 
percent. 

The mean score is approximately 37 points. 
The Standard deviation of the scores is approximately 11.5 - 13.0 

points. 
The shape of the distribution of raw scores is approximately nor

mal. 
The split-half reliability is about r = .80, when corrected for at

tenuation. 
The test-retest reliability coefficient, measured on equivalent forms 

administered 10 weeks apart, is r = .77. 
The conCUITent validity coefficient, measured against perhaps the 

, best previous LOA instrument, is r = +.62. 
Its profile structure is as predicted by theory. Realistic and short

range levels tend to be lower tllan idealistic and longRrange levels. 
(Some of the evidence here is contrary to the above pattern.) 

Its internal factor-analytic structure consists of three factors, only 
one of which accounts for a substantial proportion of the item inter
correlation. That is. it is essentially a one-factor fonn. 

An inter-technique factor-analysis shows it to share a main factor 
with a free-response technique, but it is distinguished from the free w 

response teclmique by another substantial factor. The exact sources 
of the latter factor .are unknown, but it is probably due to the differ
ences in ways of eliciting LOA responses. 

The relational fertility of the OAS agrees with that of all other 
LOA measures, in that it is correlated and uncorrelated with the 
same types of non-LOA variables. 

In comparative relational fertility, the OAS agrees well with per-
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haps the best of previous LOA instruments, in that it bas almost 
exactly the same degree of correlation with non-LOA variables as does 
the latter instrument. 

Conclusion and Prohlems for Research 
Conclusion 

In general, we conclude that the OAS appears to be a practical, 
reliable, and evidently ,valid instrument for measuring differential 
levels of occupational aspiration. It is probably the best available 
single combination of practicability, reliability and validity. Students 
find it easy to fill out and they do it quickly. It is also easy to score. 
All other instruments that are simple to administer and score are 
deficient in other respects. There are a few other reliable LOA in
stnlments but these are of unknown or relatively low validity. The 
desigu of the two other instruments of high reliability, Strong's OL 
scale and the Lee-Thorpe LI scale, is only vaguely related to LOA 
theory, and the two are practically uncorrelated with each other. Only 
one LOA instrument. a multiple-item free-response technique, is 
known to have a degree of predictive validity. This is the North-Hatt 
~echnique. The OAS is moderately bighly correlated with it, and this 
mstrument and the OAS have almost identical degrees of correlation 
with a, number of non-LOA variables. But the free-response instru
ment is not ,practicable because it has a high non~response rate and 
is difficult to score. . 

Problems for Research 

The most pressing unresolved problem of the OAS is that its pre
dic;:tive validity is unknown. 'We have used every indirect method 
of assessing validity we could discover, and it holds up well accord
ing to these. But its predictive validity I,as yet to be established. The 
most adequate tests of predictive validity require the re~study of 
subjects initially tested in high school after they have moved on to 
their Ufe's occupations or have completed, their college education. Less 
adequate, but nevertheless useful, tests of predictive validity may be 
made on the academic success of college frcsllmen and oUler groups 
for one of tl,e hypothesized effects of LOA is performance in school. 
Such studies are now being conducted at Michigan State University. 

The fakability of the OAS also needs to be tested. Also, research 
needs to be conducted to determine the extent to which students 
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actually do fake the form. Our guess is that very few do so, but we 
have no definite evidence of this. Moreover, we believe that an 
essentially unfakable form could he devised hy correlating responses 
to questions having no LOA manifest content with responses to the 
OAS, wder conditions where the initial respondents are highly moti~ 
vated not to fake their answers. Such a system may be subject to 
other types of error, but it should be tried. 

A third problem concerns the present response altenlaUves to the 
OAS. 'As we indicated in Chapter V, the, response alternatives are 
presently wlhalanced. This means that the average ranks of the 
alternatives contributing to the measurement of each combination 
of expression~levels and time-di?Jension periods are unequal. This 
inequality almos~ surely influences the profile structure of the re
spons'es. As it happens, this is not at all a serious difficulty, but 
future editions of the OAS should include b..'llanced response alterna
tives. 

A fourth problem, or set of problems, concerns the evaluation of 
the OAS for counseling purposes. To date, it has not heen used to 
counsel students. But this is an important potential use for it. It is 
our belief that its most important use in counseling would be to dis
cover the students whose class (or other group) rank on LOA is 
quite dissimilar to their rank on intelligence or grades. Such people 
would be over~aspirers or under~aspirers. The over-aspirers might 
well need counseling to lower their LOA's, and the under-aspirers 
might need cotmseling to accomplish the opposite. We hope to begin 
research aimed at evaluation of the OAS for counselors in the near 
future. 

The usefulness of the OAS for girls has yet to be demonstrated. 
It may not be appropriate for girls, but research should be conducted 
to see if this is true. Exploratory studies now being conducted at 
Michigan State University appear to show that girls respond to it in 
ways which, though different from those of boys, are nevertheless' 
me,aningful. But OAS studies of girls need to be conducted much 
more systematically than has been done to date. 

Additional reliability data should be collected. In particular, we 
need more long·rangc stability coefficients than arc presently available. 

Extensive dala on nOrms for boys and girls of uifferent agcs also 
need to be compiled. These will help counselors interpret the mean~ 
ing of the SCOre for any particular individual. Research is presently 
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underway to detennine the influence of pigher levels of LOA, as 
measured by the OAS, as a psychological force sustaining the in
dividual in scbool and predisposing him to do well in school. These 
studies are being conducted on junior high school children who may 
be potential drop-outs and on beginning college students at Michigan 
State University. 

The OAS may be easUy improved. We have already noted that 
an unfakable fonn could be constructed. A revision with balanced 
response alternatives should be put together, using the system noted 
on p. 66. At the same time, the problem of unwanted response sets 
(p. (57) could be overcome in the same revision. Finally, the split
half reliability of the OAS could be increased by doubling or tripling 
the number of its stimulus questions. This could be done by repeating 
the various response alternatives while keeping both the stimulus 
questions and the response alternatives balanced. But. this may not 
be wortllwhile because it would lengthen the time required to ad~ 
minister and score the OAS. 

There are other unsolved problems on the development and 
dynamics of LOA for which the OAS may be an important instrument. 
For one, we .need to trace the development of LOA through time. 
For others, we need to investigate differences between those whose 
idealistic and realistic expression levels are distant as compared to 
those whose expression levels are close together; and those whose 
long~range time~dimension levels are no different from their .short~ 
range as compared to those whose long~range time-dimension levels 
are much higher than their short-range. 

Uses of tile OAS 

In these pages we have presented the Occupational Aspiration 
Scale. Only additional research can tell whether it can be used by 
counselors. ~ut in our opinion, it is a quite satisfactory instrument 
for research on LOA. It is our hope that it will extend knowledge 
of the occupational and educational behavior of youth in America 
and perhaps elsewhere. 
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APPENDIX I 

INFORMATION ON THE OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATION 
SCALE AND OTHER VARIABLES 

Copyright 1957 
By Archie O. HaUer 

YOUR NAME ______ ---: ___ _ 

OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATION SCALE 

THIS SET OF QUESTIONS CONCERNS YOUR INTEREST IN DIFFERENT 
K[NDS OF JOBS. THERE ARE E[GHT QUESTIONS. EACH ONE ASKS 
YOU TO CHOOSE ONE JOB OUT OF TEN PRESENTED. 

BE SURE YOUR NAME IS ON THE TOP OF THIS PAGE. 

READ EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY. THEY ARE ALL'DIFFERENT. 

ANSWER EACH ONE THE BEST YOU CAN. DON'T OM[T ANY. 

Question 1. Of the jobs llsted in this question, which is the BEST ONE you 
are REALLY SURE YOU CAN GET when your SCHOOLING 
[S OVER? . 

1.1 ___ Lawyer 
1.2 Welfare worker for a city government 
I.3 ___ United States representative in Congress 

-1.4_' __ Corporal in the Anny 
1.5 ___ United States Supreme Court Justice 
1.6 ___ Night watchman 
1. 7 Sociologist 
1.8 Policeman 
I.9 ___ County ugriculhlral agent 
1.10---Filling station attendant 

QUestion 2. Of the jobs listed in this question, which ONE would you choose 
jf you were FREE TO CHOOSE ANY of them you wished when 
your SCHOOLING IS OVER? 

2.1 Member of the board of directors of a large corporation 
2.2 Undertaker 
2.3 ___ Banker 
2.4 Machine operator in a factory 
2.5 ___ Physician (doctor) 
2.6 ___ Clothes presser in a laundry 
2.1 Accountant for a large business 
2.8 Railroad conductor 
2.9 ___ Railroad engineer 
2.1D---Singer in a night club 

HO 

Question 3. 

Questiou 4. 

Question 5. 

Of the Jobs listed In this question which is the BEST ONE you 
are REALLY SURE YOU CAN GET when your SCHOOLING 
IS OVER? 

3.1 Nuclear physIcist 
3.2 Reporter for a daily newspaper 
3.3 County judge 
3.4 ___ Darber 

3.5 State governor 
3.6 Soda 'fountain clerk 
3.7 ___ Diologist 
3.8 ___ Mail carrier 
3.9 ___ 0fficial of an international labor union 

3.1O-Farm Hand 

Of the jobs listed in tllis question, which ONE would you choose 
if you were FREE TO CHOOSE ANY of them you wished when 
your SCHOOLING IS OVER? 

4.1 ___ Psychologist 
4.2 Manager of a small store in a city 
4.3 Head of a department in state government 
4.4 ___ Clerk in a store 
4.5 ___ Cabinet member in the federal government 
4.6 ___ Janitor 
4.7 __ ,_Musician in a symphony orchestra 
4.8 ___ Carpenter 
4.9 ___ Radio nooouncer 
4.10 __ Coal miner 

Of the jobs listed in this question, which is the BEST ONE' you 
are REALLY SURE YOU CAN HAVE by the time you are 30 
YEARS OLD? 

5.I ___ Civil engineer 

5.2 Bookkeeper 
5.3 ___ Minister or Pdest 
5,4 Streetcar motorman or city bus driver 
5.5 ___ Diplomat in the United States Foreign Service 
5.6 ___ Share cropper (one who owns no livestock or farm 

machinery, and does not manage the farm) 
5.1 Author of novels 
5.8 Plumber' 
5.9 ___ Newspaper columnist 
5.10 ___ Taxi driver 
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Question 6. Of the jobs listed in thJs question. whJch ONE would you choose 
to have when you arc 30 YEARS OLD. if you were FREE TO 
HAVE ANY of them you wished? 

6.1 A.irline pUot 
6,2 Insurance agent 
6.3 Architect 
6,4 Milk route man 
6,5 Mayor of a large city 
6,6 ___ Carbage collector 
6,7 ___ Captnin in the army 

6.B Garage mechanic 
6.9-__ 0 wner_operator of a printing shop 
6.1O ___ Railroad section hand 

Question 1. Of the jobs listed in this question, wbich is the BEST ONE you 
a" REALLY SURE YOU CAN HAVE by the time you"," 30 
YEARS OLD? 

1.1 Artist who paints pictures that are exhibited In galleries 
7.2 Traveling salesman for a wholesale concern 
7.3 Chemist 
1.4 Truck driver 
7.5 Conega professor 
7.6 Street sweeper 
7.7 ___ Building contractor 

7.R Local official of a labor unJon 
7.9 ___ Electrieian 
7.10 ___ Restaurant waiter 

Question 8. Of the jobs listed in this question, which ONE would you ehoo~e 
to have when you are 30 YEARS OLD, if you were FREE TO 
HAVE ANY of them you wished? 

8.1 ___ 0wner of a factory that employs about 100 people 
8.2 Playground director 
8.3 Dentist 
8.4 Lumberjack 
8.5 ___ Scientist 
8.6 ___ Shocshiner 

8.7 Public school teacher 
8.8-__ 0wner~operator of a lunch stand 
8.9 ___ Trained machinist 
8.ID-Dock worker 
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Scoring Instructions 

Occupational Aspiration Scale 

AU eight questions are scored the same. 
There are ten alternatives for each question, and only one alternative may be 
checked. 

The scores for each alternative are as follows: 

Alternative 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Score 
7 
4 
8 
2 
9 
o 
6 
3 
5 
1 

The total score is the sum of the scores for each of the eight questions. 

Nonnalized Data for D.A.S. Raw Scores 

The nonnnlized data for the O.A.S. scores were computed by the method 
given by Edwards.' The data entitled "observed ~" represents equivalent scores 
having a mcan of zero and n standard deviation of LO. However, the form of 
the "observed ':Z," distribution is the same as that for the raw scores. The cumula
tive. frequencies below n givcn raw score plus one~half of the frequencies of that 
score were converted to cumulative percentages (or proportions of total N). 
These cumulative percentages were used to find the ~ score value corresponding 
to the point in a theoretical flOrmal distribution by referring to a table of the 
unit normal curve. These normalized;?; scores also have a mean of zero and a 
standard deviation of 1.0: however, the scores have been stretched in such a 
way as to normalize the distribution. Also, the cumulative perccntages were 
converted to equivalent T~scorcs by means of a table of T~scol'es. Essentially, 
a T-score equals a normal;?; score multiplied by 10 and the product addcd to 50. 
Hence, the T~scores have a mcan of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.0. 
Standard scores enable us to compare mensurcmcnts from various distributions 
of comparable [ann since we bave reduced the measurements of each distribu~ 
tion to a common scale. 

Raw Scores: 

T·Scores: f 

Mean :30,2 
S.D. -12.99 
Mean = 50.0 
S.D. ~ )0,0 

} 
J Edwllrds. A. L., Sta/Istlcal }.fctflO.u for 'he Bdlavwra! Science, (New York; RinehDrt and Com_ 

pany, Inc.1 1954) 
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Raw 1 Observed 01 o. Normal 
score Z Z 

(1) 2 1 -2.63 0.5 .0011 -3.07 
(2) 10 2 -2.02 2.0 .0045 -2.61 
(3) 13 1 -1.79 4.5 .0102 -2.32 
(4) 14 2 -1.71 7.0 .0}59 -2.1S 
(5) ,. • -1.56 11.0 .02S0 -1.96 
(.) 17 8 -1.48 18.0 .0409 -1.74 
(7) 18 3 -1.40 23.5 .0533 -1.61 
(8) ,. 7 -1.32 28.5 .0647 -1.52 
(') 20 8 -1.25 36.0 .0817 -1.39 

(10) 21 11 -1.17 45.5 .1033 -1.26 
(11) 22 8 . -1.09 55.0 .1248 ....,.1.15 
(12) .23 15 -1,02 66.5 .1510 -1.03 
(13) 24 12 -0.94 80.0 .1816 -0.91 
(14) 25 12 -0.86 92.0 .2088 -0.81 
(15) 2. 10 -0.78 103.0 .2338 -0.73 
(1.) 27 15 -0.71 115.5 .2622 -0.64 
(17) 28 13 -0.63 120.5 .2940 -0.54 
(18) 2' 22 -0.55 147.0 .3337 -0.43 
(19) 30 17 -0.48 IM.S .3780 -0.31 
(20) 31 13 -0.40 181.S ,-UZO -0.22 
(21) 32 10 _0.32 193.0 .4381 -0.16 
(22) 33 8 -0.25 20i.o .4585 -0.10 
(23) 34 11 -0.17 211.5 .4801 -0.05 
(24) 35 ,. -0.09 225.0 .5108 0.03 
(25) 3. 8 -0,02 237.0 .5380 0.10 
(2.) 37 12 0.06 247.0 .5607 0.15 
(27) 38 8 0.14 257.Q .5834 0.21 
(28) 39 9 0.22 265.5 .6027 0.26 
(29) 40 13 0.29 276.5 .6276' 0.33 
(30) 41 10 0.37 2SS.0 .6SJS 0.40 
(31) .. 8 0.45 297.0 .6742 0._45 
(32) 43 • 0.52 305.5 .6935 0.51 
(33) .. 13 0.60 316.5 . 7184 0.58 
(34) 45 5 0.68 325.5 .7389 0.64 
(35) 4. 7 0.75 331. 5 .7525 . 0.68 
(3.) 47 • 0.83 339.5 .7707 0.74 
(37) 48 10 ' 0.91 349.5 .7934 0.82 
(38) 4. 8 0.99 358.0 .8127 0.89 
(3.) 50 4 1.06 364.0 .8263 0.94 
(40) 51 11 1.14 371.5 .8433 1.01 
(41) 52 • 1.22 381.5 .8660 1.11 
(42) 53 4 1.29 388.0 .8808 1.18 
(43) 5' 5 1.37 392.5 .8910 1.23 
(") 55 5 1.45 397.5 .9023 1.29 
(45) 5. 8 1.52 -404.0 . 9171 1.39 
(4.) 57 • 1.60 412.5 .9364 1. 53 
(47) 58 4 1.68 419.0 .9511 1.66 
(48) 59 3 1.76 -422.5 .9591 1.74 
(49) .0 7 1.83 427.5 .9704 1.89 
(50) ., 5 1.91 433.5 .9840 2.15 
(51) .2 1 1.99 436.5 .9908 2.36 
(52) .3 1 2.06 437.5 .9931 2.46 
(53) O. 2 2.14 439.0 .9965 2.70 
(54) .5 1 2.22 440.5 .9999 3.70 
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Variable Identification for Correlation Matrix' 
Mabix 
IdentiGcatfon 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 
21 

22 

Description 
Occupational Aspiration Scale Scores 
College Aspiration Level 
C. F. I. Q. Scores 
16 Personality Factor Test: Factor "A" 
(Cyclothymia vs. Schizothymia)' 
16 PF: Factor "n" 
(General Intelligence vs. Mental Defect) 
16 PF: Factor"C'" 
(Emotional stability or ego s~ength vs. dIssatis6ed emotionality) 
16 PF: Factor "E" 
(Dominance or Ascendance vs. Submission) 
16 PF: Factor "F" 
(Surgcncy vs. dcsurgency, or depressive anxiety) 
16 PF: Factor "c" 
(Character or super~ego strength vs. lack of internal standards) 
16 PF: Factor "II" 
(Adventurous Autonomic resUience vs. inherent. withdrawn 
schizothymia) 
16 PF: Factor "I" 
(Emotional sensitivity vs. tough maturity) 
16 PF: Factor "L" 
(Paranoid schizothymia vs. trustful altruism) 
16 PF: Factor "M" 
(Hysterical unconcern or "bohemfanism", vs. practical. con~ 
ccmcdness) 
16 PF: Factor "N'" 
(Sophistication vs. rough simplicity) 
16 PF: Factor "0" ' . 
(Anxious insecurity vs. placid self-confidence) 
16 PF: Factor "Q." 
(Radicalism vs. Conservativism) 
16 PF: Factor "Q;' 
(Independent self~sufficiency vs. Jack of resolution) 
16 PF: Factor "Q." 
(Will control and character stability) 
16 PF: Factor "Qt 
(Nervous tension) 
CTP: Total Adjustment Score 
BVA 1 
(Delief that work is of expressive value vs. instrumental value) I 
BVA 2 
(Positive vs. negative evaluation of structured time) 

• Bu..d; CD eodJn~ key for CIlJd 1.14. 

: ~t= =~~~ttJ~ r~~~~ t°tobl~J~~. 
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M.bix 
Identifloation Description 

BVA3 23 

25 

26 

27 

28 
29 
30 
31 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

X, 
X, 
X, 
X. 
X. 

(Positive VS. negative evaluation of physical mobility) 
BVA4 
(Positive vs~ negative evaluation of change) 
BVA 5 
(Delief in tntemal VB. external detennination of events) 
BVA 6 
(Positive VS. negative evaluation of deferred gratification) 
Occupational Crystallization 
(Certainty of occupational choice) 
Father's educational status 
Parental desire for ego's post-high school educational mobility 
Parental desire for ego's high occupational achievement 
Parental desire for ego's high social status 
(Index based on nO.'5 29 and 30 above) 
Status Anxiety 
Sewell S.RS. scores 
Grade Point Average: 1956 -1951 
Number of agricultural courses through 1957 
AgricUltural CPA through 1957 

Means and standard devi'ations /OT the North-Hatt LOA instrument 

Variable Me .. SD N 

Highest ••••••••••••• 79.61 7.14 '37 
Lowest .............. 64.25 9.84 437 
Plan ................ 72.86 9.48 411 
Free.~ ••••••••••••.• '14.50 9.63 40. 
Mature ••••••••••••• 74.35 9.00 3 •• 
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APPENDIX n 

UNPUBUSHED QUESTIONNAIRES USED IN TIlE 

LENAWEE COUNTY STUDY 

YOURNAME ______ -'-__ _ 

The MSU Work Belief. Check-List 

Instructions: 

;::1\' P~~b~~tf'::d ili~: y~~ ~~,:~~~.hn~.;=o~~d d\::,!:Y wi~hYo~~!:v·if You 
agree WI a statement circle Agree' if you disagre"th . you 
Disagree. Do not omit 'any.' e WJ a statement, circle 

De sure your name'is on the top of this sheet. 

1.1 The only purpose of working is to make money Agree 
1.2 I believe n man needs to work in order to feel tha~ he has Disagree 

a real plnce in the world. 1 3 I fl' Agree Disagree 
. cc sorry for people whose jobs require that they take 

orders from others. 1 4 E Agree Disagree 
. . very man should have a job that gives hhn a steady 

meome. 
1,5 

L6 

l,7 

1,8 

2,} 

2,2 

2,3 
2,4 
2,5 
2,6 

2,7 
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The bnppiest me.n are those who work only when they 
need money. 
Do~ng. a good f~b day in and day out is one of the mosl 
satisfYing cxperJCllCCS a man can have. 
A regular job is good for one. 
~ ~eel sorry for rich people who never leam how go~d 
It IS to have a steady job. 
I don't like people who are always right on time for every 
appointment they have. 
I feel sorry for people who have to do the same thing 
every day at the same time. 
I don't like to have to make appoinbnents. 
J believe that promptness is a vh·tue. 
I usually schedule my activities. 
fd rather let things happen in their own way rather than 
licheduling .them by a clock. 
It makes me feel bad to be late for an appoinbnent. 

Disagree 

Agree Disagree 

Agree Disagree 
Agree Disagree 

Agree Disagree 

Agree Disagree 

Agree Disagree 
Agree Disagree 
Agree Disagree 
Agree Disagree 

Agree Disagree 
Agree Disagree 

, 

2,8 I expect people who have appoinbnents with me to be 
right on time. 

Agree Disagree 

3,l I would be unhappy living away from my relatives. Agree Disagree 

3.2 I hope to move away from here within the next few years. Agree Disagree 

3,3 People who can't leave their hometowns are hard for 
me to understand. 

Agree Disagree 

3,4 A man's first loyalty should bl) to his home community. Agree Disagree 

3,5 When a boy becomes a man, he should leave home. Agree Disagree 

3,6 I like to see new things and meet new people. Agree Disagree 

4,l I like to try new things. Agree Disagree 

4,2 On the whole, the old ways of doing things arc the best. Agree Disagree 

4,3 Life would be boring without new experiences. Agree Disagree 

4,4 I like people who are willing to change. Agree Disagree 

4,5 On the whole, most changes make things worse. Agree Disagree 

4,6 The happiest people are those who do things the way 
their parents did. 

Agree Disagree 

4,7 New things arc usuany better than old things. Agree Disagree 

5,1 I believe tbat a person can get anything he wants if 
he's willing tQ work for it. Agree Disagree 

5,2 Man should not work too hard, for his fortune is in the 
hands of Cod. 

Agree Disagree 

5,3 A man shouldnt work too hard because it won't do him 
any good unless luck is with him. Agree Disagree 

5,4 With a little luck I believe I can do almost anything I 
really want to do. 

Agree Disagree 

5,5 A person shouldn't hope for much in this life. Agree Disagree 

5,6 If a man can't better himself it's his own fault. Agree Disagree 

5,7 .Practieally everything I try to do turns out wen for me. Agree Disagree 

5,8 I usuany fail when I try something important. Agree Disagree 

6,1 I would rather work than go to school. Agree Disagree 

6,2 Money is made to spend, not to save. Agree Disagree 

6,3 I think there's something wrong with people who go to 
school for years when they could be out earning a living. Agree Disagree 

6,4 One gains more in the long run if he shldies than if he 
gets a job. 

Agree Disagree 

6,5 The more sellOol a person gets the better off he is. Agree Disagree 

6,6 Cenerally speaking, things one works hard for are the 

best. 
Agree Disagree 

6,7 When I get a little extra money I usually spend it. Agree Disagree I 
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The happiest people are those who do things the way " . 
Scoring Key (Tentative) 1951-1960 4.6 Agree ~ I 

their parents did. ! I MSU Work Belief. Check-List New things are usually better than old things. . ~ Disagree l . 4.7 , 
t 

5.1 I believe that a person can get anything he wants if \ 

;i 
I. Underlined responses are scored one point; all others are scored zero points. be's willing to work for it. 

Agree Disagree , 
2. There is a, score for each sub-area, six scores in aU. I 

5.2 Man should not work too hard. for his fortune is in I u The only pwpose of working is to make money. Agree Disagree the hands of God. 
Agree ~ 

1.2 I believe a man needs to work in order to feel that 5.3 A man shouldn't work too bard because it won't do 
Agree ~ 

[ he has a real place in the world. ~ Disagree him any good unless luck is with him. 
With a little luck I believe I can do almost any-

" 1.3 I feel sorry for people whose jobs require that they 5.4 Agree Disagree :'0, 
take orders from others. Agree Disagree thing I really want to do, ',. 

Disagree 
, 

' ; 

A person sllOuldn't hope for much in this life. Agree 
'.\ I.4 Every man should have a Job that gives him a steady 5.5 Disagree ~ 
;.~ income. ~ Disagree 5.6 If a man can't better himself it's his own fault. ~ ~ l:i:~ 

1.5 The happiest men are those who work only when they Practically everything I try to do turns out well for me. ~ Disagree . 
5.7 ~.:;} need money. Agree Disagree Agre6 ~ ! ",:. I usually fail when I try something important. ,.,.: 1.6 Doing a good job day in and day out is one of the 5.8 

Agree ~ " 
J would rather work than go to school. .>'! most satisfying experiences a man can have. Agree Disagree 6.1 

,fr 1.7 A regular job is good for one. Agree Disagree 6.2 Money is made to spend, not to save. Agree ~ 

f 
1.8 I feel sorry for rich people who never learn how good 6.3 I think there's something wrong with people who ,go to 

;:' it is to have a steady job. Agree Disagree school for years when they could be out earomg a 

1 
2.1 I don't like people who are always right on time for living. if 

Agree ~ 
i; 

't 
every appoinbnent they have. Agree Disagree 6.4 One' gains more in the long run if he studies than 

~ Disagree 

! 
2.2 I feel sorry for people who have to do the same thing he gets a job. 

. ::~~ every day at the same time • Agree Disagree 
6.5 The more school a person gets tIle better off he is. Agree Disagree 

2.3 I don't like to have to make appointments. Agree Disagree Generally speaking. things one works hard for arc the 
2.4 I believe that promptness is a vlrtue. Agree Disagree 

6.6 
~ Disagree 

. .": best ., 2.5 I us!Jally schedule my activities. Agree Disagree 
6.7 When I get a little extra money I usually spend it: Agree ~ t " 2.6 .' I'd' ratlier let things happen in their own way rather , .:: 

f 

than scheduling them by a clock. Agree Disagree 
.',; 

2.7 It makes me feel bad to be Jate fa:r an appointment. Agree Disagree "i 
: ~, 2.8 I expect people who have appointments with me to .::,. 
;'1 be right on time. Agree Disagree '. 

:-'1 , 
,I 3.1 I would be un11appy living away from my relatives. Agree Disagree 

Y, 3.2 I hope to move away from here wi~in the next "few 

" years. Agree Disagree 
i 3.3 People who can't leave their hometowns are hard for 

::1 me to unden;tand. Agree Disagree 

.<.~ 3.4 A man's first loyalty should be to his home community. Agree Disagree 
,. 3.5 ~en a boy becomes a. man, he shouId leave home. Agree Disagree l 

] 
3.6 I like to see new things and meet new people. Agree Disagree 

I 4.1 I like to try new things. Agrco Disagree 

4.2 On t11e whole, the old ways of doing things are the 
best. Agree Disagree '1 4.3 Life would be boring without new experiences. Agree Disagree '\ 

'j 4.4 I like people who are willing to change. Agree Disagree 

" 

, 4.5 On the whole, most changes make things worse. Agree Disagree ., 
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Michigan State University Depnrbnent of Sociology 
and Anthropology 

THE OCCUPATIONAL PLANS OF MICHIGAN YOUTII 

Dear Student: 
This survey is an attempt to get a better picture of the problems you young 

people face in choosing your life"s occupation, and the attitudes you have 
towards these problems. By car~funy filling out this questionnaire you will 
help us to gain a better understanding of how the's6 problems look from where 
you stand. This information will be of great value in developing counseling 
programs for high school youth. For this reason we are anxious to have you 
answer the questions on this form to the best of your ability. 

.PLEASE FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS. 

1. Read each item carefully. Answer to the best of your knowledge. 

2. Be sure to answer each question. Where there are brackets. fill in an 'X", 
De SUfe that your "X" is squarely in the proper bracket, before your 
choice. Where only a space is left, enter the word or figures called 
for. If you cannot answer the question, write "1 do not know." 

3. There are several questions which refer to your parents. If for any reason 
you are not living with your parents, answer for the person who acts 
as your parent or guardian. . 

4. If you havo any comment to make, if you dId not understand any item, 
if your attitudes differ from those given, or if you have problems which 
we failed to mention, write about them on the margin close to the items 
near them in meaning. 

I. ABOUT MYSELF 

1. MY NAME IS __________ _ 

2. MY ADDRESS IS: 

3. MY ACE (to ne .. est birthday)· IS: ___ . 

·THE DATE OF MY BIRTH WAS _---,-_-,---_ 
Month 

4. MY SEX IS: ) male ( ) female 

S. I AM A: ) junior ) senior 

6. I MAKE MY REGULAR HOME WITH: 
( ) my own parents. 
( ) a parent and n step~parent. 
( ) aIle parent only. 
( ) my grandparents. 
( ) an uncle or aunt. 
( ) other (specily), _______ _ 

Day· Year 

1 MY CHURCH PREFERENCE IS. -----------
• Member: ( ) yes ( ) no. 

THE NAME OF MY HIGH SCHOOL IS: ---------8. 
9. THE NUMBER OF YEARS I HAVE ATTENDED THIS HICH SCHOOL 

lS:_. 

10. 
THE KINDS OF EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IN WHICH I 

PARTICIPATE ARE. . 
(Check the oncs in which you participate regularly, and add to the list 

if necessary.) 

( ) athletics. ( ) annual. 

( ) band-orchestra. ( ) student government. 

( ) chorus-vocal. ( ) hobby club. 

( ) dramatics. ( ) other 

( ) debates. ( ) 
( ) 

( ) 4-11 or FFA. 
( ) 

( ) school paper. 

11. COMPARED TO MOST STUDENTS IN MY HIGH SCHOOL. MY LEA])· 
ERSHIP ACTIVITIES ARE: 

( ) greater than average. 
( ) about average. 
( ) less than average. 

12. I LIVE: 

( ) on 0. farm. 
e ) in the open country but not on a fann. 
( ) in a village under 2,500. 
( ) in a town of 2,500 - 10,000. 
( ) in a city over 10,000. 

AS TO WORKING WHILE I AM IN IIICII SCHOOL: 13. 
( ) I llnve a fairly regular job outside my family and home. 
( ) I sometimes work outside my ~ami1y nnd home. 
( ) 1 do not work outside my fnm1ly and home. 

14. OF ALL THE MEN I KNOW WELL, THE ONES I AD~IRE M?ST ARE. 
Their exact occupations Thelf relatlOnshIP .. to 
(their job titles, not the me (frien~,. relative, 

Their names 
company they work for) teacher, mmlster, etc.) 

1. _____ _ 

2.------
3. _____ _ 

4. _____ _ 

5.------
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15, TIlE NAMES OF MY BEST FBlENDS ARE: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

II. ABOUT MY CHOICE OF A LIFE'S OCCUPATION 

I, THE OCCUPATIONS WHICH I HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT GOING 
INTO ARE: 

1. 2. ________________ _ 

3. _______ _ 
4. 

2. THE OCCUPATION THAT I PLAN TO FOLLOW IS: _____ _ 
(Indicate particular type of job.) 

3. IN REGARD TO MY CHOICE OF MY OCCUPATION: 
( ) I feel sure that my mind is made up. 
( ) I'm not too sure. but I think my mind is made up. 
( ) I'm not sure that my mind is mnde up. 

4. IN REGARD TO MY CHOICE OF AN OCCUPATION: 
( ) I have given the matter a great deal of thought: 
( ) I have given the matter some thought. 
( ) I have given the matter little thought. 

5. AS TO MY KNOWLEDGE OF THE WORK I INTEND TO ENTER: 
( ) I have good knowledge because I have worked at it. 
( ) I have good knowledge because I have relatives or friends who work 

at it. 
I have a general knowledge, but don't know much about the 
details of it. 
I don't know much about it yet, but will find out by experience 
on the job. 
I don't know much about it yet. but wi1l find out when I go 
on to school. 
I don't know because I have not yet made a choice. 

6. FOR THE OCCUPATION I HAVE CHOSEN I TlIINK MY ABILITY IS: 
( ) very much above avernge. 
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( ) somewhat above average. 
( ) just average. 
( ) somewhat below avcrage. 
( ) very much below average. 
( ) I don't know because I have not yet made a choIce. 

: 
: , 
I' 

1 COMPARED WITH MY ~"RIENDS, I THINK MY CHANCES FOR GET· 
• TING AHEAD IN THE OCCUPATION OF MY CHOICE ARE: 

( ) very much above average. 
( ) somewhat above average. 
( ) just average. 
( ) somewhat below average. 
( ) very much below average. 

S. IN TIlE OCCUPATION I HAVE CHOSEN I CAN EXPECT HELP IN 
GETTING STARTED: 

( ) from my father or mother who is in this type of work. 
( ) from relatives who are in this type of work. 
( ) from friends who are in this type of work. 
( ) from no one. 
( ) I don't know because I have not made my choice yet. 

9. AS TO FOLLOWING HIS OCCUPATION (FOR BOYS ONLY). MY 

10. 

FATHER HAS: 
( ) tried to encourage me. 

) neithcr tried to encourage or discourage me. 
) tried to discourage me. 

( 
( 

IN THIS QUESTION 'EACH LINE PRESENTS TWO FACTS PEOPLE 
CONSIDER WHEN THEY CHOOSE A JOB. YOU ARE TO UNDERLINE 
THE FACT YOU BELIEVE TO BE THE MORE IMPORTANT OF THE 
TWO IN CHOOSING YOUR JOB. 

1. Fact I: The money you can make. 
Fact 2: The difficulty in getting the required education. 

2. Fact 1: The working hours. 
Fact 2: Tho social· standing of the occupation. 

3. Fact 1: The good you can do. 
Fact 2: 1'he difficulty in getting the required education. 

4. Fact 1: The good you can do. 
Fact 2: The social standing of the occupation. 

5. Fact 1: The working hours. 
Fact 2: The money you can make. 

6. Fact 1: The money you can make. 
Fact 2: The good you can do. 

1. Fact 1: The social standing of the occupation. 
Fact 2: The money you can make. 

S. Fact I: The good you can do. 
Fact 2: The working hours. 

9. Fact 1: The working hours. 
Fact 2: The difficulty in getting the required education. 

10. Fact 1: The difficulty in getting the required education. 
Fact 2: The social standing of the occupation. 

11. IF I WERE ABSOLUTELY FREE TO GO INTO ANY KIND OF WORK 

I WANTED, MY CHOICE WOULD BE: ----------
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• 
12. THE TYPE OF WORK I WOULD LIKE TO BE DOING WHEN I AM 

30 YEARS OLD IS: 

13. REGARDING MY PLANS FOR EDUCATION AFTER I LEAVE HIGH 
SCHOOL: 
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( ) I plan to get more education after high school. 
( ) I do not plan to get more education after high school: 

IF PLANNING TO GET MORE EDUCATION: 
1. THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF FURTHER EDUCATION 1 PLAN 

TO GET IS: 
( ) two years or less. 
( ) three or four years. 
( ) five or six years, 
( ) seven or more years. 

2. THE NAMES AND LOCATIONS OF THE SCHOOLS I AM THINK. 
ING ABOUT ATTENDING ARE: 

Name of School Location of School 
(I) _____________ _ 

(2) _______________ '---

(3) ________________ _ 

3. THE COURSES OF STUDY 'I AM THINKING ABOUT TAKING 
ARE: 

(I) _________ _ 

(2) _________ _ 

(3) _________ _ 

4. AS FAR AS I KNOW NOW, THE HIGHEST DEGREE I HOPE 
TO EARN IS: 

( ) none. 
( ) bachelor's degree. 
( ) master's degree. 
( ) doctor's degree. 
( ) other degree. 

IF OTHER DEGREE 
THE DEGREE I HOPE TO GET IS: 

m. AROUT MY PARENTS 

1. MY PARENTS ARE: 
( ) both living together. 
( ) both dead. 

lAo MY FATHER'S FULL NAME IS: 

( ) father is dead. 
( ) mother is dead. 
( ) divorced. 

lB. MY MOTHER'S FULL NAME IS: 

( ) separated. 

2. MY MOTHER: 
( ) has no job outside the home. 
( ) has a part-time job outside the home. 
( ) has a £ull~time job outside the home. 

. 3, MY FATHER'S OCCUPATION IS: (0' was, if dea_d_o_,_,_eti_"_ed_} __ (S_pcc __ if_Y 
the kind 9£ work he does and not where he works.) 

IF FATHER IS A FARMER 
MY FATHER IS: ( ) owoer ( ) renter ( ) Iabo,e, 
THE NUMBER OF ACRES MY FATHER OPERATES IS: -------

4. MY FATHER CONSIDERS HIS OCCUPATION TO BE: 
( ) completely satisfactory. 
( ) fairly satisfactory. 
« ) good enough. 

) not very good. 
( ) very poor. 

S, MY MOTHER CONSIDERS MY FATHER'S OCCUPATION TO BE: 
( ) completely satisfactory. 
( ) fairly satisfactory. 
( ) good enough. 
( ) not very good. 
( ) very poor. 

6. THE OCCUPATION OF MY FATHER'S FATHER WAS: ________ _ 

7. THE OCCUPATION OF MY MOTHER'S FATHER WAS: ___ _ 

8. THE COUNTRY OF BIRTH OF MY FATHER WAS: __________ _ 

9, THE COUNTRY OF BIRTH OF MY MOTHER WAS:: _________ _ 

10. THE COUNTRY OF BIRTH OF MY FATHER'S FATHER WAS: _____ ' 

11. THE COUNTRY OF BIRTH OF MY MOTHER'S FATHER WAS: ____ _ 
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12. MY FATHER'S EDUCATION CONSISTED OF, 

( ) less than 8 grades. 
( ) 8 grades. 
( ) 9-11 gr.de~ 
( ) 12 grades. 
( ) some college. 
( ) college degree. 

13. MY MOTHER'S EDUCATION CONSISTED OF, 

( ) less than 8 grades. 
( ) 8 grade,. 
( ) 9-11 grades. 
( ,) 12 grades. 
( ) some college. 
( ) college degree. 

14. I BELIEVE MY FATHER'S EDUCATION IS, 

( ) completely satisfactory. 
( ) fairly satisfactory. 
( ) good enough. 
( ) not ve')' good. 
( ) very poor. 

-------------~ 

IS. MY FATHER THINKS THAT THE EDUCATION HE OBTAINED IS, 

( ) completely satisfactory. 
( ) fairly satisfactory. 
( ) good enough. 
( ) not ve')' good. 
( ) very poor. 

16. IN COMPARISON TO THE INCOME OF THE PARENTS OF OTHER 
STUDENTS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL. THE INCOME OF MY PARENTS 
IS, 

( ) one of the highest incomes. 
( ) higher than average. 
( ) just a.verage. 
( ) Jess than average. 
( ) one of the lowest incomes. 

17. MY PARENTS ARE CONSIDERED BY MOST PEOPLE IN THE COM-
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MUNITY TO BE, 

( ) very important people. 
( ) rather important people. 
( ) just average people. 
( ) of less tllan average importance. 
( ) not at all important. 

lV. ABOUT ME AND MY PARENTS 

1. AS TO CONTINUING MY EDUCATION BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL. 
MY FATHER, 

( ) has strongly encouraged me to continue. 
( ) has given me some encouragement to continue. 
( ) has never said much about it. 
( ) he feels that I would be better off going to work after high school. 
( ) feels that I should quit high school and go to work. 

2. AS TO CONTINUING MY EDUCATION BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL, 
MY MOTHER, 

l 
! 

) bas strongly encouraged me to continue. 
) has given me some encouragement to continue. 
) bas never said much about it. 
) feels tllat I would be better off going to work after high school. 
) fte1s that I should quit high school and go to work. 

3. AS TO ANY FURTHER HELP FROM MY FOLKS IN GETTING A 
START OHIN CONTINUING MY SCHOOLING AFTER HIGH SCHOOL, 
MY PARENTS WOULD BE, 

( ) financiany able to help me a great deal. 
( ) financially able to give me some help. 
( ) financially able to 'give me no heIr.. 

4. AS TO FURTHER HELP FROM MY PARENTS AFTER I FINISH HIGH 
SCHOOL. MY PARENTS WOULD BE, 

( ) willing to help me a great deal. 
( ) willing to give me some help. 
( ) willing to give me no help. 

S. AS TO THE KIND OF JOB I GO INTO, MY FATHER, 
( ) wants me to have a VClY important job. 
( ) wants me to have a job tilat is quite a bit better than most jobs 

around here. 
) wants me to have a job that is a little bit better than most jobs 

around here. 
) feels that the job I take should be as good as most jobs around here. 
) does not care how good tlle job I go into is. 

6. AS TO THE KIND OF JOB I GO INTO, MY MOTHER, 
( ) wants me to have a very important job. . 
( ) wants me to have a job tllat :Is quite a bit better than most jobs 

around here. 
wants me to have a job that is a little bit better than most jobs 
around here. 

) feels that the job I take should be as good as most jobs around here. 
) does not care how good the, job I go into is. 

7. MY FAMILY IS TOO POOR TO BUY ME THE KIND OF THINGS 
I NEED, 

( ) Yes ) No 
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8. TIlE GIRLS I WOULD LIKE TO DATE PREFER TO GO OUT WITH 
BOYS WHOSE FAMILIES ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN MINE, 

( ) Yes ( ) No 

9. I OFTEN WISH MY FATHER (OR MOTHER, OR GUARDIAN) HAD 
A BETTER JOB, 

( ) Yes ( ) No 

10. I OFTEN WISH MY FATHER WAS A MORE IMPOR'FANT MAN IN 
·1·He COMMUNITY THAN HE IS, 

( ) Yes ( ) No 

V. ABOUT MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS 

(Write "0" if your answer is "none") 

1. THE NUMBER OF OLDER BROTHERS I HAVE IS,, ___ _ 

2. THE NUMBER OF YOUNGER BROTHERS I HAVE IS,, ___ _ 

3. THE NUMBER OF OLDER SISTERS I HAVE IS,, ___ _ 

4. THE NUMBER OF YOUNGER SISTERS I HAVE IS,, ___ _ 

5. THE NUMBER OF MY OLDER BROTHERS AND SISTERS THAT 

GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL IS, ___ _ 

6. THE NUMBER THAT QUIT SCHOOL BEFORE GRADUATING FROM 
HIGH SCHOOL IS, ___ _ 

7. THE NUMBER THAT HAVE ATTENDED OR ARE ATTENDING COr,. 
LEGE IS, ___ _ 

8. BELOW IS THE NAME, SEX, AGE, OCCUPATION AND PLACE OF 
RESIDENCE OF EACH OF MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, (St." with 
the o1dest brother or sister and include all brothers and sisters. If in schabl, 
put "student." If sister is married and not working outsi.de the home, put 
"housewife.") 

Male or Place of Residence 
Name Female Ago Occupation (town and state) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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IF YOU HAVE A BROTHER OR SISTER (or mo .. )-

9. COMPARED TO MOST OF MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, I BE· 
LIEVE MY FATHER WAS, 

( ) much more interested in what I did. 
( ) a little more interested in wh~t I did. . 
( ) just about equally interested ill w~at each of us dId. 
( ) a little less interested in what I did. 
( ) much Jess interested in. what I did. 

10. COMPARED TO MOST OF MY BllOTHERS, I BELIEVE MY MOTHER 
WAS, 

( ) much more interested in what I did. 
( ) a little more interested in what I did. . 
( ) jllst about equally interested in what each of us did. 
( ) a little less interested in what I did. 
( ) much less interested in what I did. 

11. COMPARED TO MOST OF MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS; I BELIEVE 
MY FATHEll WAS, 

( ) much kinder to me. 
( ) a little kinder to me. 
( ) about equally kind to each of us. 
( ) a. little less kind to me. 
( ) much less kind to me. 

12. COMPARED TO MOST OF MY BROTH EllS AND SISTEllS. I BELIEVE 
MY MOTHER WAS, 

( ) much kinder to me. 
e ) a little kinder to me. 
( ) about equally kind to each of us. 
( ) a little less kind to me. 
( ) much less kind to me. 

13. COMPARED TO MOST OF MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, I BELIEVE 
MY FATHER WAS, 

( ) much more attentive to me. 
( ) a little more attentive to me. 
( ) about equally attentive to each of us. 
C ) a little less attentive to me. 
( ) much, less attentive to me. . 

14. COMPARED TO MOST OF MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, I BELIEVE 
MY MOTHEll WAS, 

( ) much more attentive to me. 
( ) a little more attentive to me. 
( ) about equally attentive to each of us. 
( ) a little less attentive to me. 
( ) much less attentive to me. 

15. USUALLY I WAS, 
( ) much more interested in most of my brothers and sisters than 

they were in me. 
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a little more interested in most of my brothers and sisters than 
they were in me, 
about as interested in my brothers and sisters as they were in me. 
a little less interested in most of my brothers and sisters than they 
were in me. 
much less interested in most of my brothers and sisters than they 
were in me. 

VI. ABOUT MY HOUSE 

1. OUR HOME IS, ) owned ( ) rented. 

2. THE NUMBER OF PERSONS WHO LIVE AT OUR HOUSE IS, ___ • 

3. THE NUMBER OF ROOMS lNOUR HOUSE IS, ___ _ 
(Do not include basements, bathrooms, porches, closets, halls.) 

4. THE CONSTRUCTION OF OUR HOUSE IS, 
( ) brick. 
( ) unpainted frame. 
( ) painted frame. 
( ) other (specify). __________ _ 

5. THE LIGHTING IN OUR HOUSE IS, 
( ) oil lamp'. 
( ) electric. 
( ) gas, mantle, or pressure lamps. 
( ) other or none. 

6. THE KIND OF REFRIGERATOR WE HAVE IS, 
( ) ice. 
e ) mechanical (gas or electric). 
( ) other or none. 

7. WE HAVE A DEEP FREEZE LOCKER AT OUR HOME, 
{ I yes { )no. 

B. WE HAVE RUNNING WATER IN OUR HOUSE, ( ) yes ) no. 
9. WE TAKE A DAILY NEWSPAPER, ( ) yes ( ) no. 

10. WE HAVE A POWER WASHING MACHINE, ( ) yes ( ) no. 
U. WE HAVE A RADIO, ( ) yes ( ) no. 
12. WE HAVE A CAR (other than truck): ( ) yes ) no. 
13. WE HAVE A TELEPHONE, ( ) yes ( ) no. 

14. MY FATHER GOES TO CHURCH AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH, 
{)yes{)no. 

15. MY MOTHER GOES TO CHURCH AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH, 
{)yes {)no. 

(CO BACK AND CHECK TO SEE IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED 
EVERY QUESTION). THANK YOU . 

Wi ,II .!!i;!1 r x ~. 4S!;._ 4# U .i¢ 4S ~ .. -:.., . 
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